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Syllabus

IN THE MATJ'R OF

SCHENLEY INDUSTRIES , INC. ET AL.
CONSENT SETTLEMEKT IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE

FEnERAL TRADE CO:NINIISSlON ACT

Docket 60.18. Complaint , Sept. 2l;, 1952-Decision , Mar. 2, 195.1

Where a corporation which had caused to be created or acquired, and owned
directly through subsidiaries, a large number of subsidiary corporations
engaged in the production , sale , and distribution of alcohoiic beverages; and
foul' subsidiary members of said corporate subsidiary organization , which
was utilzed, among other purposes , to faciiitate the saie and distribution
of aicohoiic beverages under various trade-marks , brands , and tradc names
so that at ieast some of said respondents should sell or distribl1 te to persoUS
other than those owned or conhoiied by any of them , i. e., those outside the
group, such beverages for publie consumption under trade-marks, brands,
ami trade names which were in competition , except insofar as restricted
as below set forth, with similar alcohoiic beverages iikewise sold or dis-
tributed such to persons, under different trade-marks, brands, and trade
names , by other si111ilar subsidiary respondents; werc cngaged in the inter-
state sale of sucb beverages to wholesalers or others located throughout the
eountry; eonstituted collectively, along with their affiliated and subsidiary
corporations , one of the largest producers and sellers of aleohoJic beverages
in the United States , the gross sales of wbich as such were in excess of
$200,000 000 in 1951; and , in the case of each , were in competition with one
or more of the other respondents in such sales, except as hindered , lessened,
or suppressed as below set forth-

With intent and effect of restricting and hindering their aforesaiu " ompetition
in commerce in the sale and distribution of such beverages to persons other
than those owned or controJied by any of them , through combination , eon-
,,piracy, cooperation , and planned eornmon courses of action , ann as part
thereof, for lllOre than five years past

(a) Uaiserl , tixed, stabilized , or maintained prices;
(11) Discussed, conferred, and exchanged information by correspondence and

otiJerwise between and among tbemselves or witb other concerns affilated
with or wboIly or partiy owned or controlled by tbem, for the purpose or
with the effect of establishing or maintaining prices, terms, or conditions
of sale or of securing adherence to prices , terms, or conditions of sale;

(C) Met with one another or with retail liqnor dealers or with representatives
of retail liquor dealer associations for the purpose or with the effect 

reaching agre"mcnt as to the employment of resale price maintenance con-
tracts 01' arrangements; of adjusting or increasing resale prices after tax
rate changes; and of reaching agreements as to the use of resale price
maintenance contracts 01' arrangement as a means of fixing, raising,
stabilizing, or maintaining prices;

(d) Used common directors or offcers as a means of raising, fixing, stabilizing,
or lnaintaining prjces;and

\ e) Policed or enforced Or attempted to police or enforce, ilegal resale price
maintenanee eon tracts or arrangernents:
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Held That such acts and practices constituted unfair acts and practices in
commerce and unfair methods of competition therein.

Before Mr. Frank Hier hearing examiner.
Mr. ynn O. Paulson and Mr. Joseph J. Gerc1ce for the Commission.
Ohadbourne, Parke, Whiteside , Wolff Brophy, of New York City,

for respondents.

CONSENT SETTLEMENT 1

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission , on September 24, 1952 , issued and
subsequently served its complaint on the respondents named in the
complaint, charging them with the use of unfair methods of com-
petition and/or unfair acts and practices in violation of the provisions
of said Act.

The respondents, desiring that this proceeding be disposed of by the
consent settlement procedure provided in Rule V of the Commission
Rules of Practice, solely for the purpose of this proceeding, and
review thereof, and the enforcement of the order consented to , and
conditioned upon the Commission s acceptance of the consent settle-
ment hereinafter set forth , and in lieu of the answers to said com-
plaint heretofore filed and which , upon acceptance by the Commission
of this sdtlement, are to be withdrawn from the record , hereby (and
prior to the commencement of the taking of any testimony herein) 

1. A dmit all the jurisdictional allegations set forth in the complaint
as to them.

2. Consent that the Commission may enter the matters hereinafter
set forth as its findings as to the l'acts, conclusion and order to cease and
desist. It is understood that the respondents , in consenting to the
Commission s entry of said findings as to the facts, conclusion and
order to cease and desist, specifically refrain from admitting or deny-
ing that they have engaged in any of the acts or practices stated

therein to be in violation of law.
3. Agree that this consent settlement may be set aside in wbole or

in part under tbe conditions and in the manner provided in paragraph
(f) of Hule V of the Commission s Hules of Practice.

J The Commission s " otice" ::mnonncing and promulgating the consent sett1ement ,18

published J1erewith , follows:
COl1Jl::eJ f'mpPol'ting the compJ:dnt h!lving stated that cyidcncc is not available to sup-

port the alleg'ations of the cOHl1l1:dnt other t1wn those ('(1\"' 1'' (1 by the consent ettlel.f'nt
trndcrcd by the parties in this J1l"ue(' ccliJl . a COp.I' of wIdell is served herewith , the said

cnnspot settJr'ment ,,,as :H-' plc(l lJ:, 01(' ComnlissioJl on l\Iarch , 1D54 , :lnd onlere(l

I'nV' l'('l of reco1'(l as the COJJIlJis jOIl S 11ndings :is to the fnets , conrlmdon , anf1 order in
J1o,:;ii iOJJ of tllis proc(-('din::,
TlJe tjJJ( for filing' report of ('omplinn('f' pll'"unnl UI 1110 ",forf' ai(l onler 1'1lJ from tJll'

!j-

(' of "P1Tj((' herpof'
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The admitted jurisdietional facts , the statement of the acts and
praetices which the Commission had reason to believe were unlawful
the conclusion based thereon , and the order to cease and desist, all of
which the respondents consent may be entered herein in final disposi-
tion of this proeeeding, are as follows:

FINDI:KGS AS TO THE FACTS

PAHAGRAPH 1. Hespondent Schenley Industries , Inc. , is l corporation
organized and existing under and by virtne of the laws of the State
of Dehnvare, and lms its main offce and principal place of bnsiness
at 350 Fifth A venne , New York , New York.

Hespondent Schenley Distillers, Inc. , is a wholly owned snbsidiary
of respondent Schenley Indnstries , Inc. , and is a corporation organ-
ized and existing nnder and by virtne of the laws of the State of Dela-
ware, and has its main offce and principal place of business at ;)()O

Fifth Avenue , Kew Y ork ew York.

Hespondent Schenley Distribntors , Inc. , is a "holly o\vned onbsidi-
ary of respondent Schenley Indnstries, Inc. , and is a corporation or-
ganized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
New York , and has its rnain oihce and principal place of business lt 3i)O

Fifth Avenue ew York , New York.
Respondent 1\1elrose Distillers , Inc. , is a ,,-holly owned subsidiary

of respondent Schenley Industries , 1)1;. , and is a corporation organ-
ized Rnd existing under and by ,irtue of the laws 01' the State of Mary-
land, and has its m lin offce ancl principal place of bnsiness at 122
East 42d Street , K ew York , New York.

Hesponrlent Brandy Distillers Corporation is a wholly mnwd sub-
sidiary of respondent Schenley Industries , Inc. , and s a corporation
organized and existing rmder and by virtne oi' the laws of the State
of Delaware , and has it main offce and prim'ipal p1a, e of business at
350 Fi fth A venue , New York , N ew York.

PAIL 2. Hespondent, Schenley Industries, Inc. , has caused to bc
created or acquired , and owns , directly or through subsidiary corpora-
tions , a large nnmber of subsidiary corporations engaged in the 1'1'0-
dnction, sale and distribution of alcoholic beverages. Among said
subsidiaries are the respondents herein , viz: Schenley DistiIlers , Inc.
Schenley Distributors, Inc. , Melrose Distillers, Inc. , and Brandy Dis-
til1ers Corporation. This corporate subsidiary organization i" util-
ized , among other purposes , to facilitate the sale amI distribution of
nlcohoJic beverages under various trade-nmrks, brands and trade
n:nnes , so that at Jeast some of said respondents 'iell or distribute to
11;I'S011" other than thooe O\1"\ed or C'o11trollf'd by any of the ncspond-
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ents, alcoholic beverages intended for ultimate consumption by the-
public under trade-marks, brands and trade names which are in com-
petition , except insofar as competition has been restricted and les-
sened by the acts and pnwtices herein set forth , with similar alcoholic
beverages sold or distributed to persons , other than those owned or
controlled by any of the respondents under different tradc-markis,
brands and trade names by other respondents herein , all of whom are
subsidiaries of respondent Schenley Industries, Inc.

PAR. 3. Respondents sen or cause to be sold alcoholic beverages to
wholesalers or others located throughout the several States of the

United States and in the District of Columbia, and said alcoholic

beverages , when sold as aforesaid, are transported to said wholesalers
or others in states other than the state or place of production or sale of
said alcoholic beverages, so that these respondents are now and b1Ve
been for more than five years last past, engaged in the trade and com-
merce in said products between and among the various States of the
United States and in the District of Columbia.

The respondents named herein and their affiliated and subsidiary
corporations are collectively one of the largest producers and sellers of
alcoholic beverages in the United States. The gross sales of all mem-
bers of the Schenley group were in excess of $200 000 000 in 1951.

PAR. 4. Each respondent has been and now is in competition with
one or more of the other respondents named herein, and with others ill
making, or seeking to make, sales of alcoholic beverages in commerce
between and among the various States of the United States , except
insofar as said competition has been hindered , lessened , restricted or
suppressed by the combination and practices which they engaged in
and which are herein set forth.

For more than five years last past, and continuing to the present
tiine , the respondents hereinbefore named and described have 9.cted
for the purpose and with the effect of restricting and hindering com-
petition in commerce in the sale and distribution of alcoholic beverages
to persons other than those owned or controlled by any of the respond-
ents , in that they have, through combination , conspiracy, cooperation
and planned common course of action , and as part and parcel thereof
done and performed things, acts and practices as follows:

(a) Raised , fixed , stabilized or maintained prices.
(b) Discussed, conferred, and exchanged information by c'O!Te-

spondence and otherwise between and alIong themselves or with other
concerns affliated with or wholly or partly owned or controlled by
them for the purpose or with the dIect of establishing or maintaining
prices , terms , or conditions of sale or of securing adherence to p!'i
terms , or conditions of sale.
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(c) Met with one another or with retail liquor dealers or with repre-
sentatives of retail liquor dealer associations for the purpose or with
the effect of reaching agreement as to the employment of resale price
maintenance contracts or arrangements; of adjusting or increasing
resale prices after tax rate charges; of reaching agreements as to the
use of resale price maintenance contracts or arrangements as a means
of fixing, raising, stabilizing, or maintaining prices.

(d) Used common directors of offcers as a means of raising, fixing,
stabilizing, or maintaining prices.

(e) Policed or enforced , or attempted to police or enforce, illegal
resale price maintenance contracts or arrangements.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices constitute unfair acts and prac-
tices and unfair methods of competition in interstate commerce within
the intent and meaning of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , as amended.

OHDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

It is ordered That the respondents, Schenley Industries, 1m,. , 11

corporation , Schenley Distilers, Inc. , a corporation, Schenley Dis-
tributors, Inc., a corporation , Melrose Distillers , Inc. , a corporation
and Brandy Distillers Corporation , a corporation , directly or imli-
rectly, through their offcers , agents , representatives or employees , in
or in connection with the offering for sale , sale or distribution in com-
merce between and among the several States of the United States
and in the District of Columbia , of alcoholic beverages , do forthwith
cease and desist from entering into , cooperating in carrying out OJ'

continuing any combination , conspira"y, cooperation or planned com-,
mon course of action between any two or more of said respondents
engaged in competition in the sale of alcoholic beverages to persons
other than those owned or controlled by any of the respondents , or
between anyone or more of said respondents and any wholly or partly
owned subsidiary or affiliated concern not a party hereto , engaged
in competition in the sale of alcoholic beverage.s to persons other than
those owned or controlled by any of the responde.nts, to do or ped'orm
any of the following acts or things:

(1) liaise , fix , stabilize or maintain prices;
(2) Discuss , confer or exchange information for the purpose 01'

with the effect of establishing or maiutaining prices , terms or condi
tions of sale , or of securing adherence to prices , terms 01' com1itions
of sale;
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(3) Exchange information with or meet with any retail liquor
dealer or with any representative of any retail liquor dealer associa-
tion, or others for the purpose or with the effect of reaching agree-
ment as to the employment of any resale price maintenance contract
or arrangement, of adjusting or increasing resale prices after tax

rate changes, or of reaching agreement as to the use of any resale
price maintenance contract or arrangement as a means of ra ising,
fixing, stabilizing or maintaining prices;

(4) l;se common directors or ofIicers as a means of raising, fixing,
stabilizing, or maintaining prices;

(5) Enter into any resale price maintenance contract or arrange-
ment , or police, enforce, or attempt to police or enforce any such con-
tract or arrangement.

Provided That nothing herein contained shaJJ be be construed to
limit or otherwise affect any right with respect to resale price main-
tenanc.e contracts or arrangements which any of the respondents may
have under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act as
amended by the McGuire Act (Public Law 542 , 82cl Cong. , Chap. 745
Second Session , Approved July 14 , 1952).

Provided furthcl' That if as a result of any valid statute or regula-
tion of any State, territory or possession or subdivision thereof

'ldoptecl pursuant to the Twenty- first Amendment to the Constitu-
tion of the United States, relating to the of Ie ring for sale , sale or
,llstribution of aleohoJic beverages , respondents, or any of them 01' one

or more of their wholly or partly owned subsidiaries or affliated
concerns, as a condition of doing business in said State, territOl'
lJossession or subdivision thereof, engage in acts or practices which
npon a prima facie showing on the record herein (not overcome by
:\18Wer) may be construed by the Federal Trade Commission as vio-
Jati!lg any provision of the foregoing order , the Commission agrees
that it will reopen this order solely for the purpose of deteJ'nlning

\':hether to alter, modify or set aside such provision and that 
\\ill suspend such provision of this ordcr , pending disposition of the
issue as to whether sl1ch provision shonld be altered , mod i lic,l OJ set
aside. This proviso shaH he) without prejudice to , and nothing 11111'cin

c01ltained shall be construed to limit or otherwise aflect , any defcnce
which may otherwise be aV'lilable to any l' espondent in any proceeding
to enforce the foregoing order 01' based on an a lJegr'!! viol ttion thereof.

It is fudhc?' onlwl'cd That Bemheim DiCitilling Co. , a cm'poration , is
hl' 1"cby llismissed from this proceeding.

I tis furthcr o?'dered ThaT Gibson TJistilJel's , Inc. , a corporation , The
tl'aight 'IVhiskey Distilling Company of America, a corporation , and

Ti11'ee Fea1hl'ls Distrihutors, Inc. , a corporation , are hereby dismissed
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from this proceeding. Provided , however, that the dismissal of these
three corporations is without prejudice and is not to be construed in any
sense as exempting said corporations from the application of any of the
provisions of the order to cease and desist as are applicable to any

concern wholly or partly owned or controlled by or affliatc-d with any
one OJ more 01' the respondents herein.

It is further ordered That the respondents shall, within twelve

months after the service upon them 01' this order , file with the Commis-
sion a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which tl1PY 1m ve complied with this order.

Schenley I ndustries , Inc.
S. 13 Becker
SJDXEY B. BECKEH

E"J:ecu tl: ve Vice Presiden t.
Schenlev Distillers. Inc.
Milton B. Seasonwein

1frLTO:' B. SEiISONWETN

Vice jJTes'ident.
Schcnlcy Distributors , Inc.
E. C. Gasscnhcirncr

E. C. G"ISsENHEBmu
Vice Prcsident.

Melrose Distillers , Inc.
Jli1ton B. Seasonwein
J\huroN B. SEASONWEI:'.

Vice President.

Brandy Distillers Corporation
Erlwarcl K. Drcicr
EnwAun K. Dm:mH.

By (Sgd)

By (Sgd)

By (Sgcl)

By (Sgd)

By (Sgd)

Pres'ident.
Date: November 20 , 195iJ.

The foregoing consent settlement is hereby accepted by the Federal
Trade Commission and ordered entered of record on this 2nd dav ofMarch 1954. 

4/1 44::-- ;)7-

, -
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IN 'rIl MA'IR OF
PAUL R. DOOLEY, INC. ET AL.

CONSENT SETTLEMENT IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION O ' THE
FEDEHAL THADE COMMISSION ACT

Doclcet 610,9. Oomplaint, July 20 1,953 Mar. , 195/;

Where two corporations and three oilcers thereof , engaged in the interstate sale
and distribution of seven medicinal preparations for external use in the

treatment of conditions of the hair and scalp;
In carrying on their business through the use of several Inetbods in connection

with the sale of their various preparations , in accordance with wbich they
(1) invited persons , through extensive advertising, to come to their place 

business for examination and treatment when certain series of treatments
were rc(;ommendcd and , if agreed to , certain of their Inedicinal preparations
were sold to such persons and tbus used; (2) sold to pcrsons thus induced to
visit their offces bOille treatn1cnt kits , with instructions , consisting of certain
of their preparations and a hair brush; and (3) foIiowing advertisements
which extensively advertised in the places concerned the impending visits 

their traveling representatives and invited the public to call upon them for
examination and advice , sent to various cities and towns such representatives
\vho recolluncnded purchase of the above-described hOlne treatment kits;

directly and by implitation through statements and representations in their
said advertisements , principally in newspapers and other periodicals-

(a) Falsely represented through the use of their said preparations , methods , and
treatments by their operators in tbeir places of business and by purchase and
use of said preparations in users ' hOlnes , that baldness and hail' loss would be
prevented and overcome; that fuzz and tbin hair would be replaced by thick
hail'; that all local scalp disorders would be prevented and overcome; and
that itching of the scalp, dandruff, excessive dryness and oiliness of the scalp
would be permanently eliminated;

(b) Represented, as aforesaid, that no one else had access to the formulas for
their preparations tbrough which such alleged results were accomplished;

notwithstanding the fact that they were known to others in the same business
and there wns nothing exclusive about their right to use them;

(c) Represented , as aforesaid, tbat baldness was not inherited and in 95% of the
cases was due to infections , diseases of the scaip, neglect , and abuse; the facts
being tha t while somc cases of baldness may be due to such conditions , IDost
cases are due to hereditary factors and to that extent cannot be prevented;

and
(d) Falsely represented tbrongh referring to their operators as "Trichologists

and by other means in their advertising, that said operators had had compe-
tent training in dermatology and other branches of medicine having to 

with the diagnosis and treatment of scalp disorders affecting the hair:

lleld That such acts and practices , under the circumstances set forth , were all to
the prejudice and injury of the public and constituted unfair and deceptive

acts and practices in ronunercc.

Before Mr. Earl J. K olb hearing examiner.

Mr. Joseph Callaway for the Commission.
Stephens , Jones ,. La Fever il Srnith of Los Angeles

respondents.
Calif. , for
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CONSENT SETTEMENT 1

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on July 20, 1953, issued and subse-

quently served its complaint on the respondents named in the caption
hereof, charging them with the use of unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in violation of the provisions of said Act.

The respondents, desiring that this proceeding be disposed of by
the consent settlement procedure provided in Rule V of the Commis-

sion s Rules of Practice, solely for the purpose of this proceeding, any
review thereof, and the enforcement of the order consented to, and
conditioned upon the Commission s acceptance of the consent settle-
ment hereinafter set forth, and in lieu of answer to said complaint
heretofore filed, and which upon the acceptance by the Commission
of this settlement, is to be withdrawn from the record, hereby:

1. Admit all the jurisdictional allegations set forth in the complaint.
2. Consent that the Commission may enter the matters hereinafter

set forth as its findings as to the facts, conclusion, and order to cease

and desist. It is understood that the respondents, in consenting to the
Commission s entry of said findings as to the facts , conclusion, and
order to cease and desist , specifical1y refrain from admitting or denying
that they have engaged in any of the acts or practices stated therein
to be in violation of the law.

3. Agree that this consent settlement may be set aside in whole or in
part under the conditions and in the manner provided in paragraph
(f) of Rule V of the Commission s Rules of Practice.

4. State that respondent Dooley Hair Experts, Inc. , makes no sales
or deliveries to customers located outside the State of California.

The admitted jurisdictional facts , the statement of the acts and prac-
tices which the Commission had reason to believe were unlawful, the
conclusion based thereon , and the order to cease and desist , all of which
respondents consent may be entered herein in final disposition of this
proceeding are as follows:

FlNDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Paul R. Dooley, Inc. , is a corporation
organized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the
State of California. This respondent is doing business under the

1 The Commission s "Notice" announcing and promulgating the consent settJement as
published herewith, follows:

The consent settlement tenderc(1 by the parties in this proceeding, a copy of which is
served herewith , was accepted by the Commission on March 2 , 1954, and ordered

entered of rccord as the Commission s findings as to the facts , conclusion , and order in
disposition of this proceeding.

The time for tHing report of compliance pursuant to the aforesaid order runs from the

date of service IlPreof.
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fictitious name of Associated Hair Experts and has also done business
under the names of S. J. MueUer Associates and MueUer Hair & Scalp
Specialists. Said corporation has its principal offce in the City of
San Diego, California.
Hespondent Paul H. Dooley Associates was also a corporation or-

ganized and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the

State of California, with its principal place of business located at

3872 Fifth Avenue , San Diego, California. The name of this corpora-
tion was originaUy MueUer Hair Experts , Inc. , until it was changed in
1952 to Paul Dooley Associates. The name has recently been
changed again to Dooley Hair Experts, Inc.
Individual respondents Paul Dooley, Eugene P. Dooley, and

Constance H. Dooley are offcers of the said corporate respondents
and in their capacity ao said oHicers they have and do now i'ormulate
direct, and control the policies , acts, and practices of said corporate
respondents. Said individual respondents also have their offces and
place of business at 3872 Fifth Avenue, San Diego, California. The
corporate and individual respondents act and have flcted in conjunc-
tion and cooperation with each other in the performance of the acts
find practices hereinafter set forth.

PAH. 2. In the course and conduct of their business, the respondents
for several years last past have been engaged in the sale and distribu-
tion of various medicinal preparations for external use in the treat-
ment of conditions of the hair and scalp, including sales of such prep-
flrations through use of them in connection with treatments admin-
istered by respondents, their representatives and employees. Re-
spondents cause said preparations when sold , other than in connection
with treatment as aforesflid, to be shipped from their places of busi-
ness in the Stflte of California to purchasers thereof located in other
States of the United States. Respondents maintain and at aU times
mentioned herein hflve maintained a substantial course of trade in said
medicinal preparations in commerce between and among the various
States of the United States.

P AU. 3. Respondents lmve fldopted find use several methods in con-
nection with the sale of their vm'ious preparations. First , reopond-
ents, through extensive advertising, invite persono to mme to their
VI ace of busineso for examination and treatment, whereupon certain
.,;cries of treatments are recommended. If sflid trmttments are agree,l

, certain of respondents' medicinal preparations are sold to such

lwrsons and used in the process of such trefltments. Second, respond-
cents sell home treatment kits with instructions for use to persons in-
duced to visit respondents ' said offces by virtue of said advertisements.
These kits consist of certflin of reopondents ' medicimtl preparations
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for the treatment of the hair and scalp and a hair brush. Third , re-
spondents send travelling representatives to variolls cities and towns
whose visits are extensively advertised in the places to be visited, whieh
advertisements invite the public to call upon said representatives for
examination and advice. These representatives recommend purchase
of the home treatment kits above described.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business , re-

spondents disseminated and caused the dissemination of advertise-
ments concerning their said preparations by the United States mails
and by various other means in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, for the purpose of inducing, and
which were likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the sale of their said
medicinal prepan,tiolls; and respondents also disseminated and caused
the dissemimltion of advertisements concerning thcir said prepara-
tions , by various means -101' the purpose of inducing, and which were
likely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of their said
preparations in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Comrnission Act.

Among and typical of the statemrmts and representations contained
in said advertisements, principally in newspapers and other periodi-
caJs, disseminated and caused to be disseminated as hereinabove set
forth , are 1he foJlOlving :

GOE\G BALD

Kotcd hair svceinlist nnalyzes scnlp troubles free. DeUlOllstrates De\V methods
that stop hail' 10. , (1alldJ'ui'f , grow stronger thicker hail'

Tlw home treatment comJJill€S vhysical and chemical therapy which t11c
individual can ensily administer at home.

Because of t11is new thod of home tl'caLIncJlt it is no longer necessary to take
expensive , troublesome offce tl'catIncnts.

Baldness lllost comnlOnly result.s 1'1'0111 infections, local disease of the scalp,
neg;Ject and abuse. At least 95 percent of today s baldness is not necessary. It
isn t inherited-we inherit bail', not ualdness. It isn t due to any rare and
l1ntreatabh- disease. It can lJC vrcvellLed.

Consult the Dooley Trichologists. * * " Let us determine the cause 
of YOUI'

trouble by scientific methods , then let us help you regain hair and scalp health-
and grow tbicker. stronger hair. 'l'bis is aec:ornplished by the use of exclusive
formulae , whicb elinlinate dandruff, cloggcd follicles , itching scalp or anyone
or all of tbe 14 local scalp disorcJers which lead to baldness.

Enjoy thick healthy bail' all your life.
If YOl1I' scalp can still grow "fuzz" COlne to the Dooley clinic for free

examination.
Arc you worried atJemt baldness? Thin hair? Dandruff? Itching scalp?

Excessively dry or oily hair? Bettcr gct profcf:.sional advice no\v and save
your hail' before It' too lati'-
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PAR. 5. The formulas
by them are as follows:

for respondents ' preparations as furnished

No. 22:
Eurosol 

---------------- --- - ---------

----- ---- ------ -- -- 40

Alkola ve ------------------

---------- ---------------

-------- 750
Australian Tea 'l' ree OiL_----___--

------------------------- 

Distilata to 1 000.
No. 11:

Eurosol 

-------- ---------- ------ -------- -- ------ ------ -- --

- 30

Salicylic Acid --- -- - -- --- - - - 

- -- - -- - --- -- ----- - - - - - 

------- --- - 5

Tincture Cantharides_---_--------- ------- - ----- --- ------- - - 40

Alcohol to 1 000.
No. 14:

Salicylic Acid--____

------- ---- -------- ------ ----- -

- --- -- - - 2
Oxyquinoline Sulfate--___--_--------

----------------

------ 1
Alcohol 

------ --- - --- ------ ---- - - - - --------- --

--- - --- --- 64
Distilata to 100.

No. 65:
Oleoresin Capsicum_---__------------------ ---------------- 25 gr.

M cn th 0 L -

- - -- -- - --- - - . --- -- - ---- - - ---- - _ _____

-- ----- -- 5 dr.
Olive OiL__----__-------

--- ------------------

- 4 oz.

Castor Oil______-------------

----------------------------

--- 1 dr.

Mineral oil to make one quart.
No. 50:

Oleoresin Capsicum__--__----------------------------

-----

-- 30 gr.

Methyl Sa!icyJate

____-------------- ------------

-- 5 p;r-

Olive Oil (Squibb) ---

-------- ---------------------- ---

-- 4 oz.

Castor OiL------___-

---- --- --------------

------- 1 dr.

Mineral oil to make 1 qt.
No. 24:

Eurosol -- -- -

--- - - - --- -- - - - - -- - - - - --- - - - - --- - -- - - -- - - - -- - 

Castor OiL__--___-----

--------------- ----- -------------

- 40

Ti ncture Can tharides--

- ----- - -- -- ---- --------- - -- - -- --

- - - -- 100
Alcohol (grain) ------

----------------------

-------------- 500

Alkolave to 1 000.
AI en thol dr ------ -

---- - -------- - ------- -----

--- - ----- --- -- - 5
No. 60:

Sa !icy lic Acid _ n -

-- ---------------- -------

---------- --- 6

Glycerine - 

-- - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - --- -- - -- - -- ------- -- ------

- - - - - 60
Alkolave to make 1, 000-
Australian Tea Tree OiL_

---_----------- --. -----

-- 2%

PAR. G. Through the use of the aforesaid statements and representa-
tions , fl1d others similar thereto not specifically set out llerein, re-

spondents have represented directly and by implication that through
the use of their said preparations, metrJOds and treatments by their
operators in their places of business and by purchasers of said prep-
arations in their homes , baldness and hair loss wil be prevented and
overcome; that hair and scalp health will be regained in all instances;
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that fuzz and thin hair wil be replaced by thick hair; that aJl local
scalp disorders will be prevented and overcome; that itching of the
scalp, dandruff, excessive dryness and oiliness of the scalp wil be per-
manently eliminated and that no one else has access to the formulas for
their preparations through which these results are accomplished. Re-
spondents havc also represented directly and by implication that bald-
ness is not inherited and in 95 percent of the cases is due to infections
disease of the scalp, neglect and abuse. By referring to their operators
as "Trichologists" and by other means in said advertising, respondents
have represented directly and by implication that their operators have
had competent training in dermatology, and other branches of medi-
cine having to do with the diagnosis and treatment of scalp disorders
affecting the hair.

PAR. 7. The said advertisements are misleading in material respects

and constitute "false advertisements" as that term is defined in the
Federal TnHle Commission Act. In truth , and in fact, regardless of
the exact formulas or methods of application and whether used alone
or in conjunction with heat, massage, combing, brushing, shampooing
or any other manner of treatment of the hair and scalp, respondents'
preparations wil have no effect in either preventing or overcoming
baldness or hair loss; will not cause hair and scalp health to be re-
gained in all instances. While some cases of baldness may be due to
infections, local disease of the scalp, neglect and abuse, most cases
are due to hereditary factors and to that extent cannot be prevented j
said preparations wil1 not cause " fuzz" and thin hair to be replaced
by thicker hair; wiJl not prevent or overcome aJllocal scalp disorders;
and will not permanently eliminate itching of the scalp, dandruff or
excessive dryness or oiliness of the scalp. Respondents ' formulas are
known to others in the same business, and there is nothing exclusive
about respondents' right to use them. K one of the individual re-
spondents nor any of respondents ' operators have undergone com-
petent training in dermatology or any other branch of medicine per-
taining to diagnosis or treatment of scalp disorders affecting the hair.

PAR. 8. The use by tbe respondents of the foregoing false and mis-

leading statements and representations, disseminated as aforesaid
has had and now has the capacity and tendency to , and docs , mislead
and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the
erroneous and mistaken belief that such statements and representa-
tions arc true and to induce a substantial portion of tIle purchasing
public to visit respondents ' offce for the purpose of obtaining exami-
nation and treatment and to purchase respondents ' preparations here-
inabove referred to , because of such erroneous and mistaken belief
engendered as above set forth.
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CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as hereinabove found
are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and constitute unfair
and dcccptive aets and practices within the intent and meaning of the
Fedcral Trade Commission Act.

ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

It is ordered That the respondents Paul H. Dooley, Inc. , a corpo-
ration , Dooley Hair Experts, Inc. , a corporation , and the offcers of
said corporations , and Paul R. Dooley, Eugene P. Dooley and Con-
stance R. Dooley, individually, and respondents' representatives
agents and employees , directly or through any corporate or other
device in connection with the offering for sale or sale of treatments
of the hair and scalp in which the various medicinal preparations as
set out in the findings herein or any other preparation of substantially
similar composition or possessing substantially similar properties are
used , or in connection with the sale , offering for sale or distribution
of the various medicinal preparations as set out in the findings herein
for use in the treatment of the hail' and scalp, or of any other prepa-
rations of substrmtially similar composition or possessing substan-
tially similar properties, do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by means of the
United States mails or oy any means in commerce, as "commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement
which represents, directly or by implication:

(a) That the use of said preparations , alone or in conjunction with
the methods of treatments by respondents or their employees in 1';0-

spondents' places of business or that thc use of said preparations by
purchasers in their homes will:

(1) I-hve auy effect in preventing or overcoming baldness or hair
loss;

(2) Cause hair or scalp health to be regained in all instances;
(3) Cause " fuzz" or thin hail' to be replaced by thick hair;
(4) Prevent or overcome all scalp disorders;
(5) Cause the permanent elimination of itching of the scalp, dan-

clruff, dryness or oiliness of the scalp;
(b) That baldness is nsua11y callsed by infection , local disease of

the scalp, neglect or abuse;
(c) That the formulas URed are exdnsively their own or are un-

known to , or cannot be used by, others;
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by any means any

advertisement for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to in-
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duce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said preparations in com-
merce, as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, which advertisement contains any of the representations prohib-
ited in subparagraphs (a) and (b) of Paragraph 1 hereof or which
represents, directly or by implication , that the respondent Paul R.
Dooley or any of respondents ' employees who have not had competent
training in dermatology or other branches of medicine having to do
with the examination and treatment of scalp disorders affecting the
hair have had such training or are trichologists.

It is further ordered That respondents shall within sixty (60) days
after service upon the of this order file with the Commission a
report in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with this order.

By (Sgd)

Paul R. Dooley, Inc.
a corporation

Paul R. Dooley,

By (Sgd)

P1' esident.
Dooley Hair Experts , Inc.

a corporation
Paul R. Dooley,

President.
(Sgd) Paul R. Dooley

PAUL R. DOOLEY

Eugene P. Dooley
EUGENE P. DOOLEY

Constance H. Dooley
CONSTANCE H. DOOLEY

Individuals.

(Sgd)

(Sgd)

(Sgd) Peter W. Irwin
Counsel for al1 of the

named respondents.
above

Date: Feb. 1 , 1954.
The foregoing consent settlement is hereby accepted by the Federal

Trade Commission and entered of record on this day of March 2
A. D. , 1954.
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IN THE MATTER OF

TRACTOR TRAINING SERVICE ET AI.

DECISION IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION ACT

Docket 59/;3. Complaint , Jan. 1952-Dedsion, Mar. , 1951,

Where two corporations , with principal offces and places of business at Port-
land, Ore., and Chicago , Ill. , respectiveiy, and an individual who was an
offcer of both , their principal stockholder and in controi of their business

policies and activities; engaged in the sale and distribution by mail of a
course of study and instruction in diesel engines and tractor equipment;

In promoting the sale of their said courses and to secure inquiries from pros-
pective purchasers to whom oral sales presentations would be made in their
homes , in advertisements throughout the midwestern and the western states
and in Alaska , and tbrough other advertising matter, including reply postal
card and bulletin and circulars forwarded to prospects along with a ques-
tionnaire, and throngh oral statements in the course of sales presentations
during which additional promotional matter was exhibited to prospective
enrollees contacted through sneh advertising-

(a) Hepresented directly and by implication that there was a great demand
for graduates of their schools as diesel mechanics, servicemen, and in
similar positions, and that employment in such positions was available
and assured upon the eompietion of their course of study and instruction;

TIle facts being there was no significant demand for such graduates whose train-
ing was limited to completion of their courses of study through correspond-
ence , and the demand for men with limited meehanieal expcrience 1n diesel
engines and the training in mechanical theory afforded by tbeir course
was not great or unusual; graduates would at best be hired as helpers

apprentices, or sweepers unless they had had shop experience or the sub-
stantial equivalent in repairing and servicing diesel engines; employers 

diesel and other skiled mechanics gencrally speaking prefer to promote
their own men with proven shop cxpcrience when better positions become
available, rather than to hire men from the outside for such positions;
and , in many establishments , as a condition to employment experience as
a journeyman or other work qualifications of an applicant , are passed 

by examining committees of unions;
(b) Hepresented additionally through their salesmen that the schoois had work-

ing agreements with manufacturers of diesel engines and tractors and other
diesel equipment to place graduates in employment upon completion 

of their
courses of instrnction and that , upon such completion , said schools would
secure employment for graduates in tbe diesel industry and secure such
employment for tbem as a regular thing;

The facts being they had no such connection or working agreements; while they
maintained a placerncnt department and communicated with retail diesel
and tractor dealers, other employers of diesel mechanics , and others , as to
job vacancies , circulated information thus secured , with details as to pay
and conditions of employment usually omitted, and furnished graduates
expressly requesting placement help information as to any jobs believed
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open , and frequently offered to forward a statement of the applicant'

qualifications , in order for a graduate to be considered, it was necessary
tbat be follow up the leads and satisfy any prospective employer that he

met latter s requirements as to training and experience , and conduct his own
negotiations as to conditions of employment; and the representations
expressly made in sales presentations and implicit in promotional matters
that jobs were assured to graduates , due to existing great demand and by
reason of respondents ' aforesaid supposed connections and working arrange-
ments and their placement service were grossly exaggerated and false;

(c) Ji'alsely represented through their salesmen that students were afforded
on-the-job training for which they would be paid money while pursuing

their course of study;

(d) Hepresented , as aforesaid , that they provided shop training to students upon
completion of their correspondence study at no cost or at only nominal 

cost;
he facts being that while they did make available to graduates completing

their courses shop training during tbe period from September 1950 to June
1951 , through a corporation dissolved on June 29 , 1951 , which operated as a
resident training school from Sept. 11 , HJ50 , to June 2 , 1951 , such training
was not available without cost or at only nominal cost; charge therefor was
$150 for a six-week term of residents ' training, with cost of living accommo-
dations extra , and , under an altel'llHtive arrangement , cost for tuition and
accommodation in dormitories was $290;

(e) Hepresented, as aforesaid , that they used a system of rigid selectivity of

students and accepted only a few from very large numbers of applicants for
their training and piacement service, setting forth in the aforesaid ques-
tionnaire , which was directed to the "Diesei Committee on Admission" pur-

portedly to enable sueb committee to form an opinion as to tbe adaptability

of the person responding, a variety of questions as to marital status , educa-
tion , specialized training, and others;

The fads being that said schools were commercial enterprises operating for
profit; their agents worked on a com,mission basis; and , contrary to the
representations in their advertising and the oral statements of their sales-
men , they were not selective in accepting prospective students for enroll-
ment, but enroHed all those with some schooling who were interested in
mechanical devices , termed by them as evidencing mechanical aptitude , and
who were wiling or able to make the payments required; and

(f) Hepresented, as aforesaid , that after graduation from said schools, their

placement and advisory service would obtain jobs for graduates at $2.50 or
$3.50 per hour or at $75 per week and eventually higher wages;

Notwithstanding the fact that such levels of wages were available in the diesel
and heavy equipment industry only to more highly skiled operators , me-

chanics, and workers whose competence came 
from substantial shop or other

experience; while completion of their course might evidence a laudable

sustained interest in mechanical matters on the part of the student applicant
and be indicative to prospective employers that he had some knowledge of
nomenclature and how parts were assembled , ability of their graduates 

command higher levels of starting pay depended essentially on their shop and
other practical experience; and starting salaries usually received by their
graduates , particularly tbose employed in the sweeper , helper , and apprentice
categories were substantially below $75 as well as $70 per week and the
hourly rates referred to by their salesmen:
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Held That such misrepresentations constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce.

Before Mr. J. Earl Oom and Mr. Everett F. Haycraft hearing
examIners.

lIfr. R. T. Porter and Mr. Wiliam L. Pencke for the Commission.
Mr. McDannell Brown of Portland , Oreg., for respondents.

DECISION OF THE CO IJnSSION AND ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF cO:Vi:PLIANCE

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on January 18 , 1952 , issued and subse-
quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents
named in the caption hereof, eharging them with the use of unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions
of that Act. After the filing of respondents ' answer thereto , a hear-
ing was held at which testimony and other evidence in support of and
in opposition to the allegations of the complaint were introduced be-
fore a hearing examiner of the Commission originally designated by
the Commission to act in this proceeding, and additional testimony and
other evidence in support of and in opposition to the aJJegations of
the complaint were introduced in the course of hearings subsequently
held before a substitute hearing examiner designated to act in the place
and stead of the original hearing examiner, and said testimony and
other evidence were duly recorded and fted in the offce of the

Commission,
On May 1 , 1953, the hearing examiner designated to act in the place

and stead of the original hearing examiner filed his initial decision.
Within the time permitted by the Hules of Practice of the Commission
respondents appealed therefrom, and this matter cftlJe on 1'01' final
hearing upon the record , ineluding briefs in support of and in opposi-
tion to the appeal , and oral argument; and the Commission , having
duly considered the record and having ruled upon said appeal and
being now fully advised in the premises, finds that this proceeding is
in the interest of the public and makes this its findings as to the facts
conclusion drawn therefrom, and order, the same to be in lieu of the
initial decision.

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAI'H 1. Tmctor Training Serviee, the first of the respo.nd-
ents referred to above in the caption , is a corporation organized under
the laws of the State of Oregon. Its operations began in 1943 and
its principal offce and place of business is at 406 Panama Building,
Portland, Oregon. Tractor Training Service, Inc. , named as a re-
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spondent in the complaint but erroneously designated there as Tractor
Training Service, is a corporation organized in 1948 under the laws
of the State of Illinois and its principal offce and place of business
is at 1,525 East 53rd Street, Chicago, Illinois. In the interest of

brevity, these two corporations will be referred to as "respondent
Oregon corporation" and "respondent Illinois corporation.

Tractor Training Diesel Institnte, an Oregon corporation, was

dissolved on .Tune 29 , lUG1. It operated as a resident training school
from September 11 , 1950 , to June 2 , 1951.

vVith respect to those individuals who are named in the complaint
as parties to th is proceeding, respondent oy E. Badley was , prior to
September 1951 , president and managing director of both the respond-
ent Oregon and respondent IJlinois corporations. Since September
HJ51 , Mr. T. 'V. Badley has been president of the respondent IlJinois
corporation , respondent Joy E. Badley remaining as president of the
respondent Oregon corporation and chairman of the board of directors
oi' the respondent Illinois corporation.

Hespolllent :YlcDannell Brown , nay .r. 'Vatson (erroneously desig-
nated in the complaint as Iloy J. 'Vatson) and Fred L. Innes , are
directors of both the respondent Oregon and respondent Illinois
corporations; respondent Hay J. ,V ltson io also executive vice-presi-
dent of the respondent Oregon corporation, and respondent Mc-

Dannen 13rO\n1 is secretary of the said respondent Oregon and Illinois
corpm' 1.tio1lo; and Fred L. Innes is executive vice-president of the
respondent Illinois corporation. Eespondents .Joy E. Badley, Ray J.
,Vatson , and McDannell Brown have their principal offces at the
place of business of respondent Oregon corporation , and respondent
Fred L. Innes has his principal ofIce at the place of business of the
l'eopondent Illinois corporation.

l'AH. Y,. Ilesponclent Tractor Training Service and Tractor Train-
ing Service, Inc. , and respondent Joy E. Badley are now lld have

been for more than three years last past engaged in the sale and
distribution of a conrse of study and instruction consisting of 4G
Jessons on the subject of diesel engines and tractor efluipment , which
coul'se of study and instruction is given and pursued through the
medium of the l nited States mails. They have maintained a course
of trade in conunerce among and between the various States of the
lJnited States, the volume of which has been sub3tantiaJ. The
courses are sold at a price of S27;3.00 less cert ain discounts for "Yodd
'Val' 11 veterans and for cash. During the year lU51 , the Portland
school received 1 UJ7 enrollments and the Chicago schoo! received
10GG enrollments. The PortJand Oifce of respondent Oregon corpo-

ratioJl has approximately 20 employees , of which three are instructors
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and it also employs a sales force on the road of about 24 sales repre-
sentatives who work on a commission basis. The volume of business
in commerce in these courses has been and now is substantial.

PAR. 3. llespondent Joy E. Badley now is and has been during the
time aforesaid the guiding spirit and dominant personality controlling
the general business policies and activities of respondent Oregon and
Illnois corporations, of which he is the principal stockholder, in-

cluding the preparation and disseminiation of advertising material
and the over-all supervision of the sales personnel. He keeps in
intimate daily touch with all the activities of the various departments
and issues directives in the form of bulletins and manuals. Unless
otherwise stated , the word "respondents " as it appears hereinafter

is used to designate respondents Tractor Training Service, Tractor
Training Service , Inc. , and Joy E. Badley.

PAR. 4. In promoting the sale of their courses of instruction and to
secure inquiries from prospective purchasers to whom oral sAJes pre-
sentations wi1 be made in their homes, respondents have caused adver-
tisements to be inserted in newspapers throughout the Midwestern

and Western States and in Alaska, and have utilized other advertising
matter, including reply postal cards and bulletins.

Typical and illustrative statements appearing in newspaper adver-
tisements are the following:

DIIDSE

IlEA VY EQUIPJ\mNT

We need mechanicaJIy inclined and reliable men to train for positions in
rractor and Equipment industry. If you are not making better than $70 per

week you owe it to yourself to write about free facts , withont obligation. 

time lost on your present job whUe training. Selections are being made in this
area for training ano placement advisory service. Write at once to Tractor

Training Service Box 650 Appeal-Democrat.

DIESEL-TRACTOR

HEAVY EQUIPMEN'l' OPPORTUNITY

In Alaska and all over the world ski1ed men arc in demand by the DIESEIr
TRACTOn and HEAVY EQUIPMEKT INDUS'l' , to operate , maintain , repair
and supervise HaUroad , Construction , Mine, Marine and Farm DIESEL units.

ARE YOU mechanicalJy inclined or experienced? Does this hi-pay permanent
field interest you?

YOU CAN DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT 

TRACTOR TRAINIKG SEHVICE wi1 bave its representative in the Anchor-
age Area in .June to interview those qnalified for its TRAINING and
PLACEMENT ADVISORY SERVICE PROGRAM.

'l' hose qualified can train in spare time without taking time off from your job.
Resident shop training available if needed or wanted.
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The following statements have appeared in respondents ' postal card
solicitations:

DIESEL-JOBS-TRACTOR

THOUSANDS of mechanically inclined men must he trained quickly for High-
Pay Permanent Jobs in this industry-Can YOU quaiify for MORE MONEY
SECURITY, SUCCESS?

Selections Are Now Being Made In This Area For
TRACTOR TRAINING AND PLACEMENT SERVICE

No Time Lost

For Fuil Detaiis & Quaiitications , Fil in Compietely, Detach and Maii Attached
Postca I'd. . * *

Would YOU like a job like Joe
Ail these ' '.TOES'' earn TOP PAY:

YOU can earn '1'01' PAY , too, in the DIESEL and INDUSTRIAL TRACTOR
FIELD. T. '1' . S. gives you the "KNOW HOW" To Quaiify you for the job
you want. Tractor Training Service is tbe only organization of its kind in tbe
country; no other covers the field as completely. It trains qualified men in the
operation and servicing of every type of Diesel-powered and tractor-operated
equipment used in industry, agriculture, lumbering, construction and trans-
portation. That's why T. T. S. men command respect and high pay.

Selections are being made by Tractor Training Service in tbis area for trainees
to enter this industrialized tractor and diesel field. No time need be lost from
your present job. 

* * *

A BIG .TOB THAT PAYS BIG M01\'EY.

Upon the receipt of inquiries from prospective enrollees, respond-
ents, in instances, have forwarded a questionnaire together with a
circular, the latter containing the following statements and repre-
sentations:

A HUNDRED
DIESEL

MILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY!

This new industry got its big jump during tbe iast war and is 
now rapidiy

moving ahead in a vast number of peacetime projects, such as in the mech-
anization of agriculture , lumbering, highway construction , building, contracting,
mining, hydroelectric power , etc.

Huge strides have been made with such outstaITding Success that peopie are
now beginning to realize how tremendously important this new industry haB
hecome.

The use of diesei tractors and heavy equipment is creating a revolution in
construction technique. Engineers are using this new power and equipment to
perform the previously " impossible" tasks. The "pick and shovel" method is
rapidly becoming a thing of the past now that this new industrial giant is on the
scene.
This industry is developing so fast that it is opening up opportunities for

profitable employment-jobs where advancement and outstanding success are
praeticaily unJimited.

In our country to-day, there are many young men just out of school who have
no trade at ail , and there arc others who arc working at jobs offering them
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little or no chance for a decent future , because of overcrowded conditions andother factors. 
Amongst tbese groups wil be found men with ambition and intellgence, whose

character and basic qualifications would enable them to succeed if they were
employed in a growing industry where opportunities for prOll1otioll exist.

You mayor you may NOT have the above mentioned qualiications. Obviously,
every person would not be suitable. It would be imjJossible to adapt every-
one to this type of work; consequently H bf?cornes necessary for 11S to determine
something about a persou s natural abilties beforehand.

If you arc not earning' better than $70.00 per week , and ure looking for a eareer
in sometbinp; really worthwhile. then fill in the enclosed questionnaire.

Upon receipt of this form , we shall furnish yon with more details.

A PHOMl''l' ImPLY IS NECESSAHY.

MAIL 'rIlE (..CESTIOl\NAIIm WIT'IIOUT DELAY.

The questionnaire form directed to the "Diesel Committee on Ad-
missions" expressly purports to be for the purpose of enabling sueh
committee to form an opinion as to the ada.ptability of the persons

responding. Among the questions which a recipient is directed to
answer are those relating to marital status and education and whether
he has specialized training, and others inquire as to how long the
prospect has been thinking of makilJg a change for the better ami

whether, if acceptable, he is willing to undergo a period of training
for the purpose of building a career. 'rhe fOlm contains query a1so
as to whether the responding party believes he has adaptability for
diesel work and it concludes with an urgent direction that "This form
must be completed and retnrned within f) days" to Tractor Training
Service.

PAH. 5. Through nse of the aforesflid :ulvertisements and by means
of oral sta.tements made by sales representatives in the conrse of sa 1ps

presentations dnring which additional promotional nmttpr is exhibited
to prospective enrollees respoJlling to 1118 a(hertjsements directe(l to
establishing respondents ' initial contact with them , respomlpnts have
represented , directly and by implication , that there is a great demand
for graduates of respondents ' schools as diesel mechan ics , servicemen
and for similar positions and that employment in snch positions is
available aJl(l assured upon the completion of re.spondents ' course of
study and instruction. In the COllrse of such sales presentations, re-

spondents ' representatives additionally have stated and represented
that the schools have working agreements with manufacturers of diesel
engines and tractors and other diesel equipment to place graduates in
employment upon completion of their conrses of instruetion , and that
upon eompletion of their course said schools wi1J se( ure employment
for graduates in the diesel industry and secure such employment for
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graduates as a regular thing; that students are afforded "on-the- joh
training" for which they wiJJ be paid money while pursuing respond-
ents' course of study; that respondents provide "shop training" to

students upon completion of their correspondence study at no cost or
at only nominal cost; that respondents use a system of rigid selectivity
of students and accept only a few from very large numbers of appJi-
cants for respondents ' training and placement service; and that after
graduation from said schools, respondents ' placement and advisory
service win obtain jobs for graduates at $2. 50 or $3. 50 per hour or at
$75.00 pel' week and eventuaJJy higher wages.

llespondents contend , however , that such evidence received into the
rrcord as in any way attests that statmnrnts and representations hav-
mg the import and Bleaning just noted were in fact made , is vague and
eqnivocal evidence. In appraising respondents ' contentions , however
it should be noted that the record reveals various instances in which
sales representatives in efrect have stated that high pay jobs 
completely assured or guaranteed for graduates. In iw,tances, the

test imony of enro11ees is corroborated by that of family members pres-
ent during interviews , some of which last t\VO hours or more. This
(widence mauifestly is not vague or equivoca1. To prospects invit"d in
the advertising litrrature to become "srlec:ions " if "qualified" for their

training and placement service, respondents ' sales nHlmml counsels
agpnts to emphasizl) as a basic sales theme that Tractor Training
Service is a service OJganiz tioll to snpply the diesel field with good
men and salesmen arr directed to make certain wage comlH1riwns
during their presentations to show that increased ral'ings will rcsnlt
from thr course. It appears hrre that certain of the oral representa-
tions adopted by salesmen in making sales were inspired or suggested
by respondents ' printed promotional matter. ,Vithout discussing in
additional detail the e\"idence ,'elating to each , the Commission is of the
view that it is shown by the greater weight of the evidence that the
representations refe1'ed to in the preceding paragraph have been made
in promoting sales of respondents ' courses.

PAIL 6. (a) Contrary to the statements and representations used by

t1w respondents and their sales representatives , there is no significant
demand for graduates of respondents ' schools whose training is limited
to completion of their course.s of stllly through corresponc1enn\ nor is
the demand for men with limited mechanical experience in diesel
engines and the training in mechanical theory afforded by respondents
course great 01' unusual. MoreowI' , graduates wi11 at best be hired af'
helpers , apprentices or sweepers unless they have had shop experience
or substantial equivalent in repairing and servicing diesel engines. 
apjwars also t1mt , gene.rally speaking, employers of diesel aml other

403443 -- 57 fjO
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skilled mechanics prefer to promote their own men with proven shop
experience when better positions become available rather than to hire
men from the outside for these positions. Other evidence received into
the record additionally indicates that , as a condition to employment as
a journeyman or for other work in many establishments , the qualifiea-
tions of an applicant are passed on by examining committees of unions.

One of respondents ' former students who had completed a part of
the course stated in his testimony that equipment companies contacted
would not take an application from him and also to be noted in passing
is testimony adduced by two of respondents' graduates wl1ich is to the
effect that various equipment dealers to whom they applied for employ-
ment had no interest in receiving their applications.

The greater weight of the evidence clearly demonstrates that a cor-
respondence course without job training or other practical technical

experience cannot qualify a person as a mechanic or skilled workman
and that employment in positions of skill and high pay in these fields
is neither available nor assured to applicants whose training in main-
tenance and repair of diesel and other heavy equipment is based pri-
marily on the eompletion of a course of study through correspondence.
The foregoing views and a conclusion corollary thereto that employers
place great emphasis on shop experienee when selecting workers to fill
positions requiring mechanical skill are corroborated by the testimony
of various equipment dealers , shop foremen , and service managers who
appeared as witnesses in this proceeding. Their testimony is to the
general effect that men cannot qualify as diesel mechanics from a book;
that books might be helpful if students were working in the trade;
that they could not command high salaries nor be qualified as skiled
workmen; that graduates of respondents ' schools could not qualify as
completely eompetent mechanics; that there is no unusual demand for
correspondence school graduates nor assurance that such men could
secure employment as diesel mechanics; that correspondence training
without practical experience would not qualify mechanics in the diesel
field; that it takes years of experience to get to the point of becoming
a skilled mechanic; that a correspondence course without practical ex-
perience wil not make a mechanic entitled to high salary or make an
inexperienced man a skilled workman; that there is no unusual demand
in the tractor or diesel fields for a man with only correspondence school
training; that actual practical hand work along with study is essential.
Some of these experts testified to the effect that correspondence course
training would qualify a person to be an apprentice; that while there
was some demand for skilled mechanics, there was not for helpers or
sweepers and other witnesses holding supervisory positions testified
that they would employ respondents ' graduates only as helpers or
laborers.
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The only witness called by respondents who had completed the
course of training in respondents ' schools was engaged in the repair
business on automotive equipment and was a foreman of a garage
which employed three mechanics in the tractor division. He believed
that the course of instruction assisted him in his advancement and he
elassified himself as a journeyman, that is, able to take a job and tear
it down and put it back together again. It appears, however, that he
first secured employment as an apprentice through the assistance of
respondents ' placement and advisory service during the period when
he was studying the course where he worked for four and one-half
years.

(b) Contrary to the representations of respondents' sales repre-

sentatives, respondents ' schools have no connection with manufactur-
ers of diesel equipment or working agreements under which manufac-
turers of diesel engines, tractors, and heavy equipment regularly place
graduates in employment upon completion of the course.

Respondents maintain a placement department and its activities
entail , among other things , communicating with retail diesel and trac-
tor dealers and other employers of diesel mechanics, service men
operators and workers in an effort to ascertain what establishments
have job vacancies or opportunities for employment. As a result of
these inquiries, respondents learn of various openings and opportuni-
ties for employment and information respecting them is circularized
by respondents among the graduates and others with details as to pay
and conditions of employment usually omitted.

Under respondents ' routine , graduates expressly requesting place-
ment help are informed as to any jobs believed to be open in their
areas or states or furnished with the names of one or more equipment
dealers known to respondents as employers of help in those areas.
Respondents frequently offer also to forward what they refer to as
a statement of the applicant's qualifications setting out , among other
things, informfition as to his current occupation , identities of past em-
ployers and positions held , and the grades received fiS a student in
the course. In order to be considered for such positions , however
the grfiduates themselves must follow up the job leads and satisfy any
prospective employers that they meet their requirements fiS to train-
ing and experience and conduct their own negotiations as to conditions
of employment.

The testimony of two of respondents ' graduates who appeared fiS

witnesses herein is to the effect that the placement service did not
secure jobs for them or furnish leads deemed by them suffciently
promising for follow up. "\Vhether the aid available from respond-
ents ' placement service by way of leads and otherwise assures or
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secures jobs for their graduate body or in fact represents substantial
assistance to many of the graduates must be weighed in the light of
testimony elsewhere referred to which demonstrates that more lucra-
ti ve, skilled positions existing in this field are not available upon
graduation to those whose qualifications primarily consist of com-
pletion of a course of study through correspondence and which addi-
tionally indicates that the demarid for sweepers or apprentices is not
great or unusual. It is manifestly infeasible in a very large number
of cases for graduates receiving respondents ' leads to negotiate for
and , perhaps moving their families, to accept jobs with pay levels set
for lesser skiJJed work , but commensurate with their qualifications , in
diesel manufacturing plants or other heavy equiprnent estabJishments.
The Commission accordingly concludes that representations expressly
made in sales presentations and implicit in promotional matter that
jobs are assured to graduates due to an existing great demand and be-
canse respondents regularly secure jobs for graduates through work-
ing arrangement with employers 01' the ell'orts of rcspondents ' re-

placement service are gross exaggerations and false. To be noted in
passing also is the circumstance that respondents have not submitted
dab for the record as to the number of placements resulting from
their leads and it appears that their placement department maintains
no follow up or check as to whether a job qne"t turns out successfully.

(c) Students taking the com'se in their spnre time are not oiIered
or pJ:lced in , full or pnrt time pnying jobs in shops OT elsmvhere where
they can engage in work on diesel and mechanical equipment. It is
concluded , therefore, thnt the rcpl'm;cn1ations which have been made
in instances during the course of sales presentations that students are
rjfo!'led on- the-job training for which they will be paid money while
pursuing their studies are false representations.

(d) During the period from September lDiJO to ,Tnne 1%1 , shop
training was avaiJable to graduates completing these correspondencc
courses throngh the now dissolved Tractor Training Diesel Institnte.
Snch training, hO\vever, was not anliJable without cost or at only
1l0lllinal cost flS repr'cscn(ed by rcspondent;; ' sales agents , bnt. respond-
pnts instead imposed a charge of $150 for a six-,veek term of residence
training amI cost of living accommodations was extra. It also ltppears
that. an aJternative arrangement was offered whereby students were to
pay $2DO for tuit.ion and accommodations in dormitOlies. Shop train-
ing was abandoned when only a J iUle over a dozen students signed up
tberefor.

(c) Hcspomlents ' schools are commercial entcrprjsps operatpd for
jJrofit. and their agents work on commission basi;,. Contrary to the

pl'psenlabons appearing in the advertising lTd the oral statement.s
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of salesmen, respondents are not selective in accepting prospective
students for enronment in their schools. ,Vith certain minor excep-
tions not here pertinent, respondents win enroll an persons with some
schooling who are interested in mechanical devices, such interest being
deemed by respondents to evidence mechanical aptitude, and who are
willing or able to make the payments required. The record contains
the following information with respect to schooling and employment
-of students at the time of enronment:

Education
4 years high school

3 years high school

2 years high school
:2 years high school
Seventh grade

Seventh grade

1 year high school

1 year college

:2 years high school
Eighth grade

4 years high school

2 years high school

Employment

Service station attendant
Lineman
\Vrecking cars
IV elder
Molder-iron foundry
Truck driver
Safeway Store clerk
Machine operator
IVrecking cars
IVelder
Tag Machine operator
Service station owner &

operator
Taxi driver
Smelterman
Cleaning business
"J1ilk truck driver
Street cleaner

Craneman
Farmer
Automobile Mechanic

Eighth grade

1 year high school

4 years high school

Common school
3 years high school

81h years grade school

4 years high school

Eighth grado and

mechanical school
3 years high school

1 year high school

("Withdrawn from school because of mental deficiency.
years high school Re( apping tiresSixth grade Railroad switchmanNo data CarpenterEighth grade Laborer

Maintenance Man, Ship Lines

(f) Untrue and not founded on the facts have been the oral rep-
resentations of respondents ' salesmen that , upon graduation from the
school , students are able to enter OIl jobs paying $2. 50 or $3.50 per
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hour or positions at $75.00 per week. The record clearly shows that
these levels of wages are available in .the diesel and heavy equipment
industry only to more highly skiled operators, mechanics, and work-
ers whose competence comes from substantial shop or other practical
experience. In the last analysis, while completion of respondents
course of study may evidence a laudable sustained interest in me-
chanical matters on the part of the student making application and
also be indicative to prospective employers that he has some knowl-
edge of nomenclature and how parts are assembled, it seems equally
clear that the ability of respondents ' graduates to command higher
levels of starting pay depends essentially on their shop and other
practical experience. Although various students accepted for the
course appear to have had some contact with some farm tools or with
maintenance of automobiles or the operation of other mechanical

equipment prior to enrolling, others did not. Upon the basis of the
entire record , it must be concluded that the starting salaries usually
and customarily received by respondents ' graduates , particularly those
employed in the sweeper, helper and apprentice category, are substan-
tially below $75.00 as well as $70.00 per week and the hourly rates
referred to by respondents ' salesmen.

PAR. 7. While there is some evidence in the record tending to show
that salesmen may have represented to prospective students in the
course of two sales presentations that diesel engine manufacturers or
other business concerns were financially backing respondents ' schools
to the extent of defraying part of the expense of tuition , the Com.
mission is of the opinion that there is not suffcient evidence for an

informed determination of the issues relevant thereto as presented
under the complaint. The additional allegations of the complaint to
the effect that misrepresentations have been made that all money paid
by students will be refunded in the event they discontinue the course

or fail to pass final examinations or if employment is not furnished
upon completion of the course are not supported by the greater weight
of the evidence adduced in the proceeding and this charge accordingly
is to be regarded as dismissed also. Similarly lacking in substantial
support is another of the charges of the complaint raising an issue as
to whether representations have been made that our Government 
using respondents ' schools for training purposes and tlmt there is a
great demand by the Armed Forces for respondents ' graduates , and
the Commission likewise is of the view that the greater weight of the
evidence fails to sustain other charges in re1erence to whether certain
allegedly false reasons have been assigned by sales representatives as
to why veterans were not taking the course under the G. 1. training
program.
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CONCLUSION

On the basis of the above-stated facts and other evidence of record
the Commission has concluded that respondents have used false and
misleading representations as described in Paragraphs 5 and 6 hereof
in promoting the sale of their courses of study in commerce. Misrep-
resentation clearly has inhered in oral statements and other represen-
tations of respondents that there is a great demand for graduates
of respondents ' schools as diesel mechanics , service men and for similar
positions, and that employment in such positions is available and
assured on completion of the course when , in fact, there is no great
or unusual demand for graduates whose training is limited primarily
to completion thereof and no assurance of employment. Respond-
ents' courses have been offered and sold also through statements that
the schools have working agreements with manufacturers of diesel
engines and others to place graduates in employment and that the
schools will secure employment for them and do so as a regular thing
when , on the contrary, respondents have no connection with manu-
facturers or working agreements for regularly placing graduates in
employment nor do the schools customarily and regularly secure
jobs for graduates. Other misrepresentations , the Commission con-
cludes, clearly have stemmed from statements of sales agents that
students are afforded on-the-job training for which they will be paid
and that shop training is afforded at no cost or at only nominal cost
as well as from additional false representations to the effect that
respondents, in accepting enrollees , adhere to a system of rigid selec-
tivity under which only a few from a very large number of applicants
are accepted for their training and placement service, and misrepre-
sentative likewise have been statements relating to the earnings gradu-
ates will receive upon completion of the course.

Upon the basis of the record, it is additionally concluded that
respondents ' misrepresentations have had the capacity and tendency
to deceive members of the public into the erroneous and mistaken belief
that these statements and representations are true and to induce the

purchase of substantial numbers of respondents ' courses of instruction
in commerce. The Commission accordingly concludes that respond-
ents' misrepresentations, as hereinbefore found, have been to the
prejudice and injury of the public and therefore constitute unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent and mean-
ing of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Since it is empowered and directed under the provisions of such
Act to prevent the use in commerce of the methods , acts and practices
referred to , the Commission has given careful consideration also to
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the form of remedy which should be applied here. Other cases have
come before the Commission for its determination which have pre-
sented situations where sales practices and acts used in promoting
the sale of other home study courses likewise were characterized by
misrepresentation as to the facilities or advantages available to stu-
dents accepted for enrollment and the opportunities or assurances

for employment and lucrative pay afforded upon completion of such
courses. On the basis of its experience in those cases and its con-
sideration of all of the factors involved , the Commission has concluded
that the proscriptions, as adopted and set out hereinafter , are respon-
sive to the record and will adequately protect the public interest.

ORDER

It is 07'deTed That the respondents Tractor Training Service, a

corporation, and Tractor Training Service, Inc. , a corporation, and
their offcers , and Joy E. Badley, individually and as an offcer of
said corporations, and said respondents ' agents , representatives and
employees , directly or through any corporate or other device in con-
nection with the ofIering for sale, sale and distribution of a course of
study and instruction in diesel training and training in heavy equip-
ment in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from representing directly
or by implication:

1. That there i : a grcat demand for individuals completing the re-
spondents ' course of study on diesel engines , or that their employment
as diesel mechanics , service men or in similar positions is assured; or
misrepresenting in any manner the opportunities for employment in
the diesel engine and allied products industry.

2. That the respondents have working arrangements or other con-
tracts with members of the diesel engine manufacturing industry
whereby individuals completing the respondents ' course of study are
assured employment , or that respondents customarily secure employ-
ment for such individuals.

B. That individuals purchasing the respondents ' course of study are
afIorded "on- the-job training," or part-time employment, for which
they are paid.

4. That shop training is provided by respondents to students at no
cost or only nominal cost unless such training is in fact available with-
out cost or at nominal cost as designated.

5. That individuals to whom the respondents ' courses of study are
sold are selected on any basis other than their ability to make the re-
quired down payment.
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6. That the earnings of individuals completing respondents ' course
of study are in excess of the average net earnings consistently made
by individuals who have completed such course over substantial periods
of time under normal conditions and circumstances.

It is further ordered That the complaint be, and the same hereby is
dismissed as to respondent Tractor Training Diesel Institute, a cor
poration , and as to respondents Ray J. vVatson , McDannell Brown , and
Fred L. Innes , in their capacity as individuals but not in their capacity
as offcers of the respondent corporations.

It is further ordered That respondents Tractor Training Service

Tractor Training Service , Inc. , and .Joy E. Badley, shaJJ , within sixty
(60) days after service upon them of this order , fHe with the Commis
sion a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form
in which they have complied with the order to cease and desist.

Commissioner Howrey not participating for the reason that he did
not hear oral argument herein.
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IN THE MATTER OF

BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB , INC. ET AL.

MODIFIED ORDER, OPINION, AKD DISSENT IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket ,5572. Order and opinion, Mar. , 19,5.1

Order modifying the Commission s prior order, dated May 8, 1952, 48 F. T. C.

1297 , with respect to the use of the term " J;' ree , in the light of the Com-
mission s present policy as announced in its opinion in the matter of

Walter J. B lack, Inc. , etc. Docket 5571, Sept. 11, 1953 inf'ra page 225, and
following the remand of the proceeding to the Commission by the Court

of Appeais for the Second Circuit for its consideration in the aforesaid

connection , and the respondents ' motion to vacate or modify said order and
to dismiss the complaint (granted in part and denied in part)-

So as to require respondent corporation , its oflcers , etc. , in connection with the
offer for sale, sale, and distribution of books in commerce, to cease and

desist from "using the word ' Free ' or any other word or words of similar
import or meaning, in advertising or in other offers to the public, to desig-

nate or describe any book or other article of merchandise" when all the
conditions, etc. , pertaining to the matter are not cIearly and conspicuously
explained at the outset, etc., or wbeTl the offerer increases the ordinary

price or reduces the quality, quantity, or size of the article, as in said

order below in detail set out; and
Dismissing the complaint as to respondent individuals as such, but not as

oflcers of respondent corporation.

Before Mr. Abner E. Lipsoomb hearing examiner.

Mr. Jesse D. J(ash for the Commission.
Wolfson, Oaton Moguel of New York City, ror respondents.

MODIFIED OHDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

This proceeding having been heard by the Federal Trade Commis-
sion upon the complaint of the Commission , answer of the respondents
testimony and other evidence introduced before a hearing examiner or
the Commission theretofore duly designated by it , recommended de-
cision of the hearing examiner and exceptions thereto , and briefs and
oral argument of counsel , and the Commission , having made its find-
ings as to the faets and its conclusion that the respondent Book-of-the-
Month Club, Inc. , had violated the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, on May 8 , 1952, issued its order to cease and desist
which order was subsequently affrmed by the United States Court of

Appeals for the Second Circuit; and
Said Court of Appeals, acting on a petition fied by the respondents

having remanded this proceeding to the Commission for the purpose
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of considering appropriate action in connection with the order to cease
and desist in the light of the present policy of the Commission regard-
ing the use of the word " free " in advertising, as announced in the
Commission s opinion in the proceeding entitled "In the Matter of
WaIter J. Black , Inc. , a corporation, trading as The Classics Club and
Detective Book Club" ; and

The respondents having thereafter filed with the Commission a mo-
tion to vacate or modify said order to cease and desist and to dismiss
the complaint, and the Commission having entered its order granting
said motion in part and denying it in part and being of the opinion
that its order to cease and desist issued on May 8, 1952 , should be
modified in certain respects:

It is ordered That the respondent, Book-of-the-Month Club , Inc.
its offcers , representatives , agents , and employees , directly or through
any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale
and distribution of books in commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:

Using the word " free " or any other word or words of similar im-
port or meaning, in advertising or in other offers to the public, to
designate or describe any book, or other article of merchandise:

(1) when alJ of the conditions , obligations, or other prerequisites
to the receipt and retention of the "free" article of merchandise are
not clearly and conspicuously explained or set forth at the outset so
as to leave no reasonable probability that the terms of the advertise-
ment or offer might be misunderstood; or

(2) when , with respect to the article of merchandise required to be
purchased in order to obtain the "free" article, the offerer either

(a) increases the ordinary and usual price; or (b) reduces the quality;
or (c) reduces the quantity or size of such article of merchandise.

It is further ordered That the complaint herein be, and the same
hereby is, dismissed as to Harry Scherman and Meredith 'iV ood as
individuals but not in their capacity as offcers of respondent Book-
of-the-Month Club , Inc.

It is further ordered That the respondent, Book-of-the-Month
Club, Inc. , shalJ , within sixty (60) days after service upon it of this
order , fie with the Commission a report in writing setting forth in
detail the manner and form in which it has complied with this order.

Commissioner Mead dissenting.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

By CARHETTA , Commissioner:
This matter is before the Commission upon a motion, filed by the

respondents, for reconsideration of the order to cease and desist
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entered herein on May 8 , 1952 , and in which they request that said
order to cease and desist be vacated and set aside and the complaint
dismissed, or, in the alternative, that the order to cease and desist
be modified. Counsel in support of the complaint filed an answer in
which he objects to so much of the motion as requests that the order
be vacated and the complaint dismissed, but in which he joins with the
respondents in so much of the motion as requcsts the order s modifi-
cation. The Commission s jurisdiction to entertain the motion is
clear, the entire proceeding having been remanded to the Commission
on December 11 , 1953 , by the United States Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, for the purpose of considering and taking appropriate
action on just such a motion.

The respondents do not in the present stage of the proceeding con-
tend that the order to cease and desist issued by the Commission on
May 8, 1952, was then improvident. They do contend, however

(1) that after the date of issuance of said order to cease and desist

the Commission s position on the use in advertising of the word "free
was changed , as announced in the Commission s opinion in the pro-

ceeding entitled "In the Matter of VIT alter J. Black , Inc. , a corporation
trading as The Classics Club and Detective Book Club " Docket No.

5571, with the result that the outstanding order against these re-
spondents prohibits practices which would not now be regarded as
unfair or deceptive, and (2) that unless the order is vacated or, at

least, modified the respondents will be placed at an unfair competitive
disadvantage with their competitors upon whom such an order would
not now be imposed.

The Commission does not disagree with either of these contentions.
The outstanding order to ceaoe and desist broadly prohibits the re-
spondents from using the word " free " or any ot11er word of similar
meaning, in advertising, to designate or descTibe any book , or other
merchandise, which is not in fact a gift or gratuity or is not given to
the recipient without requiring the purchase of other merchandise 01'

requiring the performance of some service inuring, dircctly or indi-
rectly, to the respondents ' benefit. In so doing, the order was in strict
conformity with the Commission s policy in effect at the time the order
was issued and W'lS identical in all respects with orders which had
thereto:lorc been issued against many other advertisers concerning the
use 0:1 the word " :Iree." That it was propel' in all respects is clearly
shown by the opinion 0:1 the Court. of Appcals for tbe Second Circuit
dated February 10 , 1953 , in that court's decision of t.he case arising out
of t.he respondents ' petition for review of the order (202 F. 2d 486).
\s pointed out. by the respondents , however , the Commission s position
on t.his subject has now been clmnged. Henceforth , the use of the
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word " free " or other words of similar import or meaning, in advertis-
ing or in other offers to the public, to designate or describe an article of
merchandise, wi11 be considered to be unfair and deceptive only (1)
when all of the conditions , obligations, or other prerequisites to the
receipt and retention of the " free" article of merchandise are not
clear Jy and conspicuously explained or set forth at the outset so as to
lea,ve no reasonable probability that the terms of the advertisement or
offer might be misunderstood; or (2) when , with respect to an article
of merchandise required to be purchased in order to obtain the " free
artick , the oHerer either increases the ordinary and usual price , reduces
the quality, or reduces the qnantity or size of such article of merchan-
dise, (In the MaUer of 'Walter J. Black , Inc. , etc. , Docket No. 5571--
SeptEmber 11, 1953). It is thus clear that the order against the
respondent s , consistent in all respP.cts with the Commission s prP.vious
poi icy, does prohibit the nsP., in advP.rtising, of the word " frP.e " and
other words of similrLr mP.auing, nnder circnmstances which would not
now be considered uufair or deceptivP.. To tl11 extent that it does so , it
obviously imposP.s npon thP. responc!Pnts requirements \vhich would not
he imposP.d upou their competitors.

This , however , cloes not me m that thP. order should be vacated and
set aside and the complaint dismissed , for , as thP. original findings as to
thP.blCts in this proc;eP.dillg show , the rP.spondents havP. used the word
frP.e" in their ad vertisillg in t mamwr which \vould be considerP.d

unfair and clecP.ptive eVP.n under the new policy, in that thP.Y did not
ckarly and conspicuously disclosP. in said advP.rtising all of the concli-

tions. obligations , or other prerequisites to the receipt and rP.entjo)l of
t Iw hook referred to j herein as " frP.P.. Specifically, the rP.sp01Hlents

did not disclose the het , and that it was a faet is nndisputed by the
respondents , that if a member of the Book-of- tllP-Month Club failed or
refusP.d to purchase at least four books within a year after joining thP.
cjub , payment for 01' the return of the hook theretofore designated as
he. ' would be required. vVhether or not all of the other conditions

obLgations , or prP.rP.qnisites to tl11 receipt and retention of the hook
desc:ribP.d as " free" were clearly fLnd adequately disclosed neP.d not now
be decided.

In view of the foregoing, it would not be in thP. public illterP.st for
this procP.p.ling to be disposed of by dismissal of the complaint. On
t he other hand, the Commission has no desire to impose upon the
rP.spondents a restriction which is 11JnecP.ssarily harsh or \',hich p1aees
tl1Pm at an unhir competitive disadvantage in the Rale of thP.ir books.
In the exercise of its administrativP. discretion, therefore, and in an
efrort to lP.avP. the rP.spondents in the same competitive position as
others who may wish to nse the word "free" in ad\'ertising their prod-
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ucts , the Commission has determined that the order to cease and desist
in this case should be modified by so qualifying it that the prohibition
against the respondents will be, in effect , the same as would be the
prohibition against their competitors under similar circumstances.
Applying the familiar principle that the Commission s orders should
proscribe the entire ilegal practice as well as the specific acts by which
such illegal practice has been manifested (I- ershey Chocolate Corpora-
tion v. Federal Trade Commission June 30 1941 121 F. 2d 968 (971-

972) and similar cases), such a prohibition would cover the use of the
word " free" (1) when all of the conditions , obligations , or other pre-
requisites to the receipt and retention of the "free" article of merchan-
dise are not clearly and conspicuously explained or set forth at the
outset so as to leave no reasonable probability that the terms of the
advertisement or offer might be misunderstood, or (2) when , with
respect to an article of merchandise required to be purchased in order
to obtain the "free" article, the offerer either (a) increases the ordinary
and usual price; or (b) reduces the quality; or (c) reduces the quantity
or size of such article of merchandise.

Commissioner .Mead would deny respondents ' motion to vacate or
modify the order to cease and desist entered herein on May 8 , 1952 , for
the reasons stated in Commissioner Mead's dissenting opinion in the
matter of Walter.J. Black , Inc. , et aI. , Docket No. 5571.
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IN THE MATTER OF

PICK OW DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION ET AL.

DEcISIO IX REGAlm TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE FEDEHAL THADE
COMMISSION ACT

Docket 5890. Complaint, June 127 , 1951-Decision, Mar. 10 , 195.1

Where a corporation and its three offcers engaged in the sale of sewing machine
heads imported from Japan-upon which there appeared, on the back of

the vertical arm , the words "Made in Occupied Japan" or " Japan , or upon
the front, tbe word "Japan -and of comp1eted sewing machines of which
said heads were a part , to independent dealers and retailers and , as tbus
engaged , in attaching to the back of said beaus, at the only place provided
therefor motors marked as " Universal Motor and " Made in U. S. 

name of the well-known domestic product-and thus effectiveiy coneeaiing
such markings-

(a) Offered and sold the aforesaid imported sewing machines upon sOme of
which the word Japan , as included with others on the front of the vertical
arm , was distinguishable only by more rareful inspection than a purchaser
or user would ordinarily bestow and with no adequate marking to show
their place of manufacture or foreign origin;

(b) Falsely represented that their saiel machines were manufactured by or con-
nected in some way with \\'cll-known firms through displaying in many
instances on the horizontal arms of said machines the trade names "Hoover
or "Eureka , and through the use of said names in literature distributed by
them with the machines they sold, as weU as in price lists auel similar material
distributed by them; and thereby also enhanced the erroneous belief on the
part of the purchasing public that said machines were of domestic origin;

With result of providing dealers with the means for misleading the purchasing
public as to the place of origin and manufacture of said machines:

Held, That such acts and practices constituted unfair methods of competition in
commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and practices therein.

Before Mr. Frank lIier hearing examiner.

Mr. William L. Taggart for the Commission.
Mr. N. RandaZlBassett of New Haven , Conn. , for respondents.
Mr. E. K. O'ubin of Washington , D. for Hoover Co. , intervenor.

DECISION OF TIlE cOJlfMISSION AND ORDER TO FILE HEPOHT OF cOJlfPLIANcE

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission, on June 27 , 1951 , issued and subse-

quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the respondents
Pickow Distributing Corporation, a corporation, and Louis Pickow
Harold Gessner, and Abraham Lippman, individuaUy and as offcers
of said corporation , charging them with the use of unfair methods of
competition and unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce
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in violation of the provisions of said Act. After the issuance of said
complaint and the fting of respondents ' answer and amendment to
their answer , hearings were held at which testimony and other evidence
in support of and in opposition to the aJJegations of the complaint were
introdnced before a hearing examiner of the Commission theretofore
duly designated by it, and said testimony and other evidence were
duly recorded and filed in the offce of the Commission. Thereafter
the proceeding regularly carne on for final consideration by said hear-
ing examiner upon the complaint, amended answer thereto, testimony
and other evidence, and proposed findings as to the facts and conclu-
sions presented by counsel, and said hearing examiner, on May 5
J 953, filed his initial decision herein.

Within the time permitted by the Commission s Rules of Practice
counsel supporting the complaint filed with the Commission an appeal
from said initial decision. Ilequest was made on behalf of The
Hoover Company for leave to intervene in the proceeding and said
request was granted to the extent of permitting briefs on the said
appeal to be fied. ThereaHer, this proceeding regularly came on
for linal consideration by the Commission upon the record, including
briefs of counsel supporting the complaint and of special counsel for
the intervenor in support of the said appeal and brief of counsel for

respondents in opposition thereto (oral argument not having been
requested by either counsel supporting the complaint or the respond-
ents) ; and the Commission , having- entered its order granting in part
and denying in part the said appeal and being fully advised in the
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes this its findings as to the facts and conclusions drawn there-
from and order, the same to be in lieu of the initial decision of the
hearing examiner.

FDrIJXGS AS TO TH ; FACTS

PAItAGRAPH 1. Respondent Pickow Distributing Corporation is a
corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Connecticut with its office and principal place of busi-
ness located at 55 IVhalley Avenue, New Haven , Connecticut. Ile-
spondents Louis Pickow, Harold Gessner, and Abraham Lippman
are, respectively, President and Treasurer , Vice-President, and Secre-
tary of the corporate respondent , and acting as such offcers , formulate
direct, and control the policies , acts, and practices of said corporation.
The address of the individual respondents is the same as that of corpo-
rate respondent.

P AI1. 2. Respondents are now and have been for several years last
past engaged in the sale of sewing Inachine heads imported from
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Japan and completed sewing machines of which said heads are a part
to independent dealers or retailers who, in turn , sell them to the pur-
chasing public. In the course and conduct of their business respond-
ents cause their s Lid products , when sold, to be transported from

their place of business in the State of Connecticut to the purchasers
thereof located in various other States, and maintain , and at aU times
mentioned herein have maintained , a course of trade in said products
in commerce among and between the various States of the United
States. Theil' volume of trade in said commerce has been, and is
substantial.

E\R. 3. When the sewing machine heads are received by respondents
the words "Made in Occupied Japan" or "Japan" appear on the back

of the vertical arm either in gold decalcomania on the black enamel
of the arm or else on the tin metal tag affxed by rivets to the front of
the vertical arm with the word "Japan" in raised letters. These mark-
ings which appear on the back of the vertical arm are from % to %
inch above the bed of the machine. These markings are left un-
changed by respondents. The machines are designed for electric
operation and when a motor is attached at the only place provided
for it, the rear of the vertical arm , these markings are effectively con-
cealed from even careful inspection, short of removing the motor or
turning the machine into an awkward and unusual position from a
user s standpoint; which would spring only from a desire to see that
particular spot but which aetion is entirely unlikely to ensue from
ordinary or normal use of the machine. On the sewing machines so
marked , there are no other markings indicating country of origin , and
there is a preponderance of substantial evidence in the record that
purchaser-users never saw tnis concealed marking or suspected the
foreign origin of their purchases. The finding is that such marking

, for practical purposes, and to the ordinary user or purchaser , com-
pletely and effectively concealed.

Some of the sewing machine heads, when received by respondents
instead of the markings hereinabove described have on the front 01'

the vertical arm facing the user in normal operation a brass or brass-
colored medaUion affxed to the vertical arm by side rivets about Olle

inc.h above the bed. This meda11on bears the legend "DE LUXE"
in raised letters approximately 1h or % inch high , fwd underneath
that the words "Finest Family Sewing Machine" in raised letters
approximately 1h of an inch high, and underneath that the word

Japan" in raised letters approximately 
1Is 

of an inch high. These
medallions are in bright gold color in raised letters only, with no
background coloring to emphasize the raised letters, so that the word
Japan" is indistinct, diffcult to realI , nnemp1msized , and c1istinguish-

403443-- 57-
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able only by more careful inspection than a purchaser or user would
ordinarily bestow.

A number of the sewing machines, marked as hereinabove described
are part of the evidence in this proceeding. All of these machines
have attached to them, on the rear of the vertical arm , small motors
which provide the power for operation , and in each instance the motor
is marked "Universal Motor" and, in addition

, "

Made in USA." The
Universal Motor is to the public a well-known product of domestic
manufacture. In addition to this , many of these machines are marked
instances on both sides, with one of the trade names "Hoover" or
Eureka. These names are associated by members of the purchasing

publjc with well and favorably known domestic concerns.
Although there is some conflict in the testimony in the record as to

actual deception, the preponderance of substantial , reliable, and pro-
bative evidence is that purchaser-users did not see , or seeing did not
comprehend , the markings appearing on respondents' sewing machines
indicating their foreign origin. The finding, accordingly, is that
respondents ' imported sewing machines are not adequately marked to
show their place of manufacture or origin.

PAIL 4. "\Vhen articles of merchandise , including sewing machines
are exhibited and offered for sale by retailers to the purchasing public
and sl1ch articles are not marked or are not adequately marked to
show that they are of foreign origin, or if marked and the markings
are covered or otherwise concealed, such purchasing public under-
stands and believes such articles to be wholly of domestic origin.

PAH. 8. Respondents use the words "Hoover" and "Eureka" as trade
or brand names for many of their said sewing machines and sewing
machine heads. The sewing machines and sewing machine heads

which are sold under the brand or trade name "Hoover" have the said
word in gold decalcomania on the black enamel, on both sides of the
horizontal arm. The word "Eureka" similarly appears on the sewing
machines and sewing machine heads sold under that name. The words
Hoover" and "Eureka" also appear in literature distributed by the

respondents with the machines they sell , as well as in price lists and
similar material distributed by respondents to prospective purchasers.

The names "Hoover" and "Eureka" are well-known American brand
or trade names. The name "Hoover" has been used for many years by
The Hoover Company as a brand name for vacuum cleaners and other
prodncts. The Eurelm ,Villiams Company has used the word
Eureka" for many years as a brand name for vacuum cleaners.

Vacuum cleaners and other products bearing the name "Hoover" have
been advertised extensively by The Hoover Company, and the Eureka
'Viliams Company has extensively advertised its products under the
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trade name "Eurek " The names "Hoover" and "Eureka" and the
concerns with which the names are identified have become well and
favorably known to the purchasing public.

PAH. 6. The evidence in the record establishes, as the hearing exam-
iner found in his initial decision, that respondents ' use of the said
brand or trade names for their sewing machines and sewing machine
heads causes confusion in the minds of many members of the purchas-
ing public. For example, one witness testified that if she saw a sew-
ing machine with the name "Hoover" on it , she would think the
machine was made by the manufacturer of Hoover vacuum cleaners.
Another witness testified that if he heard advertisements for Hoover
sewing machines on the radio , he would assume the machines were
manufactured by the Hoover Company. Still another witness testi-
fied that he would imagine a sewing machine bearing the name
Hoover" was made in the United States maybe by a "company con-

nected with the Hoover vacuum." The testimony in the record with
respect to the name "Eureka" is similar to that with respect to the
name "Hoover." There is also in the record a stipulation between
opposing counsel to the effect that respondents could call several wit-
nesses who would testify th:lt they purchased sewing machines bearing
the name "Hoover" or "Eureka " lwd that these names did not to their
minds indicate that the machines had any connection whatsoever with
either The Hoover Company or the Eureka ,Villiams Company.

The Commission is of the opinion , and therefore finds , that respond-
ents, by us,ng the words "Hoover" and "Eureka" as trade or brand
names for their sewing machines and sewing machine heads in the
manner hereinabove found, have represented , contrary to the fact
that their said products are manufactured by, or connected in some
way with , the well-known firms with which said names have long
been associated. Respondents ' use of these words has also enhanced
the erroneous and mistaken belief on the part of the purchasing public
that respondents ' sewing machines are of domestic origin.

PAR. 7. The complaint in this proceeding also alleges that the re-
spondents, by using the word "Mercury" as a brand or trade name for
their sewing machines and sewing machine heads , have represented
contrary to fact, that said products are manufactured by well-known
American firms with which the name "11ercury" has long been asso-

ciated. The Commission is of the opinion , and finds , that such allega-
tion has not been sustained by the evidence.

PAn. 8. There are among members of the purchasing public a sub-
stantial number having a decided preference for products manufac-
tured in the United States over products manufactured in whole or
in part in foreign countries, including sewing machine heads. There
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arc also many members of the purchasing public who prefer to pur-
chase products, including sewing machines, which arc manufactured
by, or connected in some way with, well and favorably known Ameri-
can firms, rather than products manufactured by a firm or firms not
well known to the purchasing public.

PAn. 9. Respondents , by placing in the hands of dealers their sewing
machine heads and completed sewing machines inadequately marked
as to place of origin, as hereinabove described, and by using the trade
or brand names "Hoover" and "Eureka " provide said dealers with

the means and instrumentality whereby they may mislead and deceive
the purchasing public as to the place of origin of said machines and
the manufacturer thereof.

PAR. 10. Respondents, in the course and conduct of their business
arc in substantial competition in commerce with makers and sellers of
domestic-made sewing machines and aJso with sellers of imported
sewing machines.

PAR. 11. The failure of respondents Lo adequately disclose on the
sewing machine heads that they arc manufaeLured in .J apan and the
use of the brand or trade names "IJoover" and "Eureka " have the

tendency and capacity to lead members of the purchasing public into
the CIToneous and mistaken belief that rcspOlH1ents' said products

are of domestic origin and are manufa.cured by, or cOlllected in some
way with , we11 and fa vorably known domestic manufacturers , and inte!
the purchase of sewing machines of which said hrads arc a part

because of such erroneous and mistaken belief.
As a result thereof, trade in commerce has been unfairJy di verted to

respondents from their competiLors , and injury has been and is being
done to competition in commerce.

CO""GLGSION

Respondents selJ completed sewing m tchines of which imported
heads arc a part and imported sewing machine heads without ade-
quately disclosiug the country of origin of the sewing machine heads.
The. respondents use the words "Hoovel' '' anll " Eureka" as brand or
trade names for some of their sewing lnachines ami sewing machine
hea.ds. Thesc words arc placed on the se,,'ing machine heads and art)
also used in respondents' advertising literature. As a result of the

failure to adequately disclose on Lhe sewing nlachine heads that they

arc importeel from .Japan aml the use of the Wt1H'S " Hoover" and
Enreka " purch:tsprs and prosppctin purchasers are led to belicvc

that respomlpnts ' sewing mach inps :lld s('wing machinc heads an' "I'

domestic. ol'igin and arc nmnufal'tureel by, 01' c0l1lccted in some \\oJ,\
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with, well and favorably known domestic manufacturers. 1:ny
members of the purchasing public have a decided preference for sew-
ing machines manufactured in the l nited States over sewing machines
manufactured in whole or in part in .Japan. There are also many
persons who prefer to purchase sewing machines manufactured by, or
connected in some way with , welJ and favorably known American
firms, rather than sewing machines manufactured by a firm or firms
not well known to the purchasing public.

The fact, if it be so, that respondents ' imported sewing machine
heads were inspected and passed by United States Customs offcers at
the port of entry as being properly or adequately marked is immaterial
and no defense (L. IleUer Son , Inc. v. Federal Trade Commission
191 F. 2d 954). Also, whether or not the Siuger Sewing Machine
Company or The Hoover Company or any other concern or individual
imports into this country articles of foreign manufacture which are
not marked, or are inadequately marked , as to place of origin is im-
material and no defense to this proceeding (Independent Directory
Corp. v. Federall'mde Commission 188 F. 2d 468; Ford Motor Co. v.
Fedeml Tmde Commission 120 F. 2d 175).

The fact that respondents sell only to dealers, many or all of whom
arc aware of the origin of the sewing machine heads or are informed
thereof by respondents, is no defense to the charge of inadequate or
concealed marking, since the sewing machines of which the imported
heads are a part are obviously intended for ultimate consumer purchase
and respondents as sellers have placed into the hands of the dealers
the means and instrumentality whereby the ultimate purchaser may be
misled and deceived. The sewing qualities, effciency, and perform-
ance of respondents ' sewing machines as compared with sewing ma-
chines of domestic manufacture or other makes or designs of imported
sewing machines are not in issue in this proceeding.
The Commission , therefore, concludes that the acts and practices

of the respondents as hereinabove found are alJ to the injury and

prejudice of the public and of respondents ' competitors and constitute
unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER

It is ordered That the respondents, Pickow Distributing Corpora-
tion, a corporation , and its offcers , and Louis Pickow , Harold Gessner
and Abraham Lippman as o/Icers of said corporation, and said re-
spondents ' representatives , agents , and employees , directly or through
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any corporate or other device, in connection with the offering for sale
sale, or distribution of sewing machine heads or sewing machines in
commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Offering for sale, selJing, or distributing foreign-made sewing
machine heads or sewing machines of which foreign-made heads are
a part, without clearly and conspicuously disclosing on the heads
in such a manner that it win not be hidden or obliterated, the country
of origin thereof.

2. Using the words "Hoover" or "Eureka " or any simulations
thereof, as brand or trade names to designate , describe, or refer to
their sewing machines or sewing machine heads; or representing
through the use of any other words or in any other manner that
their sewing machines or sewing machine heads are made by anyone
other that the actual manufacturers.

It is further ordered That respondents shalJ, within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with the order to cease and desist.
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Decision

IN THE MATTER OF

AR. WINARICK , INC. , ET AL.

DECISION , A)fD DISSENTI)fG OPINION IN RJ,GARD TO TIlE ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF TI-IE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket (;0;32. Complaint , Nov. 1952 Dec-ision, Mar' , 10, 195.1

Where a corporation and its tbree offcers, engaged in the competitive interstate
sale of their "Jeris Antiseptic Hair Tonic , for use in addition to its cos-

metic purposes , in the treatment and prevention of hair and scalp diseases

and of an after-shave lotion called "Fore ; in advertising their saiu "Hair
Tonic" in magazines-

(a) Falsely represented that tbe use of said tonic witb massage would help
promote hair growth and prevent excessive fallng hair , througb such state-
ments as "helps promote healthy hair growth" and " relieves 

* * * 

excessive
falJing bail' '' ; and

(b) Falsely represented that barbers , by reason of their training, arc capable

of diagnosing and treating diseased conditions of the bail' and scalp through
such statements as "For bail' and scalp care you can depend on your
Barber s recommendation! Your barber is trained in hair and scalp care
and qualified to advise you. So if you bappen to be tronbled witb dandruff
falling hair or SOlne other hair problcln , as so many Inen arc , remclllber
to consult your unrbel'

'' :

Held That sucb representations constituted false advertisements 'Witbin the
meaning' of Sec. 12, and that use thereof constituted unfair and deceptive

acts and practices in commerce.

Before Mr. ,T. Earl Oox hearing examiner.

Mr. J. W. Brookfield, Jr. for the Commission.
Mr. Lewis G. Berntein of New York City, for respondents.

DECISION OF THE CO::\IMISSION

STATE1\IEXT OF TilE CASE

The Federal Trade Commission on August 18 , 1952 , issued a com-
plaint and on November 12 , 19;)2 , issued an amended complaint charg-
ing respondent AI'. vVinarick , Inc. , and three of its offcers, Jules Wina-
rick , Nathan vVinarick and Floyd H. Pepper , with having violated the
Federal Trade Commission Act by disseminating false advertisements
in connection with the sale of their products " J cris A ntiscptic Hair
Tonic" and "Fore " an after shave lotion. Heopondents fi1ed an answer
denying that their advertisements were in violation of law.

Pursuant to notice , hearings were held in X ew York City on January
5 and 6 and Febrnary 10 , 1953 , before.T. Em-I Cox , a hearing examiner

1 Amended.
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designated by the Commission to hear this proceeding. Ful1 oppor-
tunity to be heard, to examine and cross-examine witnesses, and to
introduco evidence bearing on the issues was afforded respondents and
counsel supporting the complaint. All testimony and other evidence
was recorded and filed in the office of the Commission.

After receiving proposed findings of fact , the hearing examiner fied
this initial decision on May 21 , 1953 , in which he conchlded that re-
spondents had violated the Federal Trade Commission Act by falsely
advertising that a bottle of after shave lotion is given free where, in
fact , it was given only on the purchase of a bottle of hair tonic and by
advertising that barbers are capable of diagnosing and treating dis-
eased conditions of the hair and scalp. lIe dismissed the other allega-

tions of the complaint which charged respondents with falsely repre-
senting that the use of their hair tonic will cure dandruff, relieve itchy
scalp, prevent excessive falling hair, promote hair growtll and resnli in
a healthy scalp.

Thereafter, coumel supporting the complaint appealed to the Com-
mission from his initial decision. Respondents filed a brief in opposi-
tion to this appeal in which they request the Commission to dismiss all
of the allegations of the complaint. By agreement of counsel , this
appeal was submitted to the Commission for decision without oral
argument.

Upon consideration of the entire record herein , the Commission has
determined that the rulings of the hearing examiner made at the hear-
ings are free of prejudicial error , and makes the following:

FIXDJXGS OF FACT

1. Business f The Respondents

Respondent AI' Winarick , Inc. , is aNew Yorkcorporation having its
principal place of business at 805 East 140th Street , K ew York , X ew
York. Respondents ,Jules vVinarick , N flthan \Vinflrick , :md Floyd H.
Pepper, individuals , arc offcers of AI'. vVinflrick , Inc. , who directed
flnd controlled its policies with respect to the advertising herein set out.

Respondents sell "Jeris Antiseptic Hair Tonic" and an after shave

lotion called "Fore" to purchasers located in various States of the
United States other than New York , and during the period of time
involved herein have regularly caused these products , when sold , to be
shipped from their plflee of business in the State of New York to these
pUj':hasers , in interstflte eornmerce. They are now , and during the
period of time involved herein , have been in suhst:mtial competition
with others engaged in the sale of other hair tonic:s and after shflve
preparations.
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The active ingredients of Jeris Antiseptic Hair Tonic are shown by
the label to be:

8- Hydroxyquinoline
Resorcinol Monoacetate
Tincture of Capsicum
Fixed and Volatile Oils
Ethyl-alcoho1.

The directions for use are as follows: "Brush or massage the scalp
to remove any dus1 or foreign slibstance. Apply Jeris freely, massag-
ing the scalp briskly with fingertips. This treatment will assure you

a clean scalp, lustrous hair, free from loose dandruff.

II. The Advertisements

In the course of their business respondents have placed advertise-
ments containing the following excerpts in magazines which were dis-
seminated throughout the States of the United States.

The Truth About Dandruff. . . Itchy Scalp. . .
J;' alJng Hair

IT' S A FACT
DANDRUFF is often caused by neglect. . .
by improper care of hair and scalp. . .

THE HAIR itseif cannot grow. Growth comes
from the root.

. HBLP THE ROOT and you help tbe hair.

JERIS GETS AT 'rHE
ROOT OF THE TROUBLE

Jcris Antiseptic Hair Tonic contains a special
ingrcdient not found in ordinary hair tonics.
It acts to stimuiate blood flow which nonrishes

the roots. Thus , Jeris not only relieves dan-
druff, iteby scalp and dresses your hair handsomely
. . . but it heips promote healthy hair growth. . . .

(Life Magazine , 1948)
KEEP HAIR WELL-GROOMED
Free of Dandruff Too

. .

(1) JERIS KILLS DANDRUFF GERMS. on contact!
antiseptic action instantly removes unsightly
daudruff flakes.
(2) .JBHIS STIMULATES THE SCALP! Daily massage
with J eris a wakens blood flow. Helps promote
healthy hair growth , relieve dry scalp and
excess fallng hair.

. . .

. (Pityrosporum ovale), wbich many authorities
recognize as the cause of infectious dandruff.

(Saturday Evening Post , 1948)
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Scalp- stimulation: Daily JERIS massage helps
promote bealtby hair growtb, relieves dry scalp,
excessive fallng bail'.

(Saturday Evening P\st, 1952)

Respondents have made representations similar to the last quote
above in their recent radio and newspaper advertisements in addition
to their magazine advertising.

Respondents' 19'52 Saturday Evening Post advertising also con-
tained claims of kiling dandruff germs, pity-rosporum ovale, and
removing dandruff flakes in substantially the same form as quoted
from the 1948 Saturday Evening Post.

In certain of their newspaper advertising in 1951 , respondents made

the following representations:
For hair and scalp care you can depend on your
Barber s recommendation!
Your barber is trained in bail' and scalp care
and qualified to advise you. So if you happen to
1:0 troubled with dandruff, faling hair or some
olber hail' probJem , as so many men are, remember 

consult your barber.

III. Meaning of the Advertising Olaim8

The amended complaint charges tlmt respondents have represented:
(1) That the use of J eris Antiseptic Hair Tonic wi1-

(a) Cure dandruff

(b) Relieve itchy scalp

(c) Prevent excessive falling hair
(d) Promote hair growth

(e) Result in a healthy scalp.

(2) That barbers , by reason of their training, are c:lpable of diag-
nosing and treating diseased conditions of hair and scalp.

The record does not contain any consumer testimony as to the mean-
ing of these advertisenwnts. Ifowever , the Commission is of the opin-
ion that such testimony is not needed , that it is capable of determining
the meaning of these chims to the public.

For the reasons sj atell beloy, , the Commission is of the opinion that
respondents Imve represented that the use of Jeris with massage wil
help promote hair growth and prr.vent excessive hJling lJair * and
that barbers , by reason of their tmining, are capable of diagnosing
and treating di:'easecl conditions of h:lir and scalp.

"'Respondents ' advertisIng was characterized by their counsel during examination ot 

witness called by respondents, as follows:
The .lel'is people have F;tfltec1 that this product will help to do certain things help to

keep your scalp c1ean and IH lp to prevent excessive falling hair and help to promote the
growth of hair by the use of this product.

In their appeal brief they adopt the bearing examiner s interpretation.
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Analyzing these claims in the same order as their meanings as al-
leged in the complaint are listed above:

(1) (a) Respondents' advertisements clearly state that Jeris de-

stroys dandruff germs (pityrosporum ovale) on contact and that it
removes dandruff flakes. They make no claim of cure for dandruff in
excess of these statements.

(b) The record does not contain any representation as to itchy scalp
since 1948. Respondents ' claims have been revised to " relieves dry
se,alp.

(c) The hearing examiner interpreted the phrase "reJieves . . . ex-
cessive falJillg hail' '' to mean merely that massaging and cleaning the
hail' will remove from the head that hair which comes out with comb-
ing or falls to the shoulders during the course of a day. The Com-
mission , however , is of the opinion that the ordinary meaning of the
words shows that "relieves" means more than removing loose hair
from the head , and that "excessive" means more than a normal condi-
tion of hair fall. This advertising in the ordinary sense of the words
claims that the use of J eris, as directed , will be of value in relieving
the conditions causing abnormal hair loss. It means the use of .Jeris
will prevent excessive falling hair. The testimony of the medical wit-
nesses show,; that they recognize "excessive fallng hair" to mean an
abnormal condition for which they list many possible causes.

(d) Similarly the phrase "helps promote healthy hair growth" rep-
resents that the use of J eris , as directed , will help to promote the
growth of hail'.

(e) Respondents ' claims as to the scalp are limited to claims that
the use of .Jeris with massage will stimulate the scalp and relieve dry
scalp. Thesc claims do not constitute a representation that the use of

J eris will result in a healthy scalp.
(2) Respondents ' advertising as above quoted expressly states that

barbers are trained in hair and scalp care and are qualified to advise
you. It directs the readcr to consult his barber if troubled with
dandruff, falling hair or some other hair problem. The implication
of this advertisement is that the instruction of barbers qualifies them
to diagnose and treat disturbances of the hair which might be caused
by or related to diseases.

IV. Expert MedicaZ Opinion Testimony

The testimony of the medical witnesses as to the truth of these
representations is conflicting. The testimony of Dr. J\farkel supports
respondents ' claims while that of Dr. Peck and Dr. Behrman disputes
their correctness. A full analysis of the pertinent testimony of these
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experts and of their professional qualifications is felt necessary to
resolve this conflict.

Qualifications of the 'Witnesses

Three doctors , all specialists in the field of dermatology, testified
in this matter. All are diplomates of the American Board of
Dermatology and Syphilogy.

Doctor Samuel M. Peck is Chief of the Department of Dermatology,
Mt. Sinai Hospital , Clinical Professor of Dermatology, New York
Medical College , Associate Clinical Professor of Dermatology at Co-
lumbia, and President of the Society for Investigative Dermatology.
He has written three textbooks on dermatology and has published
about 100 scientific publications. He is the associate editor of the
journal for investigative dermatology.

Doctor Howard T. Behrman is an Assistant Clinical Professor of
Dermatology, New York University College of Medicine, Adjunct
Dermatologist, Mt. Sinai Hospital, and Assistant Dermatologist
Hillside Hospita1. He is the author of approximately 100 articles
and four books in this field.

Doctor Joseph Markel has been engaged in private practice as a
specialist in Dermatology for over seven years. He is presently at-
tached to Mt. Sinai Hospital in the Dermatology Division. Pre-
viously he was in the Therapeutic Research Division on the derma-
tology stalT on the New York Post Graduate Medical School.

Testimony as to Truth of Claims

Dr. Peck testified that .Teris does not contain any special ingredient
not usually found in hair tonics. It has a cleansing action due to its
alcohol and 'vater content. It acts as a counter irritant and , especial1y
if applied with massage, will have a temporary stimulating effect on
the flow of blood to the scalp.

He believes that Jeris might aid in removing dandruff scales and
relieve itching to some extent. lIe testified that the great majority
of cases of excessive falling hair are due to either hereditary factors
endocrine changes or nutrition. To a lesser extent it is caused 
various diseased conditions. He does not list dandruff as a cause of
excessive falling hair. In his opinion, Jeris would not be an effective
treatment for those conditions which cause excessive fal1ing hair , and
3m'is used as directed would not prevent excessive falling hair.

*It is apparent from the record that the word "cause" in line 24 , page 55, Is the result
of a stenog-raphic error and should be "prevent. Also from the remainder of Dr. Peck'
testimony, it 1s clear that he is of the opinion that the use of "Jerfs, " as directed, will not
prevent excessive falling hair.
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He further testified that .Jeris used with massage would have a
temporary stimulating effect on the flow of blood to the scalp. 
does not believe that this increased blood flow would nourish the hail'
roots or that the application of .Jeris will promote or in any way
cause healthy hair growth. He has not been able to effectively treat
falling hair or to cause hail' to regrow by using chemicals like J eris
or by increasing the blood flow to the scalp even with much mol'
effective methods than massage with Jeris. In his opiniun , nothing
which dermatologists have at their disposal today promotes the
growth of hair.

Dr. Behrman testified that the primary effect of .J eris would be to
tlissolve dandruli' cells. It might temporarily relieve) certain cases
of itchy scalp. Jeris, especially ,vhen used with massage , would in-
crease the blood flow in the scalp.

He testi fied that the consensus of scientific thought is that male hail'
loss is due to three basic things, heredity, amount of hormones pro-
duced allI the aging process. In addition to these, Dr. Behrman
listed many distnrblmces and disorders which also eause excessive
falling hair. He testified that J eris is not an effective treatment for
these couditions and that its use as directed would not preve.nt exces-

sive falling hair. He recognized dandrufT' as a sign of a diseased
scalp but does not list dtmdruff as a cause of falling hair. I-Ie testified
that some dermatologists believe that dandruff might eonceivably
accelerate the balding process. He also testified that increasing the
blood flow in the scalp by massage with .Jeris for a few minutes would
not be Leneficial , that hair nourishment depends on the content of the
blood , and that the application of Jeris will not promote or in any
way cause healthy hair growth.

Both Dr. Peck and Dr. Behrman testified that in their opinion a
barber is not qualified by training and experience to diagnose and
effectively treat diseased conditions of the hair and scalp.

Dr. Markel testified that .Jm'is is a good e1eansing agent for the
scalp, eontains an antiseptic ingredient and a drug that stimulates the
scalp and that used with massage it wil inerease the lymphatic circu-
lation of the scalp. He testified that the use of this product will result
in a healthier scalp, will temporarily relieve itchy scalp due to some
conditions, and wil help to promote the growth of healthy hair due
to its cleansing action.

He testified that 85 percent of all baldness is due to dandruff and
that.1 eris is a good prodnct for certain types or dandruff. He rurther
testified that .1m.js would help preserve a man s hair longer than if he
used nothing at a11 , by keeping the scalp clean , free of seales and per-
mitting normal tissue rPspirntion. He also testified that, by inereas-
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ing the lymphatic circulation by massage, you may have a tendency
to prevent your hair falling out as rapidly as it would without mas-
sage. He was of the opinion that "A man can save his crop of hair.

V. Oonclusio'f From, the Expert Testimony

Dr. Peck and Dr. Behrman are of the opinion that Jeris used as
directed is of no value in preventing excessive falling hair and in pro-
moting the growth of healthy hair. They do believe that it wil
remove dandruff flakes from the head, wil temporarily increase cir-
culation in the scalp, and help the scalp by keeping it clean. They
express no opinion as to its effectiveness in destroying the germ, pity-
rosporum ovale. They are both of the opinion that barbers are not
qualified by training and experience to diagnose and effectively treat
diseased conditions of the hair and scalp.

Dr. Markel's views as to the value of Jeris in cases of excessive fall-
ing hair are based on the premise that dandruff is the cause of 85 per-
cent of the cases of baldness. This premise is in conflict with the tes-
timony of the other expert witnesses in this proceeding and with the
consensns of scientific thought on this subject. His views that healthy
hair growth is promoted by cleaning the scalp and allowing increased
tissue respiration are rejected as being contrary to the weight of the
evidence.

VI. Advertising Free Goods

The amended complaint alleged and the hearing examiner found
that respondents falsely represented that they were giving a bottle
of "Fore " after shave lotion, away free, as the bottle of Fore was
only furnished in connection with the purchase of a bottle of Jeris
Antiseptic Hair Tonic.

Respondents, in fact, advertised that they would give a regular sized
bottle of Fore, after shave lotion, free with a purchase of a bottle of
Jeris Antiseptic Hair Tonic. The advertisements clearly showed
that respondents were making a combination offer of a regularly

priced 83-cent bottle of ,Yeris Antiseptic Hair Tonic plus a regularly
priced 53-cent bottle of Fore, after shave lotion, at a combined price
of 74 cents.

VII. Oontentions of the Parties

Respondents contend that the initial decision is correct in all re-
spects except: (1) the conclusion that their claim of giving a bottle
of Fore free was false because it was only given upon the purchase of
a bottle of Jeris, and (2) the conclusion that they represented that

barbers are qualified to treat diseases of the hair and scalp.
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In support of the initial decision , respondents cite the Commission
decision in the matter of Lambert Pharrnaeal Oompany as authority
for the truthfulness of their advertising claims as to dandruff. 
this connection , they also point out that there is no evidence that J eris
wil not destroy the pityrosporum ovale germ as advertised. They
contend they have not represented that the use of their product will
prevent excessive fallng hair or result in a healthy scalp. They
further contend that Jeris will destroy the pityrosporum ovale germ
will remove dandruff scales , relieve itchy scalp and aid the growth of
hair.

Counsel supporting the complaint contend that all of the allegations
of the complaint have been proven.

VIII. General Oonclu8lon8

On the basis of the above-stated facts and other evidence 
re,cord , the Commission concludes that rcspondents falsely advertised
that the use of .Teris Antiseptic Hail' Tonic with massage will help
promote hail' gro\l'h and prevent excessive falling hair and that
barbers by reason of their training arc capabie of diagnosing and
treating diseased conditions of the hair and SCI): 1'.

It further concludes that the record does not cc'Lublish that respond-
ents advertised that the use of J eris will result in a healthy scalp
or that it will have any beneficial effect on dandruff' in excess of destroy-
ing pityrosporum ovale germs and n moving dandruff flakes. There
is no showing that the claims as to dandruff' are false. Respondents
advertising as to claims of relief of itchy scalp have not been shown
to have been used since 1948. The record indicates that such claims
have been modified and the original claim abandoned.

The claim that a bottle of "Fore" was given away free is found not
to be false 01' deceptive in any way. All of the conditions as to the
offer were clearly stated. The price of 74 cents for the Jeris Anti-
septic lIair TOllic ill the special combination offer is less than the
regular price of 8:) cfmts for the sante sized botJe of Jeris. This con-
elusion follows the reasoning of the Commission s decision in the

matter of TValteT J. Black , Inc. , et al. issued September 11 , 1953.
Respondents ' representations concerning the preparation Jeris Anti-

septic Hair Tonic hereinabove found to be false are miC1leading in
a material respect. They have the capacity and tendency to mislead
and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing public into j 
mistaken belief that they are true , and into the purchase of subsLm-
tial quantities of this preparation as a result thereof. .J eris Antiseptic
Hair Tonic, in addition to its cosmetic purposes , is intended for use
in the treatment and prevention of hair and scalp diseilses in hmnans.
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CO::CLl7SlONS OF LAW

The Commisison , therefore, concludes that respondents ' false rep-
resentations of Jeris Antiseptic I-lair Tonic constitute false adver-
tisements likely to induce the purchase of a drug and COSITwtic within
the meaning of section 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The
Commission further concludes that respondents ' use of the false repre-
sentations as hereinabove -found is to the prejudice and injury of the
public and constitutes unfair and deceptive acts and practices in com-

merce within the rneaning 01' the Fecleral Trade Commission Act.

onmm OF AI'JEALS

It is ordcTed That the appeal 01' counsel supporting Ule compbint
from the initial decision of the hearing examiner i:; hereby gmnted
insofar as it reJates to the dismissal by the initial decision of the aJle-
gations of the complaint chargi ng that respondents ha ve faJsely ad I'er-
tised that Jeris Antiseptic Hail' Tonic will prevent excessive falling
hair and promote hail' gTowth. In tllJ other respects said appeal is
denied.

I t -is lurther O1'dwl'ed That respondents ' appe:d ham the initial deci-
sion 01' the hearing examincr is Lel'clJy granted insol'ar as it relales to
t he conclusion that respomlent s ' -free olrer was in viol:tion of the
Ferlend Trade Commission Act. In all other respects said appeal is

denied.
THE HE1\TEDY

The Commission , having determined on the basis of the record that
respondents have faJseJy ad,-ertised , must 110\1' determine the necessary
and pl'oper form of relici.

H:,spondents ' advertising is not i-Jgl'utly fube. Tlwy achenise
their product largely as a cosmetic. But they have made scveral
:Illvertising claims 01' a medical natnre. Certain of these lun'e not been
found to be Jalse, one nppe:Jl's to have been almndonecl and emtaill of
UH'11l , l'esponden1 s state , are 0111 r HJ( ant as eJainls of a cosnletic nature.
Hesponc1ents , hmve\'er , have contended throughout this procoeelJing that
(hc, use 01' their products will help prornote or aid the growth of hair
,cud that their claim of relieving eXGessiye falling hail' is propel'
The Commission s experience in this ijeld has infol'med it that mem-

bers of the publie are particularly sensitive about loss 01' hair and are
oYer1y sllsceptible to claims that a product OJ' treatment ",ill help
gl;:\nl :Jgainst hail' loss or help promote hnil' growth. There is a great
ceJlptatioJ! to sellers of hail' preparations to make snch cl:Lims or at
least to imply that sueh beneiits will result from the nse of their
product.
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The Commission has issued orders in other cases prohibiting the dis-
semination in commerce of faJse representations that hail' preparations
!!srd with massage , willlwve any effect in preventing loss of hail' or \vill
promote the growth of hair.

For these reasons the Commission is of the opinion that the proper
relief herein is an order prohibiting the dissemination oJ advertise-
ments which represent that the nse of Jeris as directed will relieve or
prevent excessive falling h"ir or promote or help to promote hair

gnrwth. For simiJar reasons , it is helieved tlHlt respondents shonld be

jJroLibitpd from misrepresenting the qualifications of barbers as fOllnd

herein.
OHDEH TO CEASE AXD DESIST

1 tis ordered TlJat the respondent AI' IVinarick , Inc. , a corporation
and its officers , and respondents .J ules IViIJfrick, Nathan IVinarick , and

Floyd I-I. Pepper , individually and as offcers oJ Ar. IVinarick , Inc.
and their respective oiIicers , agents , and employees, directly or through
my eorpomte or other device , in connection with the offering for saie
sale or distrilmtion of the preparation "J eris Antiseptic Hail' Tonic
01' any product of snbstantially the same composition or possessing
substantia Ily simiJar properties, whether sold under the same name or
under any other name , do forthwith cease and dcsist frorn direct!y or
imlil'ectly:

1. Disseminating or cansing to be disseminated, by means of the
l'niU,d States mails , 01 hy any means in commerce, as "commerce " is

deJined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement
,vhich reprcsents, directly or by implication, that the nse of said

prepn rati on will :
(a) Ilelieve or IJCJp to prevent excessive falling hail'.
(b) Promote or' help to promote hair growth.
2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated , by any means , any

achert.isernent , for the purpose of inducing, or whieh is likely to indnee
directly or indirectly, the pnn:hase 01' said preparation in commcn:e , as

cornmerccc" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which
aclvPItisement contains any of the representations prohibited in para-

graph 1 hereof.
it is further O1'del'd That the respondent AI'. vVinarick , Inc. , a cor-

poration , and its offcers, and respondents Jules vVinarick , Nathan
IVinarick and Floyd H. Pepper, individually and as offcers of AI'.

vVinarick , Inc. , and their reqJective offcers, agents, aml employees
clircctly or through any corporate or other deviee, in connection with
the offering 1'or sale , sale or distrihution of their jJleparaj ions " Teris

Antiseptic Hair Tonic" and "Fore " or any other preparation of sub-
40;H4: 57-- - !J:2
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stantially the same composition or possessing substantially similar
properties , in commerce , as "commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act, do forthwith cease and desist from 

Hepresenting, directly or by impJication, that barbers 1u'e qualified
for or capable of diagnosing or treating diseased conditions of the hair
or scalp.

It is further ordeJ' That respondents shall , within sixty (GO) days
after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission a report
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they
have complied with the order to cease and desist.

Commissioner Mead concurring exeept for the finding regarding use
of the word " free. (See ;)1ead dissent in ';VaJter .J. Black , Inc. , et aI.
Docket 5571). Commissioners Mason and Gwynne dissent except for
the fmding regarding use of the word " free.

DISSENTll'G OPINION

By (1WYNNE, Commissioner:
Paragraph Six 01' the Almmded Complaint charges tlwt respond-

en ts represented:
(1) that the use of their preparation.Jeris c\ntiseptic Hair Tonic-
(a) wiJJ cure dandrufJ' 

(b) wil reJieve itehy sealp;
(e) wil prevent excessi ve falling hair:
(d) used with massage wiJJ stimulate blood How in the scalp to Nu"

extent that the hair roots will be nourished and hair growth promoted;
(e) will result in a healthy sealp;
(2) that barbers by reason of their training arc eapable of diagnos-

ing and treating diseased eonditions of hair and sealp.
The hearing examiner found against counsel supporting the corn-

plaint as to all eharges except that contained in (2) above.
The majority opinion reverseR the hearing examiner as to (1) (c)

and (1) (d), and approves llis conclusions as to (1) (a), (1) (b), (1)
(e), and (2).
This dissent has to do only with (1) (c), (1) (d), amI (2).

(7) (c) That the use of rcspondents ' 7))O ep!lrat-ion 10ill prevent excessive

fall-ing hccir.

As to this claimed representation , the hearing examincr found that
tlw advcrtiscments used the word "relieve" rather than "prevent" and
that the two words are not synonymons.

III this 1 agree with the hearing examiner. )\n examination of the
l'xhibits fa ils to find any nse of the word " prevent" in connection with
the word, "pxcessiw falJing" lwil' '1118 ,'- onls " relieves excessive faJJ-
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ing hair" are found in Commission s Exhibits 1 , 5 , 6, and 8. In none

Df these exhibits is any language used which would justify the charge
that respondents ' product is capable of preventing excessive fallng
hair.

That there is a difference in the meaning of the two words is obvious.
A witness for counsel for the complaint (in connection with his testi-
mony as to dandruff' ) said: "I would say the word ' relief' means a
temporary minimizing.

On this part of the case the hearing examiner said:
As to the effect of J eris upon excessive falling hair the record is

scanty. It is clear that Jeris will neither prevent nor cure baldness
but there is no charge to that effect. It will not prevent falling hair.

The advertisements do not say that it will. Through massage and
cleansing, incident to the use of J eris, loose hairs will be removed.
Excessive falling hair ' was not defined and is a term of indefinite
connotation. It might refer to the hair that comes out with combing
or falls to the shoulders during the course of a day. This certainly
will be reduced by daily massage and cleansing. In the absence of
more specific evidence and upon the state of the record the charge in
respect to excessive. falling hair cannot be found to have been es-
tablished.

The evidence, however , goes a little beyond that. A witness for
counsel for the complaint testified that dandruff might cause falling
hair and that the removal of dandruff might help in that regard.
There is other evidence that preparations such as the one in question

are an aid in the removal of dandruff and that, coupled with massage
might lessen the amount of falling hair.

(1) 
(d) That used oith ?na.ssa,qe , r.espondents ' preparation will stim-
ulate blood flo o in tl!e scalp to the extent that hair roots will be
nourished and hair growth promoted.

The complaint does not charge respondents with representing that
its product "will promote hair growth" used independently of massage.

There is testimony that massage would tempomrily increase the flow

of blood to the scalp and that such process would be aided by a prod-
uct such as J eris , which acts as a counter-irritant and also helps re-
move dandruff scales. There is a dispute as to the amount of good
if any, that increasing the circulation in the scalp would accomplish
in promoting hair growth. The expert witness for the respondents
testified it would have good results. The testimony of the e.xperts for
counsel supporting the complaint is not a categorical denial of this
proposition. In fact in their own work they appare.ntly recognize
tlmt increasing the flow of blood to the scalp might be benefieial to the
,'cal p a nc1 hair.
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AU the expert witnesses ,YCl'e commendably frank in their testi-
mony. They point out that there is no complete agreement as to
what will affect hair growth and tl1ft scientific opinion on the subjeet
has been and is subject to change. It is interesting to note that there
is not the certainty among he experts on this subject that seems to

exist in other quarters.
The hearing examiner did not attempt to resolve the disputed ques-

tions of fact as to (1) (c) and (1) (d). Faced by this uncertain!.)
and confiiet 0'1' opinion , he held that he party h:\ing the burden of

proof had failed to sustain it. In such a situation the findings of the
hearing examiner who saw and heard the witnesses should be giveu
considerable 'weight by the Commission. (See 7hll:'/)eTSal Canwm
COI'p. v. fVufjonal aboI' Helal' /:on.\ Boai'd g4() U. S. 474 , and Folds 

Fede/' al Trade Comm.ission 187 F. 2d658.

(2) ThaI baI'beT's by 'reason of IheiT I'mining ((Oe capable of d1 (((/nosiny
and II'eal.jng diseased conditl:ons of the ha'(1' and scalp

This charge is based on the following advertisemeni 

For hair and scalp care you can depend on your barber s recom-
mendation. Your barber is traiued in hai r and scalp care and qu:di-
fied t.o advise you. So , if yon happen to be trolibled with dandrnff
JalJing hair, or some other JUlir problem , as so many men are
remember t.o consult your barber.

The evidence is that dandruJ)', itchy scalp, and falling hail' are
symptoms which may arise from many causes , iucluding certain dis-
eases which could be treated only by quaJified members of the medical
profession. However, it appears that the percentage due to cliseilses
(as that word is generally understood) is rehltively sm tll. There is

evidence that 85 percent of all dandruff is "ordinary " dandrufi which
may be removed by eertain eleansiug ageuts and other attention which
barbers rather than doctors are qualified to render.

To conelude from the abm.e advertisement that barbers arc qualified
to treat disen.ses would seem to be unrealistic. If n. barbel' shou 1()

publish a similar n.dvertisement n.bout his qualifications , it is diflcl111

to imagine any locn.l prosecuting attomey bringing him into court on
the ground that he was holding himself out as a doctor. The func-
tions and duties of the barbel' and the physician are well known. 'IVe
should not conclude that the pubJic will fail to interpret. this l(Jypl'-
tisement against. their backgrol1ml of general hmn m experience am)
knowledge.

The reasonable interpretation of the language of 11le adYCltispment
is that t.he barber is qualified to a(lvise you as (l ba:l'ber in that field in
which barbers normally operate. His advice to a person snfferi11g
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from some scalp diseases might be to consult a doctor. Most general
practitioners in the medical profession refer a patient to a specialist
when the situation requires it. That would not prevent them from
holding themselves out as physicians capable of administering to most
.of the needs of their patients and of directing them to specialists when
that was the proper course.

r suspect that on every working day thousands of people do consult
their barbers in regard to hair and scalp care. They will be interested
to learn that an agency of the Federal Government now proposes that
they first go to their physician or perhaps their psychiatrist.

The following statement of the hearing examiner is worthy of
thoughtful consideration.

About the meaning to the public of any particnlar advertisements
there may well be honest differences of opinion but there are certain
principles which should be controlling. Statements should not be
read out of context. Words of simple and well established meaning
should be accepted at their ordinary connotation. The advertisement
should be considered in relationship to the product advertised.

The product at issue in this proceeding is a hair tonic not 
medicament. The general public would not look upon the advertise-
ments of a hair tonic with the same expectancy as they would upon an
advertisement of a medicient having alleged curative powers. The
language used by respondents is simple language which those of even
the most modest education should be able to rmtd and understand.
There is nothing mysterious or involved in the phraseology. Re-
spondents ' product is harmless.
In the words of a distinguished jurist in Prima Products , Inc. 

Federal Trade C01n7ni88ion (decided January 7 , 1954, by the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit) : "The con-
troversy now before us bears a marked resemblance to the proverbial
empes II a teapot.

I would dismiss the complaint.
Commissioner ThL",so joins in this dissent.
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IN THE MATTR 

JAMES H. SEWELL AND GEOIWE PEPPERDINE , TRADING
AS BURNS CUBOID COMPANY

DECISION IN HEGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF TIlE FEDERAI TIL\DE

nnSSION ACT

Docket 5850. Complaint , Feb. 1951-Decision , Mar. , 195

Where two partuers engaged in the manufacture of a deyiee designated as

Cuboids

" "

BurIls Cuboids " or "Cuboid Foot Bal:uH.:ers," Hwde of ('ork , felt,
leather, with no metal , and in the interstate sale of said products and of a
similar supplemental device known as "Doggies" to numerous department
stores and shoe stores; in advertising through circulars and advertisements
in nevi'spapers magazines , and other periodicals-

(a) Represented that the nse of their devict's would assist the \vearer to obtain
body balance and foot balance , would relieve aches and pains regardless 

the cause, would result in more normal foot action , assure the user of a
posture poise and balance and assist in improvinr; the stance;

(b) Hepresented that housework would be rendered less tiresome by wearing
said devices , that use thereof would afford increased foot health and C()Jl-

fort and beneficially assist in the distribution of the body weir;ht;

(c) Hepresented that upon eOlTect position of the cuboid bone depended the rela-
tive position of every other bone in the foot and that if such bones wcrc

maladjusted as to position , use of such device would serve or assist to nor
llalize their position and tbat calloused feet wouid be relieved by the use
thereof; and

(d) Additional1 : represented through the use of the tprm "Foot Balancers!! In
the uesigu;! liun and description of their device, that use thereof would

assist tbe wearer to balance the feet or body;
The facts being that foot disorders or foot troubles generally would not b"

benefited by wearing said devices; instances in which they would serv,'
beneficially to ehanr;e the area of pressure would be fortuitous and rare;
use thereof might aggravate the condition for which used; they were not 

effective treatment for ordinary foot aches and pains and had no therapeutic
value in the treatment thereof; could not lJe relied upon to lessen the fatigue
caused by housework or other physical effort; wonld not favorably influence
tJ1C position, action, or function of the cuboid bone which plays only 

minor role in balandng the body; nor realign , etc., the position of other

bones in the feet; and there was no reasonable possibiJty that those wearing
respoI1clcnts ' shoe inserts secured through fitting and recommendation of
respondents ' representatives or by other sales personnel would receiYe the
orthopedic corrective or therapeutic benefits which their advertisements

pI'mnised would be afforded to them:
Hcld That such acts and practices , under the circumstances set forth were all

to the prejudice ami injury of the public aud constituted unfair and ,lecep 

tive acts and practices in commerce.

Before Mr. Everett F. Il aycr-jt hearing examiner.
Mr. R. P. Bellingcr for the Commission.
Mr. George R. M aury, of Los Angeles , Calif. , for respondents.
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DECISION m' THE cOJlnnSSlON AND ORDER TO FILE REPORT OF COMPLIANCE

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on February 21 , 1951 , issued and subse-
quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon James H. Sewell
and George Pepperdine , co-partners trading as Burns Cuboid Com-
pany, charging said respondents with the use of unfair and deceptive
acts and practices in commerce in violation of the provisions of said
Act. After the issuance of said complaint and the filing by respond-
ents of their answer thereto, hearings were held at which testimony
and other evidence in support of and in opposition to the allegations
of the complaint were introduced before a hearing examiner of the

Commission , theretofore designated by it, and such testimony and
other evidence were duly recorded and filed in the offce of the Com-
mission. On December 31 , 1952, the hearing examiner filed his initial
decision.

Thereafter, within the time permitted by the Rules of Practice of
the Commission, respondent James H. Sewell appealed from the initial
decision of the hearing examiner and this matter came on for final
hearing upon the complaint, answer, testimony and other evidence
briefs in support of and in opposition to such appeal and oral argu-
ment; and the Commission, having duly considered the record herein
and having ruled upon said appeal and being now fully advised in the
premises, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the public and
makes the folIowing findings as to the facts, conclusion drawn there-
from , and order, the same to be in lieu of the initial deeision of the
hearing examiner.

FI.:DINGS AS TO THE I'ACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. At the time of the issuance of the complaint herein
respondents James H. Sewell and ("eorge Peppel'line were co- partners
trading as Burns Cuboid Company having their priucipal place of
business at 414 East 4th Street, Santa Ana , CalifOJ'nia. On or about
.May 1951 , respondent George Pepperdine disposed of his entire in-
terest in said business to his co-partner respondent James H. Sewell
and since that time has had no connection whatever with that business.
Respondent James II. Sewell , being the sole owner thereof, has
operated the business in the name of Burns Cuboid Company, the
address of the business remaining the same.

PAH. 2. Said respondents for several years last past have been , and
respondent James II. Sewell now is , engaged ill the business of manu-
facturing and selling a device, as "device" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act , generally designated as "Cuboids

" "

Burns
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Cuboids" or "Cuboid Foot Balancers" and an experimental device
which is similar thereto known as "Doggies." Respondents ' device is
made of cork , felt and leather, containing no metal whatsoever , and
has elevations along its sides beginning where the forward sides of
the wearer s heel will be placed when worn. These elevations extend
forward and are intended to end as an elevfltion across the area of the
ball of the foot behind the metatarsal joints. Respondents ' products
are sold in pairs for insertion in shoes for the purpose of relieving
foot troubles, aiding in balancing the feet flnd the body, assisting the
bones of the feet to regain and hold their normal positions , flnd to gen-
erally add comfort otherwise to the feet of the wearer. Respondents
have caused said devices to be transported from their place of business
in the State of California to purchasers thereof and to numerous de-
partment stores flnd shoe stores located in various other States of the
United States, in which department stores and shoe stores respondents
have representatives for the purpose of Jitting the device into the shoes
of customers and selling the same to the individual customers. Dur-
ing the times mentioned herein , respondents have mflintained a course
of trade in said products in commerce between and amoug the various
States of the United SUltes.

PAR. 3. Respondents, since 1947, have disseminated and are now
disseminating advertisements concerning their said device by the
United States mails and by various other means in commerce as
commerce" is deJined in the Federal Trade Commission Ad for the

purpose of inducing and which were likely to induce, directly or in-
directly, the purchase of said device; and respondents have dissemi-
nated and have caused the dissemination of advertisements concern-
ing their said device by various means for the purpose of inducing and
which were likely to induce, directly or iudirectly, the purchase of
their device in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act. lncluded in the circulars , leaflets, pamphlets
and advertisements appearing in newspapers, magazines and other
periodicals of interstate circulation , which respondents have dissemi-
nated or caused to be disseminated , have been the following statements
and representations:

Cnboids help to Imlance your bolly weight 

; * *

ClJBOID
FOOT BALANCERS

" " " the foot and body balance , tbe relief from aehes and pains CUBOIDS allord.
Better poise and baiance replace aehes and pains.

* * 

Enjoy more normal foot action with Cuboids.
l'hey re tbe modern way to foot: relief-combining scientific principles of bal-

ance and support to Jessen fatigue and help improve your stance.
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Now everyone can enjoy better postnre , IJoise. and balance \vith 

* * ,,-: 

Cuboids.
l\etai-Free Cuboids.
Especially designed to help you enjoy inereased foot health and comfort.
With Cuboids foot pains often disappear as if by magic.
Cuboids foot balancers rnake housework less tiring.
Cuboids help to dist ribute body weig'ht * * *
The feet arc the body s founda tion. Cuboids balance this foundation and

provide the basis for correct postnre.
Tbe Cuboid bone is the J,eystone of the outer or weight-bearing arch and

its position determines the relative position of every otber bone in tbe foot.
Cuboid metal- free foot balancers are seientificalJ,y designed to help bring these

bones into normal position.
Cuboi(ls afford etIeetive relief to aching and ealJoused feet.

PAR. 4. Through use of the advertisements containing the state-
ments and representations hereinabove set forth , respondents have
represented , directly and by implication , that the use of their device
will assist the wearer to obtain body balance and foot balance; that it
will relieve aches and paim regardless of the cause thereof; that more
normal foot action will result from the use of said device; that respond-
ents ' device will assure the user better posture , poise and balance and
that it wil assist in improving the stance; that housework will be
rendered Jess tiresome by wearing Cuboids; that the use of respond-
ents ' device will afford increased foot health and comfort and benefi-
cially assist in the distribution of body weight; that upon the correct
position of the Cuboid bone depends the relative position of every
other bone in the foot, and that if these bones are maladjusted as to
position the use of suchlevice will serve or assist to normalize their
position; and that calloused feet wil be relieved by the nse of Cuboids.

Through use of the term "Foot Balancers" in the designation and
description of their device, respondents additionally represent and in-
dicate that the use of their device will assist the wearer to balance the
feet or body.

PAR. 5. Conflicting testimony was presented and received with
respect to the truth or falsity of the foregoing representations.
Orthopedic surgeons well trained in their field expressed opinions
during the course of their testimony which support conclusions that
such representations were false and misleading. On the other hand
the witnesses supporting the contention of the respondents that said

representations were for the most part true consisted of a general

practitioner who had not been in active practice for a number of years
but who testified that he had given study to the question of posture of
human beings; and another doctor of medicine who is also an osteo-
pathic physician and who, in addition to conducting a practice pri-
marily devoted to the treatment of foot conditions, has been engaged
for many years as an adviser to a manufacturer of shoes featuring a
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device similar to that manufactured and sold by respondents. Con-
sidered also by the Commission in reaching its decision here, in the
same manner as if the physician therein referred to had appeared
s a witness in this proceeding, have been the evidentiary matters set

forth in respondents

' "

offer of proof " appearing at pages 871 to 877
of the transcript of hearings.

PAR. 6. In attaining body balance in the foot, a person stands on
what is called a tripod made up of the calcaneous (heel bone), the
first metatarsal head, and the fifth metatarsal head, bound together
with ligaments , tBndons , and muscles , all of which are used , together
with nerve supplies to those muscles, to maintain equilibrium. The
main arch of the foot, known as the longitudinal arch, extends from
the heel to the metatarsal area on the inner side of the foot and its
components include the following bones: the calcaneous or heel bone
the astragalus or ankle bone , the scaphoid or navicular, the internal
cuneiform and the first metatarsal. Most of the body weight thrust
from the tibia bone of the leg is received and distributed through the
medial group of bones just enumerated , both in a standing position
and during locomotion.

The human foot is constructed to adequately bear the weight of the
body without any further aid to nature. Before correct treatment
can be decided upon for any person complaining of trouble with his
feet, which requires realignment or readjustment of the foot bones, it
is essential to obtain a complete history of the case including a
thorough and expert diagnosis. Consideration must be given to the
shoes being worn and sometimes X-rays must be taken. Frequently,
treatment which may be beneficial for one :foot may not be appropriate
for the other foot of the same individual. A layman cannot make an
accurate diagnosis of the conditions causing foot disorders.
PAR. 7. Testimony was introduced by respondents to the effect

among other things, that their device tends to fill in areas in the rear
o:f the shoe where it is asserted , in many instances , a shoe does not fit
or conform to the foot properly, that the device serves as a foundation
for the Cuboid Bone where the weight assertedly is being balanced
and that its use acts to throw weight to the outer border of the foot
and elevate the forward metatarsal area. These attributes , respond-
ents contend, demonstrate, among other things , that the use of Cu-
boids aids in the distribution of weight and assists the wearer to
attain foot and body balance.

Although it is true that respondents ' device when inserted occupies
or takes up some physical space in the shoe and that some depression
of the Cuboids ' rear surface may result from weal' , other testimony
presented in support of the allegations of the complaint indicates that
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the device cannot be expected to grasp or grip suffciently on the sides
of the heel of the foot to correct all rolling tendencies of the heel or

significantly support the back of the heel. Probative evidence was
received also to the effect that respondents ' device will not be instru-
mental in throwing the weight to the outer border of the foot should
modification in these respects be of advantage. One reason why re-
spondents ' device manifestly cannot be depended upon to have this
specific effect is the circumstances that both sides of the device are
raised and there is the tendency for these lateral elevations to balance
one another out.

Similar considerations give reason to doubt if the frontal elevation
intended to end behind the metatarsal joints necessarily in all instances
of use wil raise materially the frontal area in relation to the heel
bone. Assuming that elevation is afforded , however, there would be
no assurance that a corresponding depression would exist in the meta-
tarsal area. so that pressure might be relieved and an improvement
in balance or weight distribution stem therefrom. Respondents ' sup-
port is so constructed , moreover, that it cannot affect the ligaments
the bony structures or the neuromuscular mechanism entering into
the balance of the foot. Clear and convincing also is other testimony
presented by witnesses called by counsel supporting the complaint
to the effect that the elevations in Cuboids do not support or serve
as a foundation for the Cuboid Bone.

Foot disorders or foot troubles generally, will not be Lenefitted by
wearing respondents ' device. The only way that foot troubles can
be corrected or relieved by using respondents ' device would be through
the relief of pressure in t.he metatarsal area in the region of the ball
of the foot. As stated by one witness with respect to respondents
device: "* * " if it happens to fit correctly and the particular person
happened to have a foot which was adapted to this device, then the
position of this metatarsal pad might happily hit the right spot. * * *
It appears from the greater weight of the evidence that the instances
in which Cuboids would serve beneficially to change the area of pres-
sure would be happen stances and merely occasional or rare instances.
On the other hand, the use of respondents ' device might aggravate
the condition for which it was being used to correct. Upon the basis
of its consideration of the testimony and its consideration of the device
itsell, the Commission has concluded that the greater weight of the
evidence demonstrates that there is no reasonable probability that

those wearing respondents ' shoe inserts secured through fitting and
recommendation of respondents ' representatives or by other sales per-
sonnel will receive the orthopedic , corrective, or therapeutic benefits

which respondents ' aforesaid advertising promises will be afforded to
them.
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PAl!. 8. Upon the basis of the greater weight of the evidence, the
Commission has concluded that the use of Cuboids wil not assist the
wearer to attain body balance or foot balance, or assist beneficially

in the distribution of body weight. Such use wil not be generally
efIective in affording the user better posture or poise or an improve-
Inent in stance nor will more normal or improved foot action result
therefrom. The wearing of respondents ' device win not afford or
increase general foot health. Although the wearing of Cuboids may
iu some instances aid strained, tired feet, respondents ' device cannot
be relied upon to give comfort to users who have foot troubles or to
correct or relieve conditions caused by misfitted shoes. Respondents
device is not an effective treatment for ordinary foot aches and pains
and has no therapeutic value in the treatment of aching or painful
feet. Cuboids win not be generally effective in treating or relieving

calloused foot conditions and the use of Cuboids cannot be relied upon
to lessen the fatigue caused by housework or other physical effort.

The Cuboid Bone is a bone shaped roughly in the form of a cube
and is located toward the outer side of the foot near the fifth metatar-
sal. It is not recognized as initiating or activating any important
function of the foot and although every bone in the foot is essential, the
role of the Cuboid Bone in balancing the body is minor in degree. It is
not the focal point or keystone for weight bearing either in stance or
during locomotion , and in no sense do the fOI',es of thrust concentrate
upon the Cuboid Bone as the weight is being taken from the foot. The
wearing of Cuboids wil not favorably influence the position , action or
function of the Cuboid Bone, nor win such use realign , readjust 01'

normalize or improve the position of other bones of the feet.
PAR. 9. As previously stated , Cuboids will not assist in balancing the

foot or the body or assist beneficially in the distribution of body weight
nor win respondents ' device be effective in improving the position of
the bones of the feet. The Commission has accordingly concluded that
respondents ' use of the term " Foot Balancers" in the advertising for

the device Cuboids has been false, misleading and deceptive and that
only by excision of such term from respondents ' advertising can the
deception which has been engendered by its use in respondents
advertising be eliminated.

PAR 10. (a) The complaint in this proceeding additionally charged
that respondents in their advertising have represented that their device
win strengthen weak museles and feet, will improve poor circulation
and wiJJ be effective in relieving pressure from sensitive parts of the
feet such as nerve centers , and aJJeged in such counection that thes(,
statements and representations constituted false advertisements. It
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appears from the record, however, that the advertising statements to
which these allegations refer have heen discontinued and that they
lmve not been used by respondents since the year 1\)L17 whieh time is
more than 1hree years prior to the date when this proceeding was
instituted. In the circmnstances , the Commission is of the view that
these charges of the complaint should be dismissed without prejudice
to the right of the Commission to reopen this proceeding or to take
such further or other action in the future as may be warranted by the
then existing circumstances.

(b) The comphillt also charges that respondents have represented
that the use of Cuboids will afi'ord relief to strained, tired feet and
a l1eges, in such connedion, that respondents' device possesses no
therapeutic value as an aid to strained, tired feet. The greater weight
of the evidence adduced in this proceeding does not support a conc111-
sion that respondents ' device possesses no value as an aid to strained
ti red feet and the Commission is , accordingly, of the view that the
charges relating to this issue of the proceeding should be dismissed.

\R. 11. The use by respondents of t,11e statements and representa-
tions, as found in Paragraphs iJ and 4 hereof, has the tendency and
capacity to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the purchasing
public into the erroneous belief tnat such statements and representa-
tions are tnJe and to induce a substantial portion of the purchasing
public because of such erroneous and mistaken belief to purchase
H\spondents ' clevice.

CLCSlON

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as herein found
are all to the prejndice and injury of the public and constitute unfair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerc e within the intent and

meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Ad.

ORDER

1 t is ordeTed That the respondents .r ames H. Sewell and George
Pepperdine, individuaJJy and as copartners trading as Burns Cuboid
Company, or under any other name, their agents , representatives and
employees, directly or through any corporate or other device, in C011-

neetion with the ofFering for sale, sale or distribution of respondents
device , designated genera11y as "Cuboids

" "

Burns Cuboids

" "

Cuboid
Foot Balancers " or "Doggies " or any deyicc of sllbstantia11,y similar
construetion or composition , whether sold lindeI' the said names or
any other names , do forthwith cease and desist from:
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1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by means of the
United States mails , or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement
which represents directly or by impJication:

(a) That thl' wearing of respondents ' device wi11 assist in balancing
the feet or body.

(b) That respondents ' device possesses therapeutic value for aching
or painful feet.

(c) That the wearing of respondents ' device wi11 enable the user to
achieve better posture or poise or wi11 improve the stance.

(d) That the wearing of respondents ' device win result in more
normal foot action or improved foot action or foot health.

(e) That the wearing of respondents ' device win afford increased
comfort for the feet or decrease the fatigue resulting from housework
or other physical efforts except to the extent that respondents ' device
may in instances reduc e or relieve the diseomfort associated with
strained or tired feet.

(f) That the wearing of respondents ' device wi11 have beneficial
effect upon the distribution of body weight.

(g) That the wearing of respondents ' device wi11 in any way aid
the Cuboid Bone or its position or stability with respect to other bones
of the feet or wilJ serve to readjust, realign , normalize , or improve the
position of the bones of the -feet.

(h) That said device possesses therapeutic value in the treatment
of ca110used feet.

2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
by any means for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce
directly or indirectly, the purchase of said pruduct in commerce, as

commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, which
advertisement contains any representation pruhibited in Paragraph
1 hereof.

It is further ordered That respondents, in connection with the of-
fering for sale, sale or distribution in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of their device , as a-fore-
said , do forthwith cease and desist from m" \)f the expression "Foot
Balancl'rs " or any other term or words of similar import or meaning
to designate , describe or refer to their device.

It is further ordered That the charges of the complaint referred to
in subparagraph (a) of Paragraph 10 of the Commission s findings as
to the facts be, and the smne hereby are , dismissed without pl'ej udice
and that the a11egations of said complaint to which subparagraph (b)
thereof relates be , and the same hereby are , dismissed.
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It is further ordered That the respondents herein shall within sixty
(60) days after service upon them of this order, fie with the Commis-
sion a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form
in which they have complied with the order to cease and desist.

Commissioner Mead not participating for the reason that he did not
hear oral argument and Commissioner Gwynne not participating for
the reason that oral argument herein was heard prior to his appoint-
ment to the Commission.
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DECISION IN HEGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF TIlE i"EDEJUL 'J):,\DE
COMMISSION ACT

Docket 6086. Cornplwint , J1Iar. 20 , 1953- Dec1s1on , jlla.,. , 19/5'

here a corporation, and two individuals who controlled it, ellgagpd in the
manufacture and interstate sale and dist.rilJUtion of many kinds of JJUsh
cards and pUDchboards so arranged as to involve games of ('hance , gift en-

terprises, or lottery schemes when used ill making sales of ll€rc'bandise to
the consuming pubJic , and including (1) "merchandise hoards ; (2) "money
boards which provided for the distribution of cash ;!llwun1.s rather than
IHcrchandise to those securing winning numbers; and (8) "plain boards
with a blank " label" upon Nhich purchaser-dealers , peddlcrs, or operators
placed. their own label or legend. for use in cOlnbination with otl1el' lJel'-
chandise--

Sold and distributed such deviees to many dealers in commelTC h1 candy, ciga-
rettes, clocks, razors, wallets, tireurms , and other artides , who asselubleu
with tlH ln assortments of various article , which they eX!Jose(l and :sold to
the purehasing public ill accordnnce with the afol'es.tid sales plans; and

Thereby supplied to and lllaeed in the hands of Ot1101'8 the means of cOlldlleting
lotteries , galIlcs of chance , or gift enterprises in tiw sale or distrihution of
their merchandise, contrary to an established puhlic policy of t be United
States Government and in violat.ion of criminal laws , illHl mcans for prl-

gaging in unfair acts and practi c' s :

lleld That such acts and practices were nIl to the IlrcjudiLe and injnry ()j' the
public and constituted unfair acts find pract.ices in ('01tll11l-J''

Before lJh' . John Lewis hearing examiner.

Mr. J. W. Brookfie7d , Jr. for the Commission.
Mr'. Maurice J. .Walsh and Mr. Joseph F. HW' 1Is

for respondents.
of Chicago , 111.

INITIAL DECISIO;. BY JOHN LEWIS , HE.\HlNG EXA U:SEH

Pursuant to the provisions of 0(( Fe(lera I Tnule COllmission A('t
the Fedend Trade Commission on .'.hrch 20 , 1D:;;J , issnel! and snhse-
quently served its complaint in this procpeding upon the respoudents
named in the caption hereof, dwrging tJIPm with the use of nllfail'

and deceptive acts alld practices in COllmwrce in yjolatioll of the pro-
visiolls of said Ad. After the issuance of saiel complaint am! the
filing of respondents ' allswer thereto , hearillgs were held at which
testimony ane! other evidence ill snppOl't of the aJlegations of said
complaint were introducellhefo!'c thc ahove- named hearing exmniner.
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theretofore duly designated by the Commission , and said testimony
and other evidence was duly recorded and fied in the offce of the
Commission. Although respondents received due notice of all hear-
ings md appeared by counsel at the first of said hearings they made
no appearance at subsequent hearings and waived the opportunity
afforded them to offer evidence in opposition to the allegations of the
complaint. Thereafter, the proceeding regularly came on for final
consideration by the hearing examiner on the complaint , the answer
thereto, testimony and other evidence, and proposed findings as to
the facts and conclusions presented by counsel , oral argument not hav-
ing been requested; and said hearing examiner, having duly consid-
ered the record herein , finds that this proceeding is in the interest of
the public and makes the following findings as to the facts, conclu-
sion dnnvn therefrom , and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Hespondent Empire Press , Inc. , is :t corporation or-
ganized , existing and doing business nnc1er and by virtue of the htws
of the Stace of lllinois, with its offce and principal place of business
joc:lted at 4GG IVest Superior Street in the City of Chicago, IlJinois.
Respondents Sylvea Zimmerman , Evelyn Zimmerman and Joseph
Zimmerman are president, secretary, and general manager, respec-
tively, of s:tid corporate respondent. Respondent Sylvea Zimmer-
man is the wife of respondent .Joseph Zimmerman and owns 98 percent
of the stock of the corporate respondent. Said corporate respondent
is dominated , contro1Jed and directed by the individual respondents
Joseph Zimmerman and Sylvea Zimmerman , and said respondents
have cooperated and acted together in j:he performance of the acts
and practices hereinafter found. Respondent Evelyn Zimmerman
although an officer of the corporate respondent, has not been em-
ployed by it for a period of approximately a year and a half and there
is no evidence that said respondent now has or has had a dominant
part in the affairs of said respoudent. For that reason the complaint
wil be dismissed as to said indi vidual respondent and the ternl " re-
spondents" as hereinafter llsed willnot incJnc1e said individual.

Respomlents are now , and for more than three years last past have
been , engaged in the nmnnfactnn of devices commonly known as pnsh
cards and pllnchboards, and in the sale and distribution of said device
jo jobbers and dealers in various articles of merchandise in commerc
between and among the varions States of the United States, and t
jobbers :md dealers in various art ides of merchandise and to operato
of said devices Jocated in the various States of the United E'tates.

4n:144:-3- ;17 -
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Respondents cause and have caused said devices, when sold , to be
transported from their place of business in the State of Illinois to
purchasers thereof at their points of location in the various States of
the United States other than Illnois. There is now and has been for
more than three years last past a course of trade in such devices by said
respondents in commerce between and among the various States of the
United States.

PAR. 2. In the course and conduct of their said business , as described
in Paragraph 1 hereof, respondents sell and distribute , and have sold
and distributed , to said jobbers and dealers in merchandise 1ld to oper-
ators thereof, pushcards and punchboards so prepared and arranged as
to involve games of chance, gift enterprises or lottery schemes when
used in making sales of merchandise to the consuming public. Re-
spondents sell and distribute, and have sold and distributed, many
kinds of pushcards and punchboards, but all of said devices involve
the same chance or lottery features and vary only in detail.

Many of said pushcards and punchboards have a printed legend or
instructions on the face thereof , commonly referred to as a label , which
explains the manner in which said devices are to be used or may be used
in the sale or distribution of merchandise. The prices of the sales on

said pushcards and punchboards vary in accordance with the individ-
ual device. Each purchaser is entitled to one punch or push from the
pushcard or punchboard , and when a push or punch is made , a disc or
printed slip is separated from the pushcard or punch board and a
number is disclosed. The numbers are effectively concealed from the
pUl' hasers and prospective purchasers until a selection has been made
and the push or punch completed. Certain specified numbers entitle
purchasers to designated articles of IYwrchandise. Persons securing
lucky or winning numbers receive articles of merchandise without
additional cost at prices which are much less than the normal retail
price of said articles of merchandise. Persons who do not secure such
lucky or winning numbers generally receive nothing for their money
other than the privilege of making a push or punch from said card or
ward. The articles of merchandise are thus distributed to thecollsum-
ng or purchasing public wholly by lot or chance.

Such punchboard devices , with printed labels providing for their
3e in connection with the distribution of merchaudise , are commonly
ferred to as "merchandise boards. Respondents also sell and dis-
lbute boards with printed labels which provide for the distribution
cash amounts rather than merchandise to persons securing lucky
winning numbers. The latter type of board is commonly referred
IS a "money board.
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In addition to pushcard and punchboard devices containing
printed. labels with specific instructions regarding their use , either as
merchandise boards or money boards , respondents also sell and dis-
tribute a substantial number of pushcards and punchboards with no
instructions of legend thereon as to their use. Such boards with a

blank label are commonly referred to as "plain boards." The pur-
chasers thereof place their own labels or instructions thereon which
are similar to the instructions or labels used by respondents. Such
plain boards are sold by respondents to jobbers and wholesalers , who
make up so-called "merchandise deals" consisting of assortments of
various articles of merchandise together with said pushcard or punch-
board devices, and prepare their own labels for use on said boards by
the retailer to whom said assortment is sold. Such boards are also
sold to peddlers and operators who prepare their own labels for use
at the retail location where the boards are distributed on a sale , con-
signment, or percentage basis. The labels provide for the distribution
of merchandise as prizes, such merchandise being either supplied by
the peddler or operator who prepares the label or by the retailer who
may have certain merchandise which is not moving rapidly enough.

While the so-called phein boards are sometimes used to distribute
cash prihes, this is the exception rather than the rule since a person
desiring to use a money board can ordinarily purchase a board already
prepared by the manufacturer with a printed label providing for
stipulated cash prizes. Because of the variety of merchandise which
dealers desire to sell or distribute it is more diffcult to prepare a
standard merchandise board with a printed label suitable for difl'erent
types of merchandise. Hence dealers and operators make wide use
of plain boards which permit them the desired latitude in making
up labels suitable for the particular merchandise which they desire
to sell or distribute at the time. The primary use made of such plain
push cards and punchboards and the manner in wl1ieh they are nor-
mally and commonly used , by the ultimate purchasers thereof , is in
combination with other merchandise so as to enable said ultimate

purchasers to sell or distribute said other merchandise by means of
lot or chance as hereinabove found.

PAIL 3. Many persons, firms and corporations who sell and dis-
tribute, and have sold and distributed, candy, cigarettes , clocks

rawrs, wallets, firearms and other articles of merchandise in com-
merce between and among the various States of the United States
purchase and have purchased respondents ' said push card and punch-
board devices , and pack and assemble, and have packed and assembled
assortments comprised of various articles of merchandise together
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with said pushcards and punch board devices. Retail dealers who
have purchased said assortments , either directly or indirectly, have
exposed the same to the purchasing public and have sold or distributed
said articles of merchandise by means of said pushcards and punch-
boards in accordance with the sales plan , as described in Paragraph 2
hereof. Because of the element of chance involved in connection with
the sale and distribution of said merchandise by means of said push-
cards and punchboards , many members of the purchasing public have
been induced to trade or deal with retail dealers sellng or distributing
said merchandise by means thereof. As a result thereof, many retail
dealers have been induced to deal with or trade with wholesalers

jobber' , peddlers, and operators 'who cclllmd distribute said mcrchan-
dise, togethcr with said devices.

PAR. 4. The sale of merchandise to the purchasing public through
the use of, or by means of, such devices in the manner above found
involves a game of chance or the sale of a chance to procure articles
of merchandise at prices much less than the normal retail price thereof
and teaches and encourages gambling among members of the public
all to the injury of the public. The use of said sales plan or methods
in the sale of merchandise and the sale of merchandise by and through
the use thereof, and by the aid of said sales plan or method is a prac-
tice which is contrary to an established public policy of the Govern-
ment of the United States and in viobLion of crirninal Jaws , and con-
stitut"s unfair acts and practices in said commerce.

The sale or distribution of said push cards nne! punchbonrd devices
by respondents, as hereinabove found, supplies to and places in the
hands of others the means of conducting lotteries , games of chance, or
gift entErprises in the sale or distribution of their merchandise. The
respondents thus supply to , and place in the hands of , said persons
firms , a:1d corporations the means of, and instrumentalities for, engag-
ing in unfair acts and practices within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

COKCLTJSION

The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents, as hereinabove
found , are aU to the prejudice nne! inj lIry of the public and constitute
unhir acts and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

Since the record discloses that respondents, on October 26, 1()50
entered into a stipulation and agreement to cease and desist from the
use of met hods , acts , and practices substantially the same as, or similar
to. those hereinabove found, and since the methods, acts, and prac-
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tices hereinaoove found are in violation of said stipulation and agree-
ment to cease and desist, it is the conclusion of the examiner that there
is a reasonable likelihood the remedial purposes of the Act will be
thwarted unless the order issued hel'ein is sufficiently broad to pre-
vent the recurrence of such conduct in the future. The possibility
of circumvention is particularly enhanced by the fact that respondents
sell and distribute phlin push cards and punchboards which the record
discloses are normally and commonly used in combination with mer-
chandise rather than to distribute cash prizes. (See Feitlerv. F. T. C"

201 F. 2d 790, ccrt. denied, U. S. Sup. Ct. , Oct. 12 , 1953.

ORDER

I t is m'dered That respondents Empire Press, Inc. , a corporation
and its offcers and respondent Sylvea Zimmerman , individually and
as an offcer of said corporation , and Joseph Zimmerman, individually,
and their respective agents , representatives, and employees, directly
or through any corporate or other device, do forthwise cease and desist
from:

Selling or distributing in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act, push cards , punchboards, or other
lottery devices which are intended to be used or which, due to their
design , are commonly and normally used in the sale or distribution
of merchandise to the public by means of a game of chance , gift enter-
prise, or lottery scheme.

It is further ordered That the complaint herein be, and it hereby is
dismissed as to respondent Evelyn Zimmerman.

DECISION OF THE CO nssIoN

This matter came before the Commission upon cross-appeals by
counsel supporting the complaint and respondents from an initial
decision prohibiting respondents Empire Press, Inc. , Sylvea Zim-
merman and Joseph Zimmerman from:

Selling or distributing in commerce as 'commerce ' is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, push cards, punchboards, or
other lottery devices which are intended to be used or 'which, due to
thd1' design , are commonly and n01'1nally used in the sale or distribu-
tion of merchandise to the public by means of a game of chance, gift
enterprise, or lottery scheme. (Italics supplied.

The complaint was dismissed as to respondent Evelyn Zimmerman.
Both parties in their appeals object to the portion of the order in

the initial decision which is italicized above. Both request the Com-
mission to modify this order to conform to the order approved by the
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courts in United States Printing and Novelty 00. , Inc. , et al. v. Federal
Trade Oommission 204 F. 2d 737 (C. , D. C. 1953) and Hamilton
Manufacturing 00. v. Federal Trade Oommission 194 F. 2d 346 (C. 

D. C. 1952). The change in the order desired by the parties would
strike the above italicized words from the order and substitute for
them the words "designed or intended to be. This modification
would conform the order to those which are currently being issued
by the Commission in similar cases and which have been approved hy
the courts. Such modification would be proper in all respects in this
matter and should be granted. Either form of order would prohibit
the sale of push cards or punchboards labeled as merchandise boards
or sold for use as merchandise boards.

Respondents ' only other contention in their appeal is that they take
exception to the finding in the initial decision to the effect that many
of respondents ' push cards and punchboards have a printed legend
or instructions on their face which explain the manner in which they
are to be used or may be used in the sale of specified artieles of mer-
chandise. Ilespondents contend that with the possible exception of
a cigarette board there is no card or board in evidence which has a
label explaining how it is to be used in the sale of specified articles
of merchandise.

The record contains two labels for pUllchboards which explain how
they are to be used in the sale of cigarettes. III addition, it contains
two of respondents ' catalogs which specifically advertise certain of
their punchboards as "merchandise boards. Illustrations of certain

of these boards show that their labels explain how they are to be used
t.o sell merclmndise although the type of merchandise to be sold is
not specified. Thus strictly construed, the excepted to finding should
be modified by striking from it the words "various specified articles
of. This inconsequential modification in the findings , however , in no
way changes the conclusion in this case that respondents ' acts and
practices as found are in violation of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.

The Commission being of the opinion that the findings as to the
facts and order in the initial decision should be modified as herein-
above indicated and that as so modified it is appropriate in all respects
to dispose of this proceeding:

It is ordered That the appeals of counsel supporting the complaint
and of respondent are hereby granted to the extent hereinabove
indicated.

It is fUffther oTdered That the initial decision is hereby modified
by striking from the first sentence of the second paragraph of Para-
graph 2 of the findings as to the facts the words "various specified
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articles of" ; that as so modified the findings as to the facts and con-
clusion in the initial decision are hereby adopted as the findings and
conclusion of the Commission; and that in lieu of the order contained
in the initial decision the Commission issues the following as its order
to cease and desist.

ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Empire Press, Inc. , a corporation
and its offcers and respondent Sylvea Zimmerman, individually and
as an offcer of said corporation , and Joseph Zimmerman , individually,
and their respective agents, representatives , and employees , directly
or through any corporate or other device, do forthwith cease and
desist from:

Selling or distributing in commerce as "commerce" is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act, push cards, punchboards, or
other lottery deviees whieh are designed or intended to be used in the
sale or distribution of merchandise to the public by means of a game
of chance, gift enterprise, or lottery scheme.

It is j'urther ordered That the complaint herein be, and it hereby
, dismissed as to respondent Evelyn Zimmerman.

It is j'wrther ordered That the respondent shall , within sixty (60)
days after service upon them of this order, file with the Commission
a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which they have complied with the order to cease and desist.
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IN THE MATfER OF

JOSEPH M. MOORE TRADING AS J. M. MOORE IMPORT-
EXPORT CO.

Docket 6087. Oomplaint, Mar. 20 , 1953-0,' der and dissenting opinion, Mar.
, 1954

Charge: l'eglecting- to disclose source of "Valiant Knight" and "Mor-Flex
expansion watch bands.

Before Mr. John Lewis hearing examiner.

Mr. Jesse D. Kash for the Commission.

DECISION OF THE COlWlI1TSSION

Pursuant to Rule XXII of the Commission s Rules of Practice , the
attached initial decision of the hearing examiner shall , on JVfarch 13
1954 , become the decision of the Commission.

Commissioner Mead dissenting.

OUDER DISMISSING CmlPLAJXT 1VlTIIOUT PUE,JUDICE

IXITIAL DECISION BY ;JOHN LEWIS , BEAHING EXAMIXEH

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on March 20 , 1953, issued and subse-
quently served its complaint in this proceeding upon the above-named
respondent , charging him with the use of unfair and deceptive acts
and practices and unfair methods of competition in commerce in viola-
tion of the provisions of said Act. After the issuance of said com-
plaint, motions were filed by both respondent and counsel supporting
the complaint requesting that all further proceedings in this matter
be suspended pending the decision of the Commission in Matter of
1anco 1Vatch Strap Co. , Inc. , Docket K o. 5854, a case involving issues

substantially the same as the instant case. By order of the under-
signed dated May 22 195i\ all proceedings in the instant case were

suspended pending the issuance of a decision in Matter of Manco
Watch Strap Co., Inc. Thereafter, by order and decision issued
December 21 , 1953 , the Commission ordered the dismissal of the com-
plaint in Matter of Manco 'Watch Strap Co. , Inc.

This matter has now come before the hearing examiner on motion
of counsel supporting the complaint, requesting that the complaint
herein be dismissed without prejudice , 1'01' the reason that the facts
in this proceeding are substantially the same as those in the Manco
case and in the interest of uniform treatment of related cases.
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The undersigned hearing examiner having duly considered said
motion and the record herein, and it not appearing therefrom that
the public interest requires any further proceedings upon the com-
plaint at this time, and respondent not opposing the relief requested

It is onZered that the complaint herein be, and it hereby is, dis-
missed , without prejudice to the right of the Commission to institute
such further proceedings as futllre facts may warrant.

DISSENTING OPINION OF COJlfJlUSSlONER MEAD

A complaint in this case has been dismissed on the basis of the
Commission action in dismissing the complaint in re Manco \Vatch
Strap Company, Inc. , Docket 58;"14. I dissented in the Manco case
but did not state for the record the reasons for my dissent.

In view of the fact that this complaint is being dismissed because
of the Commission action in the Manco case, I am stating herewith
my reasons for disagreeing with such action , and these reasons apply
to both cases.

In the Manco case the respondent imported watch bands from China
and .Japan into the United States. Hespondent sold the bands in
interstate commerce without adequately informing retailers and the
ultimate consnmers that the bands were imported from China and
.r apan.
The Commission on December 21 , 1953 issued an order dismissing

the Manco complaint and in such order stated:
The evidence in the record indicates that there are no domestic

watch or wrist bands which are sold at prices comparable to the
prices at which the respondent's imported bands are sold. There is
no evidence in the record showing a preference on the part of a sulJ-
stantial number of members of the purchasing public Jor the higher
priced domestic bands over respondent's lower priced imported bauds.
The Commission is therefore oJ the opinion that the complaint herein
should be dismissed.

Commissioners Howrey and Gwynne did not participate in the deci-
sion in the Manco case , and I dissented. The decision was made b)
a majority of a quornm.

The Commission has found in a number of cases that a substantiD
numbeT of persons in the United States believe that any commoditi!
offered for sale in retail stores in the United States are manufactun
in the United States unless the comrnodities are marked to indic
foreign origin.

In Segal vs. Fedeml Trade Commission (142 F. 2d 2,55), the Co'
referred to such a finding by the Commission and affrmed an order
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the Commission requiring adequate markings of foreign-made goods.
The Court referred to the testimony of a disinterested witness as
follows:

One witness was , for example, a buyer from the Woolworth Stores
who testified that in his opinion American buyers had become accus-

tomed to the marking of foreign goods, and assumed that goods were
made at home when they carried no foreign mark."

The Commission in its decision in the Manco case substantially nar-
rowed and qualified the principle that sellers of foreign-made goods

should disclose the fact that the goods are manufactured abroad.
The Commission in effect stated that this disclosure is necessary only
if there is a domestic product sold at a price comparable to the price at
which the imported product is sold. That decision introduced into
the law a principle which wil be very diffcult and complicated to
enforce. For illustration, what is a (Ccomparable" price? If the
price of a domestic product is $5.00 and the price of the imported
product is $'tOO-are such prices comparable? If the answer is in
the negative, what are the exact prices expressed in terms of dollars
and cents for the prices to be "comparable?" Is not quality as well as
price important to the consumer?

In my opinion the decision of the majority in the Manco case places
an intolerable burden on the Government in enforcing the statute in
this particular field. Under the decision the Government must at-
tempt to prove the particular price range in which the American con-
sumer will refuse to pay a higher price for the domestic product and
will choose to purchase in turn the foreign-made product.

In my opinion the correct approach has been and should be to
determine:

(1) whether or not the fact that products made in America or
abroad is a material fact to a substantial number of consumers in the
United States because such consumers prefer to buy American made

oods ;
(2) whether or not the failure to reveal the foreign origin of prod-

lcts causes such consumers to believe the products are made in the
)nited States.

f the answers to Questions (1) and (2) are in the affrmati ve then it
an unfair practice for the seller to fail to reveal the material fact
at the products are made in a foreign country.
This approach does not favor American-made products or foreign-
,de products. It simply requires the seller to state a material fact
arding his foreign-made product , that is, the fact that such product
oreign made, and the country of origin. The consumer, thus in-
!Ied, can make up his own mind.
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The Commission does not have to guess what is in the consumer
mind regarding comparative prices or quality. This principle is
enforceable, informative, and effective.

For the reasons stated, I dissent from the action of the Commission
in the Manco case and in this case in adopting a new principle regard-
ing foreign markings. In my opinion this new principle wil prove
inadequate and ineffective.
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IN THE MAT'I'ER OF

DOI IS SA VITCH TRADING AS PERSONAL DRUG CO. AND
LEO SA VITCH

DECISIO:K AND OPINION IN REGAIW TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
l'EDERAL TRADE CO IMISSION ACT

Docket 6089. Complaint , MaT. 1.953-Decision, MaT. 2.1, 195.1

Where an individual trading as Personal Drug Co. , and bel' manager wbo directed
and controlled the business , engaged in the interstate sale and distribution of
Inedicinal preparations which they designated as "Quick-Kaps" and as

Lay Capsules ; in advertising in ncwsprqlers of interstate circulation

including the "Afro-American
Falseiy represented by implication tbat tbe use of their preparations would

provide relief from deiayed menstruation due to pregnancy; and specifically
represented tbat its use would provide relief from said condition due 
minor functional disorders and borderline anemia; when said product was
of value only in those infrequent cases due to iron-deficiency anemia and
then only if taken as directed for at ieast 30 clays;

Held That such acts and practices , nnder tbe circumstances set fortb , were to the
prejudice of tbe public and constituted unfair and deceptive acts and
practices.

Before jJ r. William L. Pack hearing examiner.
Mr. Edward F. J)o'wns for the Commission.
lIfr. George Landesman of New York City, :1'01' respondents.

DECISION m' THE COJ'IJfISSION

The Federal Trade Commission on March 31 , 1953 , issued a com-
plaint charging Doris Sa vitch , an individual trading as Personal Drug
Co. , and Leo Savitch , individually and as manager of said company,
with having violated the Federal Trade Commission Aet by dissem-
inating false advertisements of a drug preparation sold by them under
the names "Quick-TCaps" and " Lay Capsules. Respondents filed
an answer denying that their advertisements were false or misleading.

Pursuant to notice, hearings were held in vVashington , D. 

June 25, 1953 , and in New York City on September 9 , 1953 , before
vVilliam L. Paek, a hearing examiner, designated by the Commission
to hear this proceeding. Full opportunity to be heard, to examine
and cross-examine witnesses, and to introduce evidence bearing on
the issues was afforded all parties. The testimony and other evidence
were 1' eorded and fied in the offce of the Commission.

Filing of proposed Endings and conclusions having been waived
the hearing examiner filed his initial decision on October 9 , 1953 , in
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which he concluded that respondents have not advertised their prep-
aration as an abortifacient as alleged but have violated the Federal
Trade Commission Act by falsely advertising that their preparation
is effective in the treatment of delayed menstruation due to functional
troubles other than iron deficiency anemia.

Thereafter, counsel supporting the complaint appealed to the Com-
mission from this initial decision. This appeal was submitted to the
Commission upon briefs of the parties , oral argument not having been
requested.

Upon consideration of the entire record herein , the Commission , for
the reasons stated in the written opinion of the Commission issued
herewith, hereby grants the appeal of counsel supporting the com-
plaint insofar as it takes exception to the conclusion in the initial deci-
sion that respondents have not falsely advertised their preparation as
Ul abortifacient and insofar as it docs not find that respondents falsely
advertised that borderline anemia is a cause of delayed menstruation.
In lieu of the initial decision the Commission issues its findings of fact
conclusion , and order LS folJows:

FINDJNGS OF FACT

1. Busine88 of the Re8pondents

Hespondent Doris S LVitch is an individual trading as Personal Drug
Co. , with her principal pbce of business located at 6 Hester Street , New
York , New York. Hespondent Leo Savltch is the manager of this
business and directs and controls its operations. Respondents ' busi-
ness consists of the sale and distribution of a medicinal preparation
designated by them as " Quick-Kaps" and as " Lay Capsules. Re-
spondents also sel1 this preparation while trading under the name
Kew York Drug Co.
Hespondents sell this preparation to purchasers locat"d in vaI'ious

States of the Cnited States, other than Nmv York, and during the
period of time involved herein have regularly caused this preparation
when sold to be shi ppecl from their place of business in the State of
Kew York to jJ)ese purchasers , in interstate commerce.

The preparation is compounded by respondents in capsule forll m(l
is uswIIly sold in boxes containing 21 capsules. Each capsule contains
the fol1owing ingredients:

Powdered Extract of PulsatilJa uu___--_u_- ---- 1/10th grain
Powdered Extract of Cimicifuga--

___ _--

1/10th grain
Ferrous Sulphate_

___

_u_-

--- ---

_. 3 grains
Thiamin Hydrochloride-- u--

_-- -------

---- 1milJigram
Manganese Dioxide--

_--- ------

---- 1/4th p,Tain
Lactose , quantity snflkient to complete fiIling of capsule.
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The directions for use of the preparation are as follows:
Dose :-Adults One capsule three times a day until relieved.
tion persists , a physician should be consulted.

A verage
If condi-

II. Respondents ' Ad'uertisements

Sales or the preparation are solicited by respondents principally
through the medium of newspaper advertisements. Certain of these
advertisements have been carried in newspapers having interstate cir-
culation. Others have been carried in newspapers circulated within
States other than the State of New York for the purpose of inducing
and which were likely to induce the purchase of respondents ' prepara-
tion in interstate commerce, A typical advertisement reads as follows:

PERIOD DELAYED?

(Overdue)

Don t Hisk Disaster

Don 'V01'Y

At last-it CAN BE SOLD , a new, extra effcctive Doctor-approved formula-
Quick-Kaps " capsules llay relieve you of your gest wOlTy-\vhen due to JninoI'

functional menstrual deiay or borderline anemia. Scientifically preparf'd by
registel'ed Pharmacists " Quick-Kaps" capsules contain only medically recognized
arugs , having no harmful after effects--Complete supply-packed in a confidential
box only OO. Senel no money aud \h' will mail C. O. D. plus small postal and
C. O. D. charges or send $5.00 cash and we wil rush AIRMAIL. "Just the thing
to have on hand.

For the reasons stated in the written opinion of the Commission
issued herewith , the Commission believes that these advertisements , by
implication , represent that the 11se of respondents ' preparation will
provide relief from delayed menstruation due to pregnancy. In addi-
tion , they specifically represent that its use will provide relief from
delayed menstruation due to minor functional disorders and borderline
anemIa.

Ill. Value of Respondent8 ' PTepamtion

The greater weight of the evidence is tllat the only ingredient pres-
ent in respondents' preparation in a therapeutic dosage is ferrous

(iron) sulphate. This ingredient is present in suffcient quantity to
constitute a minimum therapeutic dosage in the treatment of iron
deficiency anemia if given as directed over a period of at least thirty
days.

The very great majority of cases of delayed menstruation are due to
pregnancy. One of the infrequent causes may be iron deficiency
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anemia. Borderline anemia is not a cause of delayed menstruation.
Respondents ' product is of no value in any case of delayed menstrua-
tion other than in those infrequent cases due to iron deficiency anemia
and then only if taken as directed for at least thirty days.

IV. General Conclusion

To the extent that respondents have advertised that their prepara-
tion will relieve cases of delayed menstruation due to pregnancy or
borderline anemia or any other cause other than iron deficiency ane-
mia, their advertisements are false and misleading in a material re-
spect. Their use of such advertisements has the tendency and capacity
to mislead and deceive a substantial portion of the public as to the
value of respondents ' preparation and to cause them to buy respond-
ents ' preparation because of their mistaken belief.

CONCLUSro

The acts and practices of respondents as hereinabove set out are to
the prejudice of the public and constitute unfair and deceptive acts

and practices in commerce within the intent and meaning of the
Federal Trade Commission Act.

ORDER

It is oTdered That the respondents, Doris Savitch, individually,
trading as Personal Drug Co. , or trading under any other name, and
Leo Savitch, as manager of her said business, their representatives

agents and employees, directly or through any corporate or other
device, in connection with the offering for sale, s tle or distribution of
their medicinal preparation designated "Quick-Kaps" or " Lay
Capsules" or any preparation of substantially similar composition or
possessing substantially similar properties , whether sold under the
same names or under any other name, do forthwith cease and desist
from:

1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated by means of the
LJnited States mails or by any means in commerce, as "commerce" is

defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, any advertisement
which represents , directly or by implication:

(a) That the use of said preparation will terminate pregnancy;
(b) That said preparation is of any value in cases of delayed

menstruation, unless such representations be expressly limited to those
cases due to iron deficiency anemia and in which the use of said
preparation is continued for a period of time not less than one month;

(c) That borderline anemia will cause delayed menstruation.
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2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
by any means for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce
directly or indirectly, the purchase in commerce, as "commerce" is
deflned in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of said preparation
which advertisement contains any representation prohibited in
paragraph 1 hereof.

It is further oTdered That respondents shall , within sixty (60) days
after service upon them of this order , file with the Commission a report
in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which they
have complied with the order to cease and desist.

(WINION" OF THE CO:\I:\IISSIOK

By GWYKKE , Commissioner:
This matter is before the Commission on the appeal of counsel sup-

porting the complaint from the initial decision of the hearing examiner
denying in part the relief demanded in the complaint. \Vritten briefs
have been subrnitted and oral argument was not requested.

The complaint charges that respondents are violating the Federal
Trade Commission Act in the sale and distribution of a preparation
containing drugs, as "drugs" are defined in the Federal Trade Com-
mission Act, designated by them as "Quiek-Kaps" and as " Lay

apsu es.'
The qnestions presented are:
(1) Have the respondents represented directly or by implication

that their preparation is an abortifacient when used as directed?
(2) If so , is said representation true?
(3) Have respondents represented that their preparation will pro-

vide aftective relief from delayed menstruation when due to minor
functional disorders, that borderline anemia will cause delayed mell-
struation, and that their preparation will provide eflective relief
therefor ?

(4) If so, are these representations true?
Hespondent Doris S n'itch i" an individnal trading as Personal Drug

Company with her principal place of business in the city of N ew York.
liespondent Leo Savitch is the manager of the business and cont!'ls
its operations. Respondents are engaged in the sale and distribution
of a merlicinal preparation desigmlted by them as "Quick-Kaps" and
as " Lay Cap"ules" and cause this preparation when sold to be
transported from their place of business in New York to purchasers
in various other States and in the District of Columbia , and maintain
a course of trade in their preparation in commerce among the various
States and in the District of Columbia.
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On or about August 2 , HJ52 , respondents caused the following ad-
yertisement to be published in a newspaper , to wit , the Afro-American
which advertisement was disseminated in interstate commerce:

PEHIOD DELAYJeD'

(therdue)

Don t IUsk Disaster

Don t Worry

At last-it CAN DE SOLD , a new , extra effective Doetor-approved formula-
Quiek-Kaps" capsules Ilay n'lieve yon of yonI' biggest \VUlTy-when due to

Iniuor fUllctional menstrual delay or borderline anemia. Scientifically pre-
pared by registered Pharmacists "Qukk-Kaps " capsules contain only lnedically
recognized drugs , having no harmful after effects- Completc Supply-packed
in a confidential hox only 86.00. Send no money and we will mail C. O. D. pIns
small postal and C. O. D. charges or send $G.OO cash and we wil rush AIR MAIL.
.lust the thing to have all hand.

The first question is , does the above advertisement represent directly
or by implication that Quick-Kaps is an abortifacient when used as
di rected ?

Some of the words and phrases used in the advertisement are sig-
nificant. For exmnpJe: "Don t worry Don t Hisk Disaster May
reJieve you of' YOUI' biggest wOl'y ledically recogni;red drugs hav-
ing no harmfuJ after eJlects

---

compJete suppJy packed in a con-

fidentiaJ box. These are not the words ordinari)y used to advertise
a preparation whosc soJe cJaim is that it wilJ reJieve delayed menstru-
ation due to minor functional disorders, or borderJine anemia. "
last it CAN BE SOLD, a new, extra effective Doctor-approved
formula." The testimony of the medical experts was to the effect that
the drugs making up the preparation were known and had been in use
for some time. The above-quoted phrase wouJd seem to imply that

either because of a change in the Jawor recent medical discoveries, a

llew preparation was now being put un the market , a statement not
borne out by the evidence. The advertisement also reads: " Send $5.
cash and we wiJJ rush AIl'1 MAIL.

" "

Just the thing to have on hand.
The physical makeup of' the advertisement is also worthy of consid-

eration. The words "Period Delayed (Overdue) Don t Risk Dis-

aster, Don t IV orry" are alJ at the beginning of the advertisement and
in heavy type. The qualifying clause "when due to minor functional
menstrual deJay or borderJine anemia" is in smalJ type as is mudl
of the rest of the advertisement.

In determining the construction that may reasonably be put upon
an advertisement, it should , of course , be considered as a whole and

403443--57--
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against a background of general experience and knowledge. It is a
well-known fact that the sellng and distribution of preparations or
devices for the producing of an abortion is generally prohibited by
law. Persons looking for such a product would not expect to find it
advertised with the same clarity and directness as in the case of prod-
ucts not so prohibited. This advertisement seems to invite a reading
between the lines. It is reminiscent of the situation existing in boot-
legging days when a knowing wink might convey to the prospective
purchaser the thought that the liquid being sold as "

cold tea" was in
fact ilegal intoxicating liquor. 

As pointed out by the court in Aron-berg, tmding as Positive Pr'od' ucts Company v. F, T. C. 132 F. 2d
165 :

The ultimate impression upon the mind of the reader arises from
the sum total of not only what is said but also all that is reasonablyimplied.

The medical testimony is to the effect that the most common cause of
delayed menstruation is pregnancy. An the medical witnesses testi-fied that when a patient comes to them because of delayed menstrua-
tion , the first thing they look for is pregnancy. One of the witnessesfor respondent testified that some of his patients in such a situation
were worried because they might be pregnant. He also testified that
in the early part of a pregnancy, the patient would have no way of
knowing whether the delayed menstruation was due to a pregnancy, a
minor functional disorder, or anemia , or any other cause.

In view of this medical testimony, it is reasonable to believe that
some persons "worry" about delayed menstruation and might think it
was due to pregnancy. To such persons desiring for any reason to
terminate that condition , respondents ' advertisement could well be
construed as promising relief. 

In any eveJ1t,_the);J:rej)tal condition such person is an element to be considered in arriving-
a:Cwhich-con-structio itr abl pli tliP Iit)f(J Il.

' . -

As to this issue, the hearingexamiiler found that it is 
possible thatin isolated instances , respondents ' advertisement might be interpreted

as representing that the product is an abortifacient, but concluded that
the advertisement was not reasonably subject to such construction and
that it does not have the tendency and capacity to cause any substan-
tial portion of the public to believe that the preparation is of 

Ie red asabortifacient.
We disagree with this finding and find the facts to be to the contrary.
Counsel supporting the complaint, after laying the proper founda-

tion , asked his medical witnesses as to their observations of the impres-
sions created by the advertisement on their patients suffering from de-
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layed menstruation. This evidence was offered and offer of proof was
made on the authority of the following cases: Benton Announcements
Inc. v. F. T. C. (July 6 , 1942), 130 F. 2d 254; Charles of the Ritz

Distributing Corporation v. F. T. C. (July 6 1944), 143 F. 2d 676;

Stanley Laboratmies, Inc. v. F. T. C. (October 20 1943), 138 F. 2d

388.
Because of the view we take as to the suffciency of the evidence in

the record, we find it unnecessary to pass on the correctness of the
ruling of the hearing examiner in refusing to admit this evidence.

On the second question , it is undisputed that the preparation is not
an abortifacient.

As to the third question , we find that the advertisement does repre-
sent that the preparation will provide effective relief from delayed
menstruation when due to minor functional disorders , that borderline
anemia will cause delayed menstruation , and that the preparation will
provide effective relief therefor. The remaining question, therefore
is as to the truth of these representations.

Although there is some difference of opinion among the medical
witnesses, we believe that counsel supporting the complaint has sus-
tained the burden of proviug that borderline anemia , as defined hy
the doctors, will not cause delayed menstruation. The evidence indi-
cates that there are various causes for delayed menstruation and that
with the exception of iron deficiency anemia, the various ingredients
of respondents ' preparation in the amounts indicated would have no
therapeutic effect in correcting such causes.

The testimony does indicate (as found by the hearing examiner)
that the ferrous sulfate (iron) in the preparation would be of thera-
peutic benefit in the treatment of delayed menstruation when the con-
dition was due to that type of anemia known as iron deficiency anemia
provided the preparation was taken over an extended period of time

of not less than one month. We do not regard this as particularly
material because neither in the complaint nor in respondents ' adver-
tisement was any such issue presented. So far as anemia is concerned
the respondents claim that borderline anemia will cause delayed men-
struation and that their preparation will remedy the conditions. The
proof is that anemia in the degree known as borderline will not cause
delayed menstruation and also that anemia may be caused by other
causes than iron deficiency. It is only for anemia due to iron defi-
ciency that ferrous sulfate is indicated as having therapeutic value.

In addition to the jurisdictional facts before referred to, we find that
respondents falsely represented directly or by implication:

(1) That their preparation is an abortifacient;
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(2) That their preparation has therapeutic value in cases of delayed
menstruation caused by minor functional disorders;

(3) That borderline anemia will cause delayed menstruation and
that their preparation will relieve delayed menstruation when caused
by borderline anemia.

IVe further find that the acts and practices of respondents as herein-
above set out are all to the prejudice of the public and constitute un-
fair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce within the intent
and meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

It is directed that an order issue in accordance with this opinion
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IN THE ,MATTER OF

DENVER CHEMICAL MANUF ACTUInNG CO.

Docket 5/55. COJnlJla1Id , Jfa'i' 1950-01'der , ilIa-f. , 195-

Charge: Adyel'tising falsely "Antiphlogistinc" drug vreparation.

Mr. Joseph Oallaway for the Commission.
Davies , Richber-g, Beebe , Landa 

&; 

Richardson
D. c. , for respondent.

of 'Vashington

ORDER DIS2IflSSUW COMPLAINT

This matter came before the Commission for consideration of the
motion of counsel supporting the complaint to dismiss this proceeding
without prejudice and respondent's answer stating that it has no

objection to the motion.
The complaint herein alleges tlmt respondent has disseminated false

advertisements of its drug product "Antiphlogistine " which it rec-
ommends for use as a medicated poultice or dressing. Respondent'
answer denies that its advertisements were false or misleading. Pro-
ceedings in this matter were held in abeyance because respondent
changed its formula, directions for use, and advertising claims. In
an affidavit dated February 26 1954, respondent set out its advertising
claims made since the issuance of the complaint herein and stated
that it did not intend to make any additional claims which would run
contrary to the allegations of the complaint.

Counsel supporting the complaint thereupon fied his motion, now
under consideration, stating that respondent's present advertising

elaims do not justify further proceedings in this matter and moving
that the Commission dismiss the alJegations of the complaint without
prejudice. Respondent med its answer consenting to this motion
being granted.

upon consideration of this entire matter including respondent'
affdavit, the Commission is of the opinion that there is no public
interest in further proceedings in this matter at this time.

It .is or-dered therefore, that the motion of counsel supporting the
complaint is hereby granted , and that the allegations of the com-
plaint are hereby dismissed without prejudice to the right of the

Commission to issue a new complaint as to the 
Llleged practices or to

take such other action in regard thereto as future circumstances may
reqmre.
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IN THE MATTER OF

PHILO BURTMANUF ACTURING COMPANY

DECISION IN REGARD TO THE ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL TRADE
COMMISSION Aor

Docket (i079. Gornpla'int , Peli. 

/;, 

9.S-IJecis.ion , !lIa,'. SO, 195/;

Where a corporation engaged in the Inanl1faetuJ'e and interstate sale and dis-
tribution of eertain devices designated "Philo Burt Appliances " which were
made by it for each customer in accordance with IneaSUrCl1Iellts made by
hin1 and inserted in a forrn supplied by the respondent; in advertising in

newspapers , periodicals , circulars , and pamphlets in which were inc1ndc(l

references to and reproductions of various testilllOnials , and in which ad-
vertisements its prilnal'Y elnphasis was on ailments of the back and the
spine----

(a) Hepresented falsely that the use of saitl appliances would cure or eonstittHe
a competent and effective treatment for asthma , extreme sensitiveness of the
skill, sensations of uneasiness, tingling, girdle pains, itching, headache,
sleeplessness or loss of sleep, lllelanclJOly, spine sensitive to pressure , feeling
of irritatioll, rnuscular weakness, fjdgE'ts , sudden st.lrts, cramps of the
legs or abdomen , sensations of heat and cold , skin flushed and hot clammy
sweats, \vorry, indigestion, loss of appetite, outbursts of temper, forget-
fulness , and distaste for either work or society:

Held That such jcts and practices , under the. circumstances set forth , were aU
to the prejudice and injury of the pnblic and constituted unfair and de.
ccpti ve acts and practices in commerce.

Before MT. John Lewis hearing examiner.

MT. H. G. Wilson and AiT. John J. AicNally for the Commission.

IKITIAL DECISION BY JOHN LEWIS , HEAIUNG EXAMINER

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
the Federal Trade Commission on February 4 , 1953, issued and sub-
sequently served its complaint in this proceeding upon respondent
Philo Burt Manufacturing Company, a corporation , charging it with
the use of unfair and deceptive ads and practices in commerce in vio-
lation of the provisions of said Act. Said respondent fied an answer
and a supplemental answer to the complaint herein but failed to ap-
pear at the time and place fixed for hearing. At said hearing, testi-
mony and other evidence in support of the allegat.ions of the com-
plaint. were introduced before t.he above-named Hearing Examiner
theret.ofore duly designat.ed by t.he Commission , and said testimony and
ot.her evidence were duly recorded and fied in t.he offce of t.he Com-
mission. The respondent. was thereaft.er advised t.hat. , despit.e its fail-
ure to appear at the aforesaid hearing, a further hearing could be held
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for the purpose of enabling it to offer testimony and other evidence
in opposition to the allegations of the complaint. After first request-
ing such a hearing, which hearing was scheduled for June 15 , 1953

in Jamestown , New York, respondent later requested that said hear-
ing be cancelled and said hearing was accordingly cancelled. No tes-
timony or other evidence in opposition to the allegations of the com-
plaint was offered by respondent, except an affdavit as to the discon-
tinuance of certain practices , which affdavit was made a part of the
record in this proceeding by agreement of counsel in support of the
complaint. Thereafter, the proceeding reguarly came on for final
consideration by said Hearing Examiner on the complaint, the answer
and the su.pplemental answer thereto, testimony and other evidence
and the aforesaid affdavit of respondent, no proposed findings as to
the facts and conclusions having been submitted by the attorney in
support of the complaint or respondent and oral argument not having
been requested; and said Hearing Examiner having duly considered
the record herein, finds that this proceeding is in the interest of the
public and makes the following findings as to the facts, conclusion
dra wn therefrom, and order:

FINDINGS AS TO THE FACTS

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent, Philo Burt Manufacturing Company, is
a corporation organized, existing, and doing business under and by
virtue of the laws of the State of New Yark with its offce and prin-
cipal place of business located at Jamestown, New York. The re-
spondent is now and for some time last past has been engaged in the
business of manufacturing, selling, and distributing certain devices
as "device" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, desig-
nated "Philo Burt Appliances." The devices are manufactured by
respondent for each customer in accordance with measurements made
by the customer and inserted by the customer in a form supplied by
the respondent.

PAR. 2. In the course md conduct of its aforesaid business , the re-

spondent c tUses its devices , when thus manufactured and sold , to be
transported from it.s place of business in the State of New York to pur-
chasers thereof locat.ed in various ot.her States of the United St.ates and
in t.he District of Columbia. At all times mentioned herein respond-
ent has maint.ained a course of trade in said devices in commen e be-

tween and among the various States of the United States and in the
District of Columbia. The volume of business in said commerce has
been and is substantial.

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its aforesaid business , respond-

ent has disseminat.ed md has caused t.he dissemination of advertise-
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menls concerning its said devices by thB United States mails and 
yarious means in commerce , as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, for the purpose of inducing, and which were
Jikely to induce, directly or indirectly, the purchase of said devices
jncluding, but not limited to, advertising matter inserted in news-

papers and periodicals and by means of circulars and pamphlets; and
respondent has also disseminated and has cflUsed the dissemination 
advertisements concerning its said devices by various means, ine!ud-
ing, but not limited to , the aforesaid advertising media, for the pur-
pose of inducing and which were likely to induce, directly or indi-
rectly, the purchase of said devices in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.

PAH. 4. Thro\lgh the use of the said advertisements, respondent has
n,presented, directly and by implication , that the use of "Philo Burt
Appliances " will cure or constitute a competent and effective treat-
ment for asthma , extreme sensitiveness of the skin , sensations of un-
prcsiness, tingling, girdle prcins , itching, headache , sleeplessness or loss
of sleep, melancholy, spine sensitive to pressure , feeling of irritation
muscular weaknpss , fidgets, sudden starts, cramps of the legs or abdo-
men , sensations of heat and cold , skin flushed and hot , clammy sweats
WOITY, indigestion , loss of appetite, outbursts of temper, forgetfulness
distaste for either work or society, backaclw, contraction of the mus-
cles , weariness, fatigue, spinal tuberculosis , spinrcl irritation , spinal
v,eaknesCi , inflamed spine , injury and dcJormity of the spine, arthritis
of the spine, lordosis and spinal curvature.

,Vhile respondent admits haying represented that its product is of
significant value and benefit in the relief and treatment of most of the
l:onditions above mentioned , it denies (1) that it has ever represented
its product to be a "cure" or (2) that it has ever made any claim for the
effcacy of its prod1J t in the case of "asthma." The evidence in the
record n'cjuires a finding contntJ'y to the c,ontention of respondent on
both of thcse mattcrs. ,Vith respect to whether respondent has repre-
sentc,d its product to be a "cure " a review of respondent' s advertising
literature diseJoses that, both expressly and by dear implication , re-
spondent has repj'esented its product as having permanent curative
clIecls. Thus , in a 1 G-page booklet entitled: "An Aid in Spinal Ail-
mento " where rnost of the above symptoms and conditions are referred

, there appears the following language descriptive of the subject
matter of the publication:

The canses and the symptoills in spinal troubles and how they may be relieved
henefited or uvcrco' me 

1 oy lneans of proJjer Anatomical Support.

1. All emphasis in quotations appearing in this paragraph have been suppJied by the
\Jndcrs1;ned.
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Other statements LLppearing in the same booklet are as follows:

'l' onks , patent foods , variuus forms of treatlnent and fancy baths , merely serv
to terrtlwrarily relieve the Syulptoms. Elongation of the spine to separate the
vertebrae and hold the spine in normal alignment is considered proper procedure
ill bringing pCTrnarwnt relief. The Philo Burt Appliance gives an extension or
lifting SllVPOl't to remove the pressure and thus aid in overcoming the cause.

No matter how severe your condition or how discouraged yon may become,
YVC urge the inlpOl'tfl1CC of making every effort toward a cnre or complete recov-

ery. rhis appliance has been s'Uccessf'ally used in over eighty thousand cases.

The same booklet also eontfLins excerpts from testimonifLlletters by
alJeged users of the device which are eharfeterized by respondent as
follO\ys: "These Letters Give Proof of Relief, Benefit and Recovery,
in :vrnny Cases of' Spinal Trouble. " One of the excerpts states thfLt
the appl ifLnee brought about "complete recovery" from a eurvfLture of
the spine despite a previously uIlsuc:cessful spinal operfLtion. Another
testimonial refers to fL person who Imd fL "tubereulfLr condition of the
spine which left her with l wefLkenecl fLnd curved back" and who , as
a result. 01' wearing respondent's device , had "no signs of her ever being
afficted with fL eUl'VfLture of any kind. Another testimonifLl refers to
a person who was unsnccessfully treated by three doctors for a back
injury but who, after wefLring respondent's device for less than two
months , had no sign 01' his former trouble and no longer required the
devil:.

Similar reference' , \0 testimonifLls appear in other fLdvertisillg lit-
eratnre used by respondent as follows:

A woman, aided by Philo Burt SUPllort , writes: "Now , I can ,valk , run , dance,
ridt' without aches and IJains. ' A 111an , invalided by a bad fall , ,vas enabled to
walk , ride horseback nnd piay tennis. A child parnlyzed from a spinal de-
formity ,vas playing around the honsc within four weeks. In our Free Book
many users tell of relief , improved appearance even z;cnnanent COr1"cct-on.

Thousands of letters from Physicians and Patients tel1
recovery. ':rhese constitute indisputable evidence of the
support provided hy our Appliances.

The testimonials arc also separately printed by respondent and when
it receives an inquiry from some person concerning its appliance, it
frequently sends such persons copies of testimonifLls pnrporting to be
from others who have had a similar condition. In a number of these
testimonials there fLppcar referenc:es to "penn anent" results , to "re-
covery," t.o the fact that the wearer no longer has fLny "trouble" fLnd

is able to get along without the support, fLnd to the wearer s "trouble
having been "overc:ome. Respondent has given the testimonifLls such
helldings as " Permanent Resnl1 s

" "

A Cnrecl Case !" , and "A Complete
Recovery.

of relief , benefit and
effective, anatomical
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From respondent' s advertising literature as a whole, including the
excerpts above referred to, it seems clear, and it is so found, that re-
spondent has represented that its product can be expected in many
cases to achieve permanent results and to effect a complete cure or
recovery. Hespondent's contention to the contrary appears to be

based on the claim that it has not specificaJJy used the word "cure" in
describing the effectiveness of its product. The record discloses that
this word or words of similar import have been used by it. .Moreover

irrespective of whether the word "cure" was used, it is clear from the
context of its advertising literature that it has held out the hope of
permanent curative effects to the wearers of its product and that, in
any event, it has reasonably implied that if its product win not effect
a complete cure in aJl cases it llay be expeded to at least substantiaJly
aid in the removal of the cause of failure of normal functions. He-
spondent also reEl's on the fact that many of the claims made for its
product are based on reports received from users of the device. How-
ever, without considering at this point the truth or falsity of these
reports, it seems clear that to the extent respondent has caused such
testimonials to be printed and to be distributed to prospective cus-

tomers , it has thereby represented to such persons that they may expect
similar results in their own cases.

vVith respect to the making of any claim of elIectiveness in the case
of "asthma " the record discloses that respondent distributed a testi-
monial in which the purported writer referred to the fact that) p-
spondent' s device, in addition to helping lwr yonng son s spinal cord
also "cured Ihim) of the asthma." In an affdavit submitted by its
president, responr!ent admits having published this testimonial but
claims that it was printed in 192D , was given "limited circulation
and is no longer in print. However , on the issue of whether respond-
ent did represent its device as a cure or effective treatment for asthma
it cannot be denied that the anegation of the complaint in this respect
has been sustained.

P AU. 5. The aforesaid advertisements are misleading in material re-
spects and constitute " false advertisements " as that term is defined in
the Federal Trade Commission Act , for the following reasons:

(a) It is clear from the record that respondent's devices will not
cure nor win they be of any significant value in the treatment of
asthma, extreme sensitiveness of the skin, sensations of uneasiness

tingling, girdle pains , itching, headache , sleeplessness or loss of sleep,
melancholy, spine sensitive to pressure, feeEng of irritation , musenlar
weakness , fidgets , sudden starts , (:ramps in the legs or abdomen , sensa-
tions of heat and cold , skin flushed aml hot, clammy sweats, worry,

2 See ATonberg v. F. T. 132 F . 2d 165 (C. A. 7).
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indigestion , loss of appetite, outbursts of temper, forgetfulness, or dis-
taste for either work or society. While respondent' s primary empha-
sis in its advertisements is on ailments of the back and spine, it does
refer to most of the above as symptoms arising from "spinal ailments
and claims that the wearing of one of its devices wil help bring "per-
manent relief" from these conditions by " CeJlongation of the spine to

sCjJarate the vetebrae and hold the spine in normal alignment." How-
ever, acc:ording to the uncontradicted medical testimony in the record
the above-mentioned symptoms or conditions generally have their ori-
gin in parts of the body remote from the area treated by a support
and the wearing of a support such as respondent's would therefore
not be of any significant value in their cure or treatment.

(b) The use of respondent's devicEs will not cnre backache , con-
traction of muscles , weariness or fatigue, spinal tuberculosis, spinal
irritation , spinal weaknes" , infhmed spine, injury or deformity of the
spine, arthritis of the spine , lordosis or spinal curvature; nor are said
c1evic:es of any significant benefit in the treatment of said conditions
OJ' symptoms except under certain limited cireumstances which are not
prese.nt under J'espondent's method of sale and distribution of its prod-
letS. Some of the conditions or symptoms above referred to are 

a rather vague and general naLu:' , being more in the nature of sub-
iective complaints of patients than of spec:ifie ailments of the spine or
back. In order to determine the canse of such symptoms or condi-
tions, or to verify the existence of and determine the canse of specific
n ilments snch as spinal tuberculo;,is , arLhritis of the spine, lordosis or
;pinal curvature, a proper examination must be made by a compe-
tent physician. Such examination ordinarily inclmles the taking of
a case history and a thorough physical examination of the patient, and
frequently involves the making of laboratory tests and the taking of
X-rays. Only after such an examination can the exact nature of the
ailment be ascertained with any reasonable degree of accuracy and
a proper c:ourse of treatment presC:J'ibed. The course of treatment
mayor may not involve the wearing of a support, depending on the

3 The only competent evidence in the record concerning the effectiveness of the devices

h; the testimony of two uoctors called by the attorney in support of the complaint. OIle
is an orthopedic specia1ist and the otber a specialist in physical medicine and rebalJi1ita-
tion. Since both of these men appeared to be amply qualified as experts in the subj(
matter of this proeeeuing, and their testimony was reasonably plausible and credible on its
face , and since no competent contraf1ictory evidence was offered by respondent, their testi-
mon;y has been accepted b3-' the undersigned as the basis for many of the findings made
herein with respect to the therapeutic value of respondent's device. fj'he record does con-
tain a number of respondent' s testimonials auu case records , which were offered in evidence
by the attorney in support of the complaint. \Vhile such exhibits are admissibh to show
the type of representations made by respondent and as reflecting its general mode of opera-
tion , they are 110t competent to establish the truth of the statements therein made con-
cerning the effectiveness of respondent. s product since the persons purporting to have made
nclJ f'tatcruents were not availahle for cross- examination.
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diagnosis of the physician. For example , in some cases of arthritis
of tho spine , it may be advisable to have the patient exercise and keep
his spine mobile , rather than immobilized by a support. In some
types of lordosis it may be harmful to wear a support which would
restrict the normal functions of supporting muscles. vVhile the wear-
ing of a support may be indicated in some cases , it will not cure the
condition but is merely an adjum:t to more basic treatment measure.'i

such as medical treatment, immobilization , exercise , and even surgery.
For example, in the case of inflamed or infected spine , or spinal tuber-
culosis it would be gross error to confine treatment to the wearing of
a support , since medical measures such as the use 01 antibiotics and
possibly the use of surgery may be necessary to save the life of the
patient and return him to normal health.

Even in those cases where the course of treatment properly involves
the wearing of some form of snpport , the precise nature of the sup-
port shonld be prescribed by a competent physician. In some cases
the support required may be of a more rigid nature than those of re-
spondent, such as a plaster cast or a steel brace. Even where a sup-
port similar (0 respondent's is called for, the measurements should
be taken by the manufacturer of the device or by a physician or some
simiJar person familiar with the proper anatomical landmarks.

Under respondent' s method of sale and distribntion there is no rea-
oonable assurance that the appliance will be of any beuefit in the relief
or treatment of any of the above conditions. Any bcrefit which does
occur ,vmdd be purely accidental. "\Vh de some of the nsers of re-
spondent's devices have been refened by physicians , and respondent
mentions in some of its advertisements its desire to cooperate with
physieians, the propel' examination of the user and diagnosis by eom-
petent medical anthority is not a prerequisite to the sale and distribu-
tion of the devices. J\1any of the users are persous who have seen
respondent' s devices advertised and who have written to respondent
describing their symptoms or complaints. In such instances respond-
ent has attempted by mail , and without proper pbysieaJ examination
to prescribe a snpport suitable for the condition deserihed , despite the
fact that some of the conditions deseribed are of fl rather vague and
general nature and may be due to a variety of causes which mayor
may not reqllire a support. In some instances, a support has been
sold despite the fact that the user s physician advised other treatment
measures or other types of support. oreover, the users and pro-
spective users are given the impression , from respondent' s advertising
literature, that the wearing of the support is alone suffcient , or is a
major factor , in curing, treating, or bringing reI ief from various ail-
ments of the back and spine , thus causing them to overlook or negleet
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more basic 'lld effeetive methods of tre'ltment. ,Vhile the measure-
ments for one of respondent's supports are ROrnetimes prepared by

the customer s physician , they are frequently made by the customer

himself or some other untrained persons on a form supplied by re-
spondent and there is therefore no assurance that a proper fit win be
obtained.

It is therefore fonnd that respondent's representations cOrH;erning
the effectiveness of its devir:es in the cnre 'lld treatment of the above

conditioJls or symptoms are false and misleading, since:
(1) The devices win not cure any of the above conditions or symp-

toms;
(2) The wearing of a support will not be of any benefit in the

treatment of any of the Rbove symptoms or conditions except as an
'Ldjunet to more basic treatment measures;

(;3) When the wearing of a support is desirable as part of a course of
treatment, the proper type of support should be prescribed by com-
petent medical ,mthority, after proper examination , and the measure-
ments made by a properly trained person; prescribing by mail , on
the basis of symptoms and measurements submitted by lay persons
is not calculated to assure that the user ,vilJ r8cei ve a support best
suited to his needs and one wllieh wil properly fit, nor will it assure
thn,t other ner:e,sCiary treatment measures, to whieh such support 
merely an adjunet, will be undertaken.

PAl!. Ii. The uoe by respondent of the foregoing false and misleading
statemonts con1 ained in its advertisements, disseminated as aforesaid
has hall and now has the tendl ncy and r:apacity to mislead 'lId deceive
a substantial portion of the purchasing public into the erroneous and
mistaken belief that aJJ of such statements are and were true , and to
induce a substrmtia.l portion of the purchasing public , because of such
erroneous and mistaken helief, to purchase its said devices.

CONCLUSION

The aforesaid acts and pnlctices of respondent, as hereinabove
found , are all to the prejudice and injury of the pubEc , and constitute
unfair and deceptive acts and practices in commerce, within the intent
and meaning (jf the Federal Trade Commission Act.

In determining the nature of the order to be issued herein , the under-
signcd hac; eonsidered whether it should include a prohibition with
respect to any claim of effectiveness for respondent' s devices in the
case of asthm l. In view of the faet that this elairn was not made in
respondent' s nmin booklet, but only in a single testimonial which was
published in 1020 and given only limited circulation, and in view of
the fad t hat respondent presently makes no cJairn of effectivenesc; for
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its devices in the case of asthma and has no intention of making such
claim , the remedial purposes of the Act will , in the opinion of the
undersigned, be satisfied if a specific reference to asthma is not in-
cluded in the order to be issued herein.

ORDER

It is ordered That the respondent, Philo Burt Manufacturing

Company, a corporation , and its offeers, agents , representatives and
employees, directly or through any corporate or other deviee , in con-
nection with the offering for sale, sale or distribution of its devices
designated as Philo Burt Appliances , or designated by any other name
or any other product of substantially similar design or construction
do forthwith cease and desist from:

1. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
by means of the United States mails or by any means in commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , which

advertisement represents , directly or by implication;
(a) That the use of respondent' s s lid devices will cure or will be of

any significant value in the treatment of extrerne sensitiveness of the

skin , sensations of uneasiness, tingling, girdle pains , itching, headache
sleeplessness or loss of sleep, melancholy, spine sensitive to pressure
feeling of irritation , mucular weakness, fidgets , sudden starts , cramps
in the legs or abdomen , sensations of heat and cold , skin flushed and
hot , clammy sweats , worry, indigestion , loss of appetite , outbursts of
temper , forgetfulness , or distaste for either work or society;

(b) That the use of respondent's devices wilJ cure backache , con-
traction of the muscles, weariness or fatigne, spinal tuberculosis

spinal irritation, spinal weakness, inflamed spine, injury to or de-
formity of the spine, arthritis of the spine, lordosis or spinal curva-
ture;

(c) That the use of respondent's devices is a competent or effective
treatment for backachc, contraction of the muscles, weariness or fa-
tigue, spinal tuberculosis, spinal irritation , spinal weakness , inflamed
spine, injury to or deformity of the spine, arthritis of the spine
lordosis or spinal curvature , unless such representation is limi ted to
cases where:

(1) the particular condition or symptom has been diagnosed by a
competent physician as one requiring the wearing of a support

(2) the type of support sold by respondent is recommelHled by the
physician

(3) the propel' measurements have been made by respondent , the
physician, or other properly qualified person , and
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(4) the support is used in conjunction with other necessary treat-
ment measures , as prescribed by the physician.

2. Disseminating or causing to be disseminated any advertisement
by any means for the purpose of inducing or which is likely to induce
directly or indirectly, the purchase in commerce, as "commerce" is
defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, of respondent's said
devices, which advertisement contains any of the representations pro-
hibited in Paragraph 1 hereof.

DECISIO:- OF THE COMThllSSION

The complaint in this case charges respondent, the Philo Burt .Man-
ufacturing Company, of .J amestown , New York, with falsely adver-
tising its corset type of back supporters and braces which it sells as
the "Philo Burt Appliance" or "Spinal Appliance." Respondent
which is not represented by counsel, denied that it had falsely ad-
vertised its products, in an answer fied for it by its President, l\fr.
R. J. Barrows.

A hearing was held on March 30 , 1953 , in New York City at whi
respondent' s advertising was placed in the record and two expert
medical witnesses testified as to the value of using respondent's de-
vices for those conditions for which its use was recommended in its
advertising. Full opportunity to present evidence and to examine and
cross-examine witnesses was given to respondent, but it was not repre-
sented at the hearing. Respondent, however , did file an affdavit of
its l'resillent stating that respondent s representations as to asthma
were givcn limited circulation years ago , arc now out of print and will
not be reprinted. Opportunity to present proposed findings was given
both parties but none were filed.

On June 29 , 1953 , the hearing examiner fied his initial decision in
which he describes respondent' s representations, fully discusses the
effect of using respondent' s devices on the symptoms, disorders and
ailments for which its use is recommended , as shown by the testimony
of the medical experts , and concludes that respondent has falsely ad-
vertised that the use of its devices will cure any of these conditions
are 01' no sigfnifieant value in treating certain of these conditions 1ld
as to the other named conditions said devices are only of value as an
adjunct to more basic medica1 treatment and only if properly fitted.
The hearing examiner dso i'ound that those conditions for which re-
spondent' s device is beneficial can only be determined by a physician
and that the measurements used in making the device should be taken
by the manufacturer l physician 01' some othcr properly trained per-
son. He concluded that, inasmuch as respondent' s claims as to asthma
had 10ng been discontinued , no remedial action was necessary as to
them.
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Based on this record the hearing examiner in his initial decision pro-
hibited respondent from disseminating advertisements which claim the
use of its device will cure any of the named conditions (other than
asthma), that it is of any significant value in the treatment for those
conditions for which it had been fO\ma to be valueless (other than
asthma) and that it is a competent or effective treatment for any 
the other conditions named unless the claim is limited to cases where:

(1) the particular condition or symptom has been diagnosed by a
competent physician as one requiring the wearing of a support

(2) the type of support sold by respondent is recommended by the
physician

(8) the proper measurements have been made by respondent, the
physicinn , or other properly quaJified person, and

(4) the support is used in conjunction with other necessary treat-
llent measures , as prescribed by the physician.

From this initial decision respondent appealed to the Commission.
Hespondent has taken general exception to the entire deeision and

has specifically excepted to the findings that its business is substantial

that its acts and practices are unfair and deceptive, that respondent'
method of selling does not assure that its device will fit and that it has
sold its spiDlel support where the user s physician advised other treat-
ment. Exception has also been specifically taken to paragraph 1 (c)
of th(, order and to the findings on which it is based.

The business of the respondent is small. Its gl'SS annual business

amounts 10 approxinmtely $30 000. I1owever, in cases of this type the
extent of public interest is not controlled entirely by the total sales of
the company involved. This respondent has made claims for perma-
nent relief of serious back diseases and disorders by the use of a device
which , if used without proper diagnosis, fitting and other more basic
treatment measures , could make the condition worse. The public in-
ten,st in snch matters is great even though the gross sales are com-
paratively small.

Hespondent also states that at the end of May, two months after the
hearing herein , it discontinued all advertising in lay publications. 
has requested an opportunity to enter into informal discussions for the
purpose of agreeing on necessary revisions in its advertising material.
The record shows , however, that in 1937 respondent entered into an
agreement with the Commission to cease and desist from making many
misrepresentations as to its devices. This stipulation has not been

complied with. For example, respondent stipulated that it would not
represent or circulate testirnonials claiming that its spinal appliance is
a competent treatment OJ an efiecti ve remedy i'or spinal disease. De-
spite t his , respondent has recomnwnrled its device for "cases of * * 
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Tuberculosis or any Disease or Arthritic condition of the Spine.

And it has circulated testimonials claiming complete recovery in cases
of "Spinal Tuberculosis

" "

Potts Disease" and "Chronic Spinal
Arthritis" through the use of its device. Under these circumstances
the Commission believes that this formal proceeding is required in
the public interest.

Respondent makes each appliance to conform to the measurements
submitted with the order on a "Measurement Blank" furnished by it.
In its directions on how to order, it states that the measurements needed
to make a perfect fit ean be taken by any person or physician. The
testimony of the medical witnesses in this case is that the average un-
trained individual is completely unqualified to make the required
measurements, that such measurements can only be made by the manu-
factm' er of the appliance, a competent physician or other trained per-
son. Thus , respondent's exception to the finding that its method of
selling does not assure that its device will fit, is rejected.

Several of the testimonials used by respondent as advertisements
clearly state that their authors used respondent' s device against the
advice of their physicians. By the circulation of such testimonials
respondent minimized the importance of proper medical advice in the
treatment of serious spinal diseases and disorders. Its objection to
the finding that certain of its users purchased its device contrary to
their physici tIs ' advice is groundless.

Respondent' s contention that paragraph 1 (c) of the order is im-
proper upon this record is also rejected. The medical testimony
clearly shows that a layman cannot distinguish between those cases
where the use of respondent' s device would be proper and those where
it would be injurious. This requires a physician s diagnosis. Also
it shows that untrained laymen cannot take measurements which would
provide a basis for the construction of a proper fitting appliance. 
further shows that the services of a physician are required to prescribe
the other necessary treatment measures for those conditions.

Paragraph 1 (c) of the order prohibits respondent from advertising
its device as providing an effective treatment for those conditions
where properly used it would be a part of the indicated treatment
without describing the other requirements needed to provide a proper
treatment. Under this order respondent is not restricted to selling its
device only to persons under a physician s care, as respondent appar-
ently fears. But it cannot advertise that its device will provide an
effective treatment for the named conditions , as it will not unless the
other requirements are complied with. The order permits respondent
to describe its product as providing an effective treatment where the
circumstances under which it will be effective are set out.

40X44i)- ;17- - 55
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The Commission, therefore, being of the opinion that respondent'
appeal from the hearing examiner s initial decision is of no merit and
that said initial decision is appropriate in all respects to dispose of
this proceeding:

It is ordered That the appeal of respondent from the initial decision
of the hearing examiner be, and it hereby is , denied.

It is further ordered That the initial decision of the hearing ex-
aminer shall on the 30th day of March 1954 become the decision of
the Commission.

It is further ordered That the respondent shall, within sixty (60)
days after service upon it of this order, file with the Commission a
report in writing setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
it has complied with the order to cease and desist contained in said
initial decision , a copy of which is attached hereto.


